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2016 YP 
Workshop 
Documentation 
Report 
Mainstreaming Participatory Design in 
Community Planning and 
Development 
 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

This report is a documentation of the 
proceedings from the 2016 Young 
Professionals Workshop on Social Housing, a 
7-day training program organized and 
conducted by TAO-Pilipinas, Inc. on March 
15-21, 2016 in Cagayan De Oro City 
 

  
 
 
 

The Young Professionals (YP) Workshop on 
Social Housing is a capability-building 
program of TAO-Pilipinas, Inc. that orients 
technical design professionals (young 
architects, engineers, and environmental 
planners) on the social realities of human 
settlement issues especially among the poor. 
The program trains YPs to be more socially 
aware of the shelter conditions of the 
underserved sectors and capacitates them to 
provide technical design assistance to poor 
communities with shelter needs. TAO-
Pilipinas collaborates with partner 
organizations, including government, 
nongovernment and people’s organizations, to 
conduct training activities that highlight direct 

interaction between community associations 
and technical professionals. 
TAO has previously organized five cycles of 
the Young Professionals Workshop in Social 
Housing with the following themes and 
immersion areas: participatory community 
planning (Metro Manila) in 2005; 
community-based disaster risk management 
(Infanta, Quezon Province) in 2006; building 
sustainable communities in resettlement sites 
(Albay Province) in 2008; water supply and 
sanitation (Metro Manila) in 2009; and 
disaster risk reduction (DRR) in community 
planning and development (Metro Manila) in 
2011. For the 2016 YP Workshop on Social 
Housing, the program focused on the theme 
“Mainstreaming Participatory Design in 
Community Planning and Development”. 
 
In this sixth cycle of the YP Workshop, TAO-
Pilipinas worked with the following partner 
organizations and universities in carrying out 
the workshop activities: SHFC (Social 
Housing Finance Corporation), XU-ERC 
(Xavier University Engineering Resource 
Center), MUST (Mindanao University of 
Science and Technology), LGU (local 
government unit) of Cagayan de Oro City, 
Tierra Villa Verde Homeowners Association, 
and Impala Neighborhood Association. 
 
 

 
 
 

The overall objective of the 2016 YP 
Workshop is to build the capacity of YPs in 
providing technical design support to poor 
communities working towards shelter security 
and sustainable settlements. Specifically, it 
aims to: 

 Aid participants to have better 
appreciation on the issues and 
concerns affecting poor, informal 

About the YP Workshop 

Workshop Objectives and Method	
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communities as they relate to social 
housing;  

 Give a venue for design professionals 
and students to tackle participatory 
design processes with social housing 
stakeholders; and  

 Initiate participants’ involvement in 
community development work 
through capacity-building and 
immersion in and direct interaction 
with informal communities. 

The YP workshop is a 7-day workshop 
program of activities combining two levels of 
training – theory and practicum. The 
workshop is divided into two parts, a) lecture 
sessions and b) community immersion.  
 
PART A – Lecture/Orientation Sessions 
(3 days) 
A series of lecture sessions were provided to 
the participants with the fundamentals on 
social housing and participatory community 
planning and design. Topics include: an 
overview of the housing situation (national 
and in CDO); social housing legal mandates, 
programs and processes; tools and approaches 
to participatory planning; sustainable and 
disaster-resilient settlements design concepts; 
and communicating technical knowledge to 
communities. Small group exercises and focus 
group discussions were incorporated to further 
deepen their understanding of the topics 
mentioned. All these formed the knowledge of 
participants, equipped them with the key 
concepts and methods that they applied 
during the community immersion stage. 
 
After the lecture inputs, community 
representatives were also asked to give a 
presentation of their community profiles. An 
orientation session which explained the 
community immersion program was 

conducted prior to fieldwork.  A field trip to 
Xavier Ecoville was also part of the lecture 
session.  
 
PART B – Community Immersion and 
Action Planning (4 days) 
The second part of the workshop was 
comprised of practicum activities; the 
participants underwent stay-in field 
immersion with the selected community sites. 
Participants were grouped into four teams and 
they worked out their fieldwork assignments. 
Each team was accompanied by a TAO 
resource person who guided them through the 
immersion process. Participants stayed with 
host families. 
 
The teams conducted a preliminary situational 
analysis and assessment on the technical needs 
of their assigned communities. This was done 
through interviews/focus groups discussions 
and a transect walk with community leaders/ 
representatives. The team’s main immersion 
activity was to facilitate a whole-day 
participatory consultation-workshop with 
thirty community members. The outputs of 
the consultation-workshop are community 
action plans. 
 
After 2 and ½ days on fieldwork, all the teams 
were reconvened and prepared their 
presentation about their community 
immersion outputs for the plenary. The 
plenary presentations synthesized the 
theoretical and practicum parts of the 
workshop. The reflection session which 
processed the significant lessons learned and 
experiences gained from the workshop was 
part of the concluding activities. Also part of 
the concluding activities was a discussion with 
all the stakeholders involved on the next steps 
to be done after the workshop.  
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The workshop had a total of forty nine (49) 
participants composed of fourteen (14) senior 
students of architecture and engineering, eight 
(8) faculty members, eight (8) community 
representatives, four (4) community organizers 
from the local government, and fifteen (15) 
representatives from the Social Housing 
Finance Corporation (SHFC). Student and 
faculty member participants were from Xavier 
University and Mindanao University of 
Science and Technology, CdO. Community 
representatives were from Impala 
Neighborhood Association in Camaman-an, 
CdO, and from Tierra Villa Verde 
Homeowners Association in Mid-Balulang, 
CdO. 
 
 
 
 
 

DAY 1 : March 15, 2016, Tuesday
Venue : Manresa Training Center 
7:30am Arrival of Participants 
8:00 Registration
8:45 Opening Ceremonies 

National Anthem 
Opening Prayer 
Welcome Remarks by 
Mr. Ruben Laset, SHFC 

9:15 Small Group Activity: 
Introductions and Expectations 
Setting 
Group Presentations of SGA 1 

10:00 Snack Break
10:20 KEYNOTE LECTURE: 
 The Challenges to Sustainable 

Human Settlements 
Development and the Role of 
Young Design Professionals 
 

[Mr. Roel R. Ravanera, 
Executive Director – Xavier 
Science Foundation] 

SESSION A:  
Social Housing Overview 

11:00 CDO Housing Situationer
[Mr. Ermin Pimentel, CdO 
City Shelter Program] 

11:40 Session A Open Forum / 
Discussion 

11:50 Introduction to TAO-Pilipinas 
and the YP Workshop activities 

12:20pm Lunch Break 
1:15 House Rules, Host Group 

Assignments, and Room 
Assignments 

1:30 The National Housing 
Situationer 
[Atty. Junefe Payot, SHFC] 

2:10 Batas Pambansa 220: Planning 
and Design Standards for 
Social Housing 
[Arch. Angelus Maria P. Sales, 
TAO-Pilipinas] 

3:00 Continuation of Session A 
Open Forum / Discussion 

3:45 Snack Break 
SESSION B: 
Participatory Community 
Planning and Design 

3:55 Methods and Tools for 
Participatory Planning and 
Design 
[Arch/EnP. Geraldine R. 
Matabang, TAO-Pilipinas] 

4:50 Icebreaker activity by Host Group 
(YP Team 3) 

5:00 Planning with Urban Poor 
Communities: Technical 
Assistance Case Studies 
[Arch/EnP. Maria Faith Y. 
Varona, TAO-Pilipinas] 

Workshop Participants	

Schedule of Activities 
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5:50 Session B Open Forum / 
Discussion 

6:20 Program Briefing 
6:40 Group Picture Taking 
7:00 Dinner 
	
DAY 2 : March 16, 2016, Wednesday
Venue : Manresa Training Center 
6:00am Wake-up Call 
7:00 Breakfast & registration of 

participants 
8:30 Recap of Day 1 activities by 

Host Group (YP Team 4) 
8:35 Icebreaker activity by Host 

Group (YP Team 4) 
 SESSION A Continuation:

Social Housing Overview 
8:40 Site Development and 

House Construction Cost 
Estimates 
[Arch. Angelus Maria P. 
Sales, TAO-Pilipinas] 

 SESSION C: 
Building Sustainable and 
Disaster-resilient 
Communities 

8:55 Sustainable and Disaster-
resilient Concepts in 
Settlements Planning and 
Design 
[Arch/EnP. Arlene Christy 
D. Lusterio, TAO-Pilipinas] 

9:45 Icebreaker activity 
9:55 Technical Professionals in 

Post-Disaster Rehabilitation 
Work [Arch. Verna Lucia P. 
Sarraga, TAO-Pilipinas] 

10:40 Snack Break
11:10 Session C Open Forum / 

Discussion 
  

 

SESSION D: 
Facilitating the Community 
Consultation-Workshop 

11:20 Communicating Technical 
Knowledge to Communities 
[Ms. Ananeza Aban, TAO-
Pilipinas] 

12:10pm Session D Open Forum / 
Discussion 

12:35 Lunch Break 
1:35 Guide to Facilitating the 

Community Immersion 
Activities 
[Arch/EnP. Geraldine R. 
Matabang, TAO-Pilipinas] 

3:20 Community Immersion Sites 
- Background Profiles 
 Tierra Villa Verde 

Homeowners Association 
– Mid-Balulang, CdO 

 Impala Neighborhood 
Association –  
Camaman-an, CdO 

3:40 Open Forum / Discussion 
4:00 Snack Break 
4:15 Small Group Activity: 

Team Building (Zoom activity) 
and Feedback 

5:10 Breakout Session: Group 
Preparations for Community 
Consultations and Tasking 

7:00 Dinner
 
DAY 3 : March 17, 2016, Thursday
Venue : Manresa Training Center 

  Xavier Ecoville 
6:00am Wake-up Call 
7:00 Breakfast & registration of 

participants 
8:25 Icebreaker activity by Host 

Group (YP Team 2) 
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8:30 Recap of Day 1 activities by 
Host Group (YP Team 4) 

8:35 Backgrounder on the Xavier 
Ecoville Project 
[Mr. Philip Robert C. Flores, 
Project Coordinator, Xavier 
Ecoville]	

9:05 Session Open Forum / 
Discussion 

9:30 Field visit to Xavier Ecoville 
Project site 

11:30 Lunch 
1:30pm Icebreaker activity by Host 

Group (YP Team 2) 
1:40 Focus Group Discussion on 

Field Visit and Presentation of 
FGD Results 

3:00 Small Group Activity: 
Defend the Egg 

3:30 Snack break 
4:50 Workshop Evaluation Part 1
5:15 Breakout Session: Continuation 

of Group Preparations for 
Community Consultations 

7:00 Dinner 
 
DAY 4 : March 18, 2016, Friday 
Venue : Manresa Training Center 

  Community Immersion Sites 
6:00am Wake-up Call 
7:00 Breakfast & registration of 

participants 
8:00 Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU) Signing 
between SHFC and XU 

9:00 Travel to Community 
Immersion Sites	

10:00 Meeting with Community 
Leaders/Participants 
Transect Walk 

12:00nn Lunch 

1:00pm Preparations for Facilitation of 
Community Consultation-
Workshop 

7:00 Dinner with host families 
Overnight stay in community 

 
DAY 5 : March 19, 2016, Saturday
Venue : Community Immersion Sites
6:30 Breakfast with host families

Preparation of workshop venue 
7:30 Registration of participants for 

Community Consultation-
Workshop 

8:00 Opening Prayer 
Introduction and expectations 
setting 
Laying of workshop objectives, 
program and house rules 

8:30 SESSION 1: 
Inputs on Sustainable and 
Disaster-resilient Communities 

9:00 SESSION 2: 
FGD - Profile of the 
Community 
(Working Snack Break) 
Presentation of Session 2 FGD 
Outputs 

10:30 SESSION 3:  
FGD – Assessment of 
Community Shelter Needs 
Presentation of Session 3 FGD 
outputs 

12:00nn Lunch Break 
1:00pm Icebreaker Activity 
1:15 SESSION 4: 

FGD – Assessment of 
Community Resources and 
Capabilities Presentation of 
Session 4 FGD outputs 

2:00 SESSION 5: 
FGD – Community Visioning 
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and Action Planning Snacks 
(Working Break) 
Presentation of Community 
Vision and Action Plans 

4:30 Open Forum / Discussion 
5:00 Expectations checking 

Evaluation activity 
End of Community 
Consultation-Workshop 

5:30 YP Reflection Session 
(YP Team 3 & 4) 

7:00 Dinner with host families 
Overnight stay in community 

 
DAY 6 : March 20, 2016, Sunday
Venue : Community Immersion Sites

  Manresa Training Center 
6:30  Wake-up Call 

Breakfast with host families 
 8:00 YP Reflection Session 

(YP Team 1 & 2) 
Review and Consolidation of 
Community Workshop Outputs 

12:00nn 
1:00pm 

Lunch Break
Travel back to Workshop Venue

2:00 Preparation of Groups Plenary 
Presentation 
Mural Painting 

7:00 
9:00 

Dinner 
Lights Off (Overnight stay in 
workshop venue) 

 
DAY 7 : March 21, 2016, Monday
Venue : Manresa Training Center 
6:00am Wake-up Call 
7:00 Breakfast & registration of 

participants 
8:50 
  

Icebreaker activity by Host 
Group (YP Team 1) 
Recap of immersion activities by 
Host Group (YP Team 1) 

Introduction of Panel 

9:00 Plenary Presentation of Group A
(YP Team 1 & 2) 
Panel Reactions 

11:10 Plenary Presentation of Group B
(YP Team 3 & 4) 
Panel Reactions 

12:35pm Open Forum / Discussion 
1:05 Lunch Break 
1:45 Mural Explanation 
2:15 Individual Reflection Sharing
3:45 Plenary: Ways Forward 

(Working Break) 
4:15 Expectations Checking 

Workshop Evaluation Part 2 
5:05 Closing Ceremonies 

Closing Remarks by  
Ms. Janet Lumayag 
Awarding of Certificates 
Group Picture Taking 

 
 
 
 

Project funding support for the 2016 Young 
Professionals Workshop on Social Housing 
was provided by Social Housing Finance 
Corporation (SHFC) and Misereor. 

 

Workshop Sponsors	
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PART 1: 
LECTURE SESSIONS 

 
 

The first three days of the workshop were 
conducted at the Manresa Training Center, 
Cagayan de Oro City. The participants were 
oriented on socialized housing, participatory 
community planning and design, sustainable 
and disaster resilient communities, as well as, 
on facilitating community consultations. The 
aim is to build the knowledge of the 
participants to equip them during their 
community immersion, which they shall 
facilitate on the fourth to the fifth day of the 
workshop. These topics were given through a 
series of lectures. Participatory activities 
involving formation of host teams, icebreakers, 
and creative small group activities were also 
integrated in these first three days to make the 
participants actively involved in the workshop. 
 

 

Highlights of Day 1 Activities 
 

Resource persons were invited to give lectures 
to orient the participants on socialized housing 
and participatory community planning and 
design during the first day of the workshop. 
 
 
 
 
 

This is an introductory activity designed to 
level-off expectations from the workshop 
participants. The participants were grouped 
through an introductions activity and 
presented their expectations as a team. In a 
team, each participant was asked to share their 
expectations of the entire workshop. They were 
also asked to consider their possible role or 
contribution to the workshop activities. 
 
 

The participants shared the following: 
 To learn: in general, the participants 

are expecting to expand their 
knowledge on community planning 
and development, especially about 
participatory process being integrated 
in planning. Moreover, the participants 
from the communities and the local 
government which were represented by 
the community organizers have 
expressed their specific interest on 
security of land tenure. 

 To explore: participants who have been 
exposed to community planning and 
development stated that they joined to 
sharpen their insights on the topic and 
develop their knowledge and expertise. 

 To participate: everyone expressed their 
interest and active participation to 
complete the workshop. 

 To help: included in their expectations 
is to share their expertise in order to be 
of help to the chosen ISF’s joining the 
workshop and to other similar projects 
in the future.  
 
 

 
  

The keynote lecture was 
delivered by Mr. Roel 
Ravanera, the Executive 
Director of Xavier Science 
Foundation and a member of 

the Xavier University Southeast Asian Rural 
Social Leadership Institute (XU-
SEARSOLIN). His presentation was entitled 
“The Challenges to Sustainable Human 
Settlements Development and the Role of 
Young Design Professionals”. 

  
 

 

Expectations Setting	

Keynote Lecture	
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“Everyone should participate in creating 

the solution” 
 

 

Mr. Ravanera presented the increasing issues 
on social housing and the possible responses to 
answer these problems. He empasized the need 
for the institutionalization and implementation 
of the National Land Use Act because of the 
insufficiency of the Comprehensive Land Use 
Plans coming from the local government units.  
 
Mr. Ravanera also shared the response Xavier 
University has provided for the victims of 
Typhoon Sendong. He stated that the 
university has provided temporary shelter 
assistance and relief goods through their 
gymnasium and collected donations. Xavier 
University also donated a 5-hectare land 
allotted for the relocation of selected families 
which is now known as Xavier Ecoville 
Community in Lumbia, Cagayan de Oro City. 
He also highlighted that the said assistance was 
not only about shelter provision but it is more 
about values formation. He then shared their 
learnings on doing shelter assistance. According 
to Mr. Ravanera, they have experienced 
difficulties on finding the appropriate land for 
the project and that the project team was also 
challenged to work with the designs provided 
by the donors, since Xavier wanted it to be 
more collaborative. Most importantly, he 
mentioned that the university is now engaged 
to aid on the creation of a Barangay Land Use 
Plan which shall also support the future 
strategies for the development of the Xavier 
Ecoville community.  
 
Before closing, Mr. Ravanera emphasized that 
in order to make such project work “everyone 
should participate in creating the solution”. He 

ended his lecture with a video presentation 
about the Xavier Ecoville. 
 
 
 
  
 

The learning objectives for this session were: 
 To understand the poverty and housing 

situation at the global, national and 
local (CdO) levels  

 To understand the legal mandates, 
institutional mechanisms and 
stakeholders in social housing delivery  

 To know the standards and technical 
requirements for social housing 
provision and design 
 

Three lectures were delivered in this session, 
which were the Cagayan de Oro Housing 
Situationer by Mr. Ermin Pimentel of the local 
government of CDO, National Housing 
Situationer by Atty. Junefe Payot of the SHFC, 
and the Batas Pambansa 220 Planning and 
Design Standards for Social Housing Provision 
and Design by Arch. Angelus Maria Sales of 
TAO-Pilipinas, Inc. 
 

The first lecture began with 
an overview of social 
housing in Cagayan de Oro 
with Mr. Ermin Pimentel. 
He talked about the 
programs of the current 

administration under the Shelter and Housing 
Development Multisectoral Task Force. He 
discussed about the CdO City Shelter Plan for 
2014-2022. This plan has a fundamental target 
to provide shelter for all citizens of CdO. The 
plan is focused to develop communities, to 
build shelter, and to capacitate the 
Kagayanons.  
 

Session A: Social Housing Overview	
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Mr. Pimentel also shared their response to the 
Sendong victims. He mentioned that 600 of 
the proposed 3,000 units of CMP housing 
projects for Sendong survivors are now in the 
initial implementation. This is made possible 
in partnership with TOUCH Foundation, 
GROUP Foundation and Social Action Center 
of ACDO. He also mentioned that 1,008 
housing units are in its final stage of 
completion which is done in partnership with 
Japan Shelter Program and DSWD. He also 
shared the assistance they offered for the 
creation of the CdO Federation composed of 
46 HOAs. He ended his lecture with the 
emphasis on their efforts to strengthen the 
participation of multi-stakeholders for the City 
Shelter Program which shall lead to the first 
CDO Housing Summit targeting 600 
individuals from various sectors to address 
80,000 housing units for the next 8 years. 
 

 The second lecture with 
Atty. Junefe Payot was 
entitled “The Government’s 
Response to the Growing 
Housing Needs” focusing on 

the national housing situation and the different 
socialized housing programs of the 
government. He started by presenting the 
housing needs of the Philippines. According to 
Atty. Payot, there is a 1,225,343 housing 
backlog in January 2011and that 23% of the 
housing needs can be found in NCR, Regions 
3, and 4-A. He also mentioned that housing 
needs of informal settler families (ISFs), which 
are the priority of SHFC, are about 12%. 
 
Atty. Payot explained SHFC’s main role which 
is to provide affordable housing and a place for 
the poor. He also mentioned that in CDO it is 
not much of a problem for now, but quick 
developments may entail a bigger gap to access 

the city center. As a solution, he recommended 
that there is a need to consider densification 
and to provide housing typology upgrades. He 
also recommended the role of the LGU to 
support shelter programs. He mentioned that 
LGU’s must prioritize land banking before 
more properties get to be acquired for purposes 
other than residential use. 
 
Atty. Payot ended his presentation by 
introducing SHFC programs to meet the 
housing needs. He discussed the community 
mortgage program (CMP), site development 
loan, and the capacity building program of 
SHFC. 
 

The third lecture was about 
Batas Pambansa 220 planning 
and design standards for 
socialized housing discussed 
by Arch. Angelus Maria Sales. 
She gave a brief definition on 

BP220 and discussed its importance to ensure 
basic housing services and to allow affordable 
housing for the marginalized sector. Arch. Sales 
covered the provisions of the law from site 
selection criteria, planning consideration, 
minimum standards for site development, 
house design standards and general 
construction requirements.  
 
 
 
Q (Shane, XU): What shall be the workable 

scheme in your program that shall continue 
the project even at the end of the term of the 
LGU? 

A (Mr. Pimentel, LGU): It is within the 7-
point agenda.  People must take account to 
fulfill the 7-point agenda on shelter provided 
by the LGU. 

 

Session A:  Open Forum	
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Q (Tony, Tierra Villa Verde): What 
institution or National Agency can assist us 
to own the land we are settling in for 20 
years, and the owner of the land is willing to 
sell it to us already? 

A (Mr. Pimentel, LGU): There is a City 
Emancipation Program that the LGU 
provides through the Task Force Shelter. 

 (Ruben Laset, SHFC): There is also a 
Community Mortgage Program (CMP) that 
can be accessed through SHFC, which is a 
National Government financing agency. It is 
also possible for the communities to 
participate with the local government, 
specifically to join the council, to have better 
access on the needed assistance. 

 
Q (Manny, XU): Would population density be 

a problem in the future since the ISF’s are 
settled within the city? 

A (Atty. Payot, SHFC): It must we well 
planned and seen in a holistic manner, 
transportation must be considered for near-
city relocation. 

 
Q (Tony, Tierra Villa Verde): There were 

properties that were fenced and occupied 
easements within our community and are 
used as their right of way. The reason of this 
illegal practice was because no subdivision 
plan was in place, what shall we do about it? 

A (Atty. Payot, SHFC): The community may 
seek legal advice from public law offices to 
get their easement/RROW back. 

 
Q (Tony, SHFC): What are the difference and 

similarities of economic housing and 
socialized housing? How much lots can be 
generated within a hectare using economic 
housing standards? 

A (Arch. Sales, TAO): Most are similar except 
for structure size and lot size. 

 (Arch/EnP. Matabang, TAO): In PD 957 
space allocations can be based on 70% 
buildable and 30% open space, while in BP 
220 it relies on the density of the structures 
to be built, but it is more recommended to 
follow PD 957. 

 (Arch/EnP. Lusterio, TAO): Based in 
BP220, more lots can be generated in a 
hectare because of the minimum 18sqm area 
per lot but more lots mean more percentage 
for open space. It is important to look at the 
value of the open space as parks, playgrounds 
and road networks in planning a 
development. 

 
Q (Mae, MUST): Why do most of the 

developments are leaning to single detached 
housing? Why not high-density housing and 
lessen paved areas? 

A (Arch. Sales, TAO): High density housing is 
not always the first option because of the 
intricacy and the cost of the project but most 
of the projects in Metro Manila for 
socialized housing are already pushing high 
density housing. 

 (Atty. Payot, SHFC): The SHFC has 
available projects to support High Density 
Housing but it was observed that there are 
negative implications to HDH that’s why it 
is not the first option. 

 
Q (Frank, Impala): Were the ISF’s along the 

Pasig river, relocated already? 
A (Atty. Payot, SHFC): The 50 billion fund 

provided by the National Government has 
been used for the relocation of the ISF’s 
along waterways and tributaries. There are 
also in-city HDH developments available for 
these ISF’s. 
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The learning objectives for this session were: 
 To be familiar with methodologies and 

practices in participatory planning with 
communities  

 To learn from case studies in 
participatory planning and design and 
various community development 
strategies  

 
Two lectures were delivered in this session: 
Methods and Tools for Participatory Planning 
and Design by Arch./EnP. Geraldine 
Matabang of TAO-Pilipinas Inc., and Planning 
with Urban Poor Communities: Technical 
Assistance Case Studies by Arch./EnP. Maria 
Faith Varona of TAO-Pilipinas Inc. 
 

 

 “If you want to know how the shoe fits, 
ask the person who is wearing it, not the 

one who made it” 
 

 
The first lecture was about 
methods and tools used for 
participatory planning and 
design with Arch./EnP. 
Geraldine Matabang. She 

started with the quote “If you want to know 
how the shoe fits, ask the person who is 
wearing it, not the one who made it”, which 
explains the main perspective of the 
participatory process. She emphasized that the 
people has the right to take part on creating 
their community and that the best source of 
knowledge would be the local people because 
they would provide a greater insight for the 
project. She explained the value of community 
participation in the planning/design process. 
She also mentioned that working closely with 

the community would result to informed 
participation which can lead to better 
community decisions. She also discussed about 
the levels of participation the community can 
be involved with.  
 
After this, she then mentioned about the roles 
of technical professionals in the process. She 
imparted that technical professionals are 
usually trained to be the creator/designer but in 
participatory planning it needs a different skill 
set because his/her role is to be an enabler, 
which considers the inputs of the community 
to come up with the final design.  
 

 
 

“Learning before doing” 
 

 
 

Arch. Matabang ended her lecture by 
presenting the tools used for participatory 
planning. She emphasized the importance of 
providing technical knowledge so that the 
community can make informed decisions when 
doing community planning and design. Lastly, 
Arch. Matabang reminded the participants to 
always convey realistic and truthful goals to the 
community to avoid false hopes and 
misinformation. 
 

The second lecture was 
entitled “TAO-Pilipinas 
Technical Assistance Case 
Studies: Participatory 
Planning with Poor 

Communities” presented by Arch./EnP. Faith 
Varona. The lecture focused on the different 
examples of technical assistance provided by 
TAO-Pilipinas through the years using the 
participatory design process.  
 
Arch. Varona shared her experiences in TAO as 
they provide technical assistance to urban poor 
communities through participatory planning 

Session B: Participatory 
Community Planning and Design	
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and design. She mentioned that graphical 
presentations are always the best method to get 
the community more informed.  
	
On the limitations of participatory community 
planning, Arch. Varona mentioned that it 
needs ample time and active participation of all 
to gather the data needed for the physical 
planning aspect of the community 
development plan. She reiterated that the 
participatory approach is a tedious process but 
it would ensure that communities are included 
in the development of their community. Arch. 
Varona ended her lecture with different 
examples of good practices in participatory 
community planning done by TAO-Pilipinas 
and other organizations outside the country. 
 
 
 

 
Q (Dexter, XU): How would you know if the 

community should just resort into repair/ 
rebuild/ relocate?  

A (Arch/EnP. Varona, TAO): TAO-Pilipinas 
can only recommend for solutions but not 
fund the construction/ repair/ relocation. 
The organization only recommends the 
community through proper information 
dissemination to the community. The 
organization leads the community through 
the aid of community leaders and organizers. 
“Is-save kung ano ang pwede”, the 
organization will help the community but 
informs them that they have to take 
responsibility with the work and it shall 
incur payments too, which the community 
should be responsible for. 
(Arch/EnP. Lusterio, TAO): The 
community should own their decisions, this 
process shall give value behind their 
decisions, and there should be an ownership 
in their decisions. This is the hard part of 

technical assistance through this 
(participatory) process. It is important that 
the community follows a community 
principle. 

 
Q (Jim, SHFC): How is technical assistance 

incorporated into a project? 
A (Arch/EnP. Lusterio, TAO): In the case of 

CDO, it is better to widen the network of 
technical professionals to assist their local 
communities. Through experience, the 
community must be ready to go into a 
technical assistance process. 
(Arch/EnP. Varona, TAO): YP workshops 
build local technical groups to assist the needs 
of their local communities. 

 
Q (Jay, XU): Are there times that you hardly or 

never made a consensus to the community? 
A (Arch/EnP. Varona, TAO): Series of 

meetings with the community were always 
scheduled to collaborate. The help from 
community leaders or members themselves 
were also tapped to create a consensus. 
Communication is a big key to create such 
agreement. 

 
Q (Sanny, SHFC): Regarding material costs, is 

it feasible to create a house shell for Php 
40K? 

A (Arch/EnP. Matabang, TAO): This may be 
utilized but most probably it shall be 
temporary housing. 
(Arch/EnP. Varona, TAO): Also from our 
experience, once the community has assured 
their security of tenure within their property, 
they are more motivated to invest on better 
permanent homes 

 
Q (Jemma, Community Organizer): Will there 

be a topic for land acquisition? 
A (Arch/EnP. Varona, TAO): There is a 

separate session for land acquisition because 

Session B:  Open Forum	
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it is very specific. It shall be discussed in the 
immersion activities. 

 

Highlights of Day 2 Activities 
 

The second day of the workshop had lecture 
sessions focused on sustainable and disaster-
resilient communities and facilitating 
community consultations. A brief lecture about 
site development and house construction cost 
estimates was also given prior to the scheduled 
sessions for the day. Also included in the 
second day was a presentation of the 
community profiles of the two chosen sites, 
Tierra Villa Verde Homeowners Association 
and Impala Neighborhood Association. A small 
group activity called “Zoom” was also 
conducted late in the afternoon just before the 
YP Teams prepared the tools needed for their 
community consultation workshop. 
 
 
 
   
 

Due to time constraints the second part of the 
presentation of Arch. Sales was not given on 
her scheduled time. Here is a brief summary of 
that presentation. 
 
Arch. Sales presented a lecture about site 
development and house construction cost 
estimates. Her presentation was based on a 
powerpoint lecture given by Engr. Toto 
Bañares in one of the technical workshops 
given by SHFC. She presented cost indicators 
for two types of site development as well as 
house construction estimates for a 20sqm. 
house using different kinds of construction 
materials.  
 
 
 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Two lectures were delivered for this session 
which were Sustainable and Disaster-resilient 
Concepts in Settlements Planning and Design 
by Arch./EnP. Arlene Christy Lusterio and 
Technical Professional in Post-Disaster 
Rehabilitation Work by Arch. Verna Lucia 
Sarraga. Both technical professionals are from 
TAO-Pilipinas, Inc. 
  
The learning objectives for this session were: 

  To be aware of sustainable and 
disaster-resilient design concepts in 
shelter design and development with 
particular application in social housing 
projects  

 To know about the actual application 
of sustainable and disaster-resilient 
design concepts in post-disaster shelter 
assistance projects  

 To learn from the challenges and 
lessons in dealing with communities in 
post-disaster technical interventions  

 
Arch./EnP. Arlene Christy 
Lusterio delivered the first 
lecture about sustainable and 
disaster resilient concepts in 
settlements planning and 
design. She started by 

defining sustainable development and disaster 
risk reduction. She highlighted that sustainable 
development today does not only consider 
saving up for future needs but also considers 
the carrying capacity of the environment. She 
also defined disaster resilience and then 
enumerated the core elements of disaster 
resilience. Arch. Lusterio also discussed climate 
change and mentioned that the effects of 

Continuation of Session A: Social 
Housing Overview	

Session C: Building Sustainable and 
Disaster-Resilient Communities 
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human activities are one of the major causes of 
climate change. 
 
Arch. Lusterio ended her lecture by giving 
examples of design concepts and considerations 
to be done for disaster risk reduction and 
climate change adaptation.  
 

The second lecture was 
delivered by Arch. Verna 
Lucia Sarraga about technical 
professionals in post-disaster 
rehabilitation work. She first 

discussed about the different phases of recovery 
once disaster struck an area and how these 
phases differ from one another. 
 
Arch. Sarraga then discussed the roles of 
technical professionals in post-disaster 
rehabilitation work. She shared that the main 
contribution of technical professionals at this 
level is to assist the people to prepare, accept, 
and implement the project. She also explained 
that it is important to encourage the 
community to participate on creating their 
plans to develop their sense of ownership and 
appreciation for their community. 
 
Arch. Sarraga ended her lecture by sharing the 
lessons she have learned in doing post-disaster 
rehabilitation work. She mentioned that shelter 
intervention is a multi-disciplinary 
undertaking. She also emphasized that disaster 
resilience does not equate to being invincible 
from disasters but rather being less vulnerable 
to the damages dealt by disasters. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Q: (Dexter, XU): Will extensions affect the 
original scheme of the development, like the 
standard spacing? 

A: (Arch. Sarraga, TAO): House extensions are 
not really recommended but if needed we 
advise them on how to extend without 
compromising its resiliency to disaster. We 
usually give them information on how they 
can extend their houses while maintaining 
the disaster resilience features of the house. 
We have also observed that they are already 
extending their homes even during 
construction. 
(Arch/EnP. Lusterio, TAO): In Manicani, it 
is applicable because they have ample spaces. 
In a development with very small houses, it 
is understandable that they would be 
extending their space but guidelines and 
standards were brought down to them to 
keep an orderly design/development. 

 
Q (Jemma, Community Organizer): Would it 

be dangerous for other families to extend 
their houses vertically if the engineering 
design provided was only for a single storey? 

A (Arch/EnP. Lusterio, TAO): It only means 
that the community did not understand 
what types of houses were built for them. 
Another solution is to assess these 
reconstructed structures. It is important to 
inform the community on the implications of 
these activities they have done to alter their 
houses. The contractor/designer is always 
accountable to whatever happens to these 
built structures for 15 years. They must have 
estate management policies in place after 
construction. Furthermore, the HOA is 
required to submit a deed of restrictions to 
HLURB. 
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Q (Jim, SHFC): Have you prepared houses for 
ISF’s in response to the “Big One” 
earthquake in Metro Manila? 

A (Arch/EnP. Lusterio, TAO): Engineers have 
prepared their designs for a magnitude 7 
earthquake. There is a disaster resilient 
model house we have done in Damayan in 
Taytay Rizal which was provided with a 
strong substructure prepared for earthquakes. 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

A lecture on Communicating Technical 
Knowledge to Communities by Ms. Ananeza 
Aban, a volunteer of TAO-Pilipinas Inc. was 
delivered in this session. Also included in this 
session is a presentation by Arch. Matabang on 
Guide to Facilitating Community Immersion 
Activities and presentations by the community 
leaders of both Impala Neighborhood 
Association and Tierra Villa Verde 
Homeowners Association. 
 
The learning objectives for this session were: 

 To know some tips in effectively 
communicating technical knowledge to 
communities  

 To go over the module, facilitation 
guide, and planning tools for carrying 
out the fieldwork activities (community 
immersion)  

 
The lecture began with a group activity called 
“Give Me a Shape”. It is a form of charades 
where the groups used body sculpturing or 
body movements to illustrate their assigned 
object or scene to the rest of the participants.  
After the group activity, Ms. Aban processed 
the relevance of the group activity by 
comparing the body sculpturing activity to the 

efforts being done when doing community 
development work. The activity closed with 
Ms. Aban’s reminder that “kahit maliit na 
bagay mahalaga upang makatulong sa 
komunidad”. 
 

 
YP Team 1 portraying a bridge 
 

 
YP Team 2 portraying a life boat 
 

 
YP Team 3 portraying an evacuation center 

 

Session D: Facilitating the 
Community Consultation 
Workshop	
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YP Team 4 portraying a playground 

 
The activity was followed by 
a lecture on how to 
communicate technical 
knowledge to communities. 
On her lecture, she discussed 
about the key principles of 

popular education or critical pedagogy. She 
emphasized that popular education can be 
leveled to the issues of the community and that 
it should be a two-way relationship between 
the instructor (technical professional) and the 
students (community). 
 
Ms. Aban discussed the framework of this 
approach and shared that through this 
structure there is a need to build relationship. 
It is important to give respect and immerse 
with the community while doing the project. 
On relaying technical standards and concepts, 
she mentioned that these models must be 
parallel with community issues and patterns. 
Also, through technical participatory activities, 
it is possible to assess the capacity of the 
community. She also reminded that both the 
communities and technical professionals 
should always look at the common good. 

 
 “Everyone teaches. Everyone learns. It is a 

symbiotic relationship” 
 

 

Lastly, Ms. Aban emphasized that through 
popular education, everyone teaches and 
everyone learns. It is a symbiotic relationship. 

There should always be a high level of 
participation for consensus building. 
Everybody should participate and cultural 
factors must always be considered. Ms. Aban 
also enumerated the needed characteristics of a 
popular educator. 
 
Next to present was Arch. Matabang with her 
presentation focusing on guiding the 
participants into doing the community 
immersion activities. She was assisted by Arch. 
Sales as they discussed the flow of the 
community immersion activities. They 
discussed the activities to be done on each day 
that the participants were in the community. 
They also discussed the tools that will be used 
for the community consultation workshop and 
the preparations needed to be made before the 
community consultation workshop. 
 
 
 
Q (Tony, SHFC): How do you deal with the 

first part of the intervention in terms of 
initial resistance/reactions? 

A (Ms. Aban, TAO): TAO-Pilipinas always 
coordinates with community leaders and 
related groups, the organization partners, 
other NGO’s and the community itself before 
intervention. Training Needs Assessment 
(TNA) is usually done first before 
intervention. 
(Arch/EnP. Matabang, TAO): The TNA is 
very important to be transparent to the 
community on what interventions shall be 
done. That is why it is important that the 
community leaders take part on these pre-
community work activities. 

 
Q (Jim, SHFC): What are the most effective 

tools to be used for these community 
interventions? 

Session D:  Open Forum	
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A (Ms. Aban, TAO): Almost all of the tools 
discussed were very much effective. Visuals 
are always important to the community and 
it is the most effective tool such as mapping, 
3D modeling, and FGD’s. 

 (Arch/EnP. Matabang, TAO): It is also 
good to introduce PO to PO exchange. This 
gives a huge impact to the community since 
they have seen the change in a community 
similar to their situation. By showing 
communities the end result, it would let 
them understand the impacts better. 

 
Q (Tony, SHFC): How do you deal with 

participants who question your age as an 
issue for reliability? 
(Arch/EnP. Matabang, TAO): The right 
attitude and transparency always keep the 
relation to the community pleasant. 
Recognition to local knowledge and 
appreciation coming from the community is 
put to an emphasis. Mahirap magmukhang 
matanda. When it comes to workshops and 
you perform well, there are no questions 
raised anymore. 
(Arch. Sarraga, TAO): Always look at 
the community as people whom you can 
learn from not just whom you teach. 

 (Ms. Aban, TAO): Learning is really a 
process. Good attitude develops the process of 
learning to the community. We treat our 
participants not as beneficiaries but as 
partners. 

 
Q (Kyle, SHFC): How about the appearance 

or the way you look, how do you build a 
relationship to the community? 

A: (Arch/EnP. Varona, TAO): First 
impressions last. It is important how you 
deal with people. It is important how you 
open yourself to them. You must not impose 
that you know much, but you are immersing 
with the community to learn from them and 

not to impose yourself as the teacher. We 
would want to be addressed equal to the 
community and must always be in a 
respective manner (using po and opo). You 
must be respectful. What is important is the 
heart of service to the people. You should 
show your passion and enjoyment while 
doing activities with the community. 

 (Arch/EnP. Matabang, TAO): 
Approachability is built through relationship 
and interaction. Once they realized you are 
sincere and passionate, they usually open up 
to you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Impala Neighborhood Association 
 

The Impala Neighborhood Association is 
located at Imburnal Palawan, Camaman-an, 
Cagayan de Oro City. It has a lot area of 6,388 
sqm. The lot is privately owned by Philippine 
Deposit Insurance Corporation (PDIC). The 
community is composed of 79 households 
comprised of 395 persons. 
 

 
Shaded portion is the location of Impala Neighborhood 
Association 
 
 

Background Profiles of Community 
Immersion Sites	
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The community has been residing in the area 
since 1980, and the association was formed in 
1986. Majority of the residents are literate 
composed of 70% college graduates, 20% high 
school graduates, and 10% students. 
Community members are mostly earning, 
where 65% are self-employed, 30% are 
employed and 5% are unemployed. 

 
Existing creek within the property 
 
The community hopes to have security of 
tenure and acquire their occupied lot under the 
LGU’s socialized housing project and qualify 
for the Community Mortgage Program 
(CMP). Consequently, the community has 
community savings intended to purchase the 
lot. 
 

 
Existing road within the property 
 
Tierra Villa Verde Homeowners 
Association 
 

 
Shaded portion is the location of Tierra Villa Verde 
Homeowners Association 
 
The Tierra Villa Verde Homeowners 
Association is located at Mid-Balulang, 
Cagayan de Oro City. It has a lot area of 
45,282 sqm. The lot is privately owned by Mr. 
Pedro Roa. The community is composed of 
260 households with 2,100 residents. Some of 
the occupants were victims of fire from Zone 4 
Tambo, Macasandig in 1990. Other families 
were affected by the JR Borja road widening 
and resettled in 1992. 
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Dirt access road within the site 
The association was formed in 1995 and was 
reorganized in 2010. Majority of the residents 
are literate composed of 75% college graduates, 
20% high school graduates and 5% students. 
Employed residents are about 80% and 20% 
are self-employed. The association intends to 
buy the portion of the lot they occupy since the 
lot owner is willing to sell it to them. 
 

 
Houses made of light materials 
 
 
 
 
 

This small group activity is designed to create a 
sense of community, develop perspective-
taking and enhance problem solving. It is an 
engaging team building activity aimed to 
improve communication skills. The activity is 
based on the wordless picture book “Zoom” by 

Istvan Banayi, which consists of 30 sequential 
“pictures within pictures.” The Zoom narrative 
moves from a rooster to a ship to a city street 
to a desert to a tropical island and outer space. 
 
The challenge for all participants is to get them 
lined up sequentially so that their pictures tell a 
“story.” Participants must do this without 
looking at the picture of other participants. 
This activity requires patience, 
communication, and trying to understand 
other people’s point of view in order to recreate 
the story’s sequence. 
After an hour, the participants were able to 
recreate the stories but were not perfectly in 
line with the Zoom storyline. The facilitator 
then debriefed the participants by asking the 
following questions: 

 How did you do? (Team performance 
can be measured by counting how 
many pictures are out of sequence.)  

 What made it difficult? Why was it 
hard to get the story together?  

 What enabled your success?  
 
In summary, the participants pointed out the 
following:  

 The small groups got the different 
stories right but missed some transition 
parts to create the correct sequence and 
piece the stories together to become 
one whole story. 

 The activity was difficult at first 
because everyone was talking 
simultaneously. No one wanted to take 
the initiative to lead in the beginning. 
It was only when one participant stood 
as leader to group the descriptions by 
category. Each category became a small 
group that arranged themselves as they 
describe their photo one-by-one. 

Small Group Activity (Zoom) 
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 The objective was achieved when all 
the participants were categorized and 
gradually understood the flow of the 
story. 

The group related the lessons from this activity 
with participatory planning community 
projects where communication and leadership 
are important factors to plan effectively. 
 
 

Highlights of Day 3 Activities 
 

The morning session of the third day was 
reserved for a field trip to Xavier Ecoville. 
Before the participants went on the field trip, a 
brief background about the Xavier Ecoville 
Project was given by Mr. Philip Robert Flores. 
 
After the presentation, the group went to 
Xavier Ecoville and spent more than an hour 
going around Xavier Ecoville. They stop at 
community facilities and listen to officers of 
the homeowners association share their 
experiences in living in Xavier Ecoville.  
 
The afternoon session of the third day was 
allotted for the focus group discussion to 
process what the participants observed in the 
Xavier Ecoville community. After the focus 
group discussion, a small group activity called 
“Defend the Egg” was done as part of a team 
building exercise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. Philip Robert Flores is 
the project coordinator of the 
Xavier Ecoville Project who 
gave an in-depth background 
about Xavier Ecoville. The 

project is the first university-led resettlement 

project for victims of typhoon Sendong. He 
mentioned that Xavier University considers the 
project an “abnormal solution” to an 
“abnormal situation”. He emphasized that 
Xavier University partnered with the 
communities not just to build homes but to 
build a community as well.  

 
“Since it’s an abnormal situation, it needs 
an abnormal solution” 

 
 

Included in his discussion are the different 
phases of the project, the values formation 
process that selected beneficiaries undergo, and 
the various sectors within the community that 
they have organized. He also shared with the 
participants the challenges encountered and are 
still experiencing even after the houses have 
been turned over to the beneficiaries.   
 
 
 
Q (Arch. Sales, TAO): For the disqualified 

households, do you have a legal mandate to 
evict them? 

A (Mr. Flores, Xavier Ecoville): We let them 
sign a welcome pack where the requirements 
are stipulated. These welcome packs come 
with a contract which becomes the basis for 
awarding the title. 

 
Q (Arch. Sales, TAO): How do you plan to 

evict the disqualified households? 
A (Mr. Flores, Xavier Ecoville): We asked for 

the aid of the LGU for police power. 
 
Q (Tony, SHFC): Have you trained for estate 

management? 
A (Mr. Flores, Xavier Ecoville): There are two 

teams, physical development and community 
development. The Estate Management 

Xavier Ecoville: Open Forum	

Backgrounder on Xavier Ecoville 
Project 
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trainings are under the physical development 
team. 

 
Q (Arch./EnP. Matabang, TAO): Did the 

community members came from different 
places or in one community only? 

A (Mr. Flores, Xavier Ecoville): Originally, 
they came from different barangays but we 
found them from one tent city. This is also a 
challenge because they came from different 
places. 

 
Q (Maji, XU): How did you accomplish the 

beneficiary selection?  
A (Mr. Flores, Xavier Ecoville): We only 

provided a booth to let people know about 
Xavier Ecoville. Once they answered yes to 
us, we then started profiling and validating 
if they are legitimate survivors. 

 
Q (Jim, SHFC): Do you have experiences on 

“pasaway” beneficiaries? 
A (Mr. Flores, Xavier Ecoville): There are 

beneficiaries that are still returning to their 
old residences, though they are only living in 
temporary shelters there. That is why we are 
providing alternative livelihood trainings or 
assistance within Ecoville. We cannot stop 
them from returning but they need to 
communicate with us. 

 
Q (Ms. Aban, TAO): How do you address the 

VAWC law and issues on violence against 
women? What are the roles of women within 
the community? 

A (Mr. Flores, Xavier Ecoville): Firstly, we 
have a relationship with the barangay. They 
have relayed their plans through the 
community plans. In the community, there is 
a grievance committee mostly headed by 
women. For rape cases, the barangay 
(barangay protection order) assists the 
community. There are women’s groups who 

hone the women in the community to be 
empowered. 

 
Q (Arch. Sales, TAO): How do you deal with 

illegal house extension and open space 
occupancy? 

A (Mr. Flores, Xavier Ecoville): There are 
monitoring activities to check. Warnings are 
usually sent to these offenders. On the third 
offense, they are already disqualified. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After the backgrounder given by Mr. Flores, 
the participants travelled to Xavier Ecoville in 
Lumbia, Cagayan de Oro City. The 
participants went around Xavier Ecoville for 
more than an hour. They visited the office of 
the cooperative group established for Xavier 
Ecoville. They also went to the different 
community facilities and briefly listened to the 
various committee officers formed by the 
homeowners association of Xavier Ecoville. 
 
The Xavier Ecoville community has a total of 
567 households with a total population of 
2,530. The adult sector comprises the bulk of 
the population with 36.56%. There are also 
more male residents than female. 

 
The view as you enter Xavier Ecoville 

Field Visit to Xavier Ecoville 
Project 
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The community chapel of Xavier Ecoville 

 
One of the livelihood programs established in the 
community is the bakery. 

 
Sewing machines fill the roof top area of the cooperative 
office as one of the livelihood programs in Xavier Ecoville. 
 
Basic services are already allocated with 90% 
electrification while water connection is 
categorized as Level 2. Roads are made of 
concrete and various community facilities have 
been built in the area such as chapel, 
community center, and multi-purpose open 
court. Solar streetlights can also be found at 
Xavier Ecoville. 
 

 
Xavier Ecoville is a row house type of resettlement project 

 
The back portion of the houses as viewed from the side. 

 
The YP participants posing for a group photo in the 
basketball court during their field visit of Xavier Ecoville. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The groups were asked to share their positive 
and negative impressions from the site visit. 
They were also asked to impart the good 
practices and shelter innovations seen within 
the Xavier Ecoville community. Lastly, the 
teams were asked to provide suggestions and 
recommendations for the improvement of the 
community. 
 

Focus Group Discussion on Xavier 
Ecoville Field Visit 
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On the physical structures, the YP teams 
generally observed that the Xavier Ecoville 
community follows a legible plan provided 
with a proper road system. The community is 
kept clean and the houses were built following 
the standards. They also noted the use of 
alternative power for their street lights (solar 
powered street lights). On the other hand, they 
have also observed that the community lacks 
greeneries to lessen the heat and needs a proper 
drainage system. They have also observed that 
residents have already encroached on the 
required setbacks. 
 
On the community organization, the YP teams 
have witnessed a good administrative structure 
attributed from the values formation done by 
Xavier University. Although the leaders have 
admitted that they are challenged with 
financial problems. The teams have also 
observed the livelihood programs implemented 
in Xavier Ecoville. 
 
The YP teams have expressed their interest to 
replicate the positive practices they have 
observed in Xavier Ecoville. The most 
commendable practice observed was their 
livelihood program schemes and their 
community sectoral groups that encourage all 
the members of the community to participate. 
The YP teams then recommended the 
community to improve their financial 
management system through financial literacy 
training and to work on having a better 
drainage system to avoid the spread of diseases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

A small group activity in the form of a team 
building exercise was conducted after the focus 
group discussion. The exercise is intended to 
help participants develop effective problem 
solving skills, collaboration, and creative 
teamwork through a contest with a goal of 
preventing an egg from breaking when 
dropped. 
 
A set of limited resources were given to each 
YP Team consisting of the following: 

 3 pieces of raw chicken egg 
 1 roll of tissue paper with core 
 12 pieces of plastic straw 
 10 pieces of bamboo chopsticks 
 1 section of old newspaper 
 1 roll of tape 

Each YP Team built their own contraptions to 
protect the egg. Team 1 made a parachute 
while Team 2 encased their eggs in a protective 
shell made of tissue paper and newspaper.  
Both Teams 3 and 4 made cushioned 
containers that would catch the egg. The only 
difference between the two teams was that 
Team 3 encased their egg in a protective layer 
of tissue paper while Team 4’s egg had no 
protection at all. All of the teams were 
successful in protecting their egg. 
 

 
YP Team 1 making a parachute for their egg  

Small Group Activity (Defend the 
Egg) 
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YP Team 2 working on a protective casing for their egg 
 

 

YP Team 3 making the base of their cushioned container 
that will catch their egg 
 
 

 
YP Team 4 working on a cushioned container that will 
catch their egg 
 

 
Mr. Donnie Castillo of SHFC was designated to release the 
eggs from the 2nd floor of the training center.  
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PART 2:  
COMMUNITY IMMERSIONS 

 

 
The second part of the workshop comprised 
of practicum activities where participants went 
through stay-in field immersion on Days 4 to 
6 of the workshop. Immersion activities were 
conducted in two areas: Impala 
Neighborhood Association in Camaman-an 
and Tierra Villa Verde Homeowners 
Association in Mid-Balulang. Host families 
accommodated the YP teams throughout their 
stay in the communities. 
 
The four (4) YP teams simultaneously 
observed actual conditions within the 
communities and applied participatory 
planning methods to conduct a community 
consultation workshop. The main outputs of 
the community consultation workshop were 
community action plans (CAPs) that can be 
implemented by the community with the 
technical support of the YPs (XU and 
MUST). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After the participants were grouped into four 
(4) YP teams, they went to their designated 
community immersion areas along with TAO-
Pilipinas staff. The teams conducted 
preliminary assessment activities in 
preparation to the whole day community 
consultations on Day 5. Community 
assessment activities included an initial 
meeting of the YP teams with the community 
leaders and a transect walk or observatory 
walk within the community. 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 

The main activity in the participants’ 
community immersion work was the 
facilitation of a participatory workshop and 
action planning process in their assigned sites. 
Applying the program and facilitation guide, 
the YP teams conducted a series of focused 
group discussions (FGDs) and plenary 
discussions. Each community was divided into 
two (2) teams and each team was divided into 
two (2) FGD groups, hence, each community 
had four (4) sets of outputs at the end of the 
community consultation workshop. 
 
Session 1: Inputs on Sustainable and 
Disaster-resilient Communities 
 

The program started with the points about 
sustainable and disaster-resilient communities. 
This lecture captured the community’s 
understanding on sustainable and resilient 
communities and discussed the essential 
features of such communities including the 
considerations in the planning and design of 
their settlements to ensure sustainability and 
disaster resilience. 
 
Session 2: Profile of the Community 
 

The community profile was completed during 
this session and used tools such as community 
profiling chart and maps that gave a detailed 
characterization of the community. This 
session also examined the current condition of 
the community including the land and 
housing situation, economic activities, social 
services and facilities, road infrastructure, 
public spaces, water supply, sanitation and 
solid waste management, drainage, 
electrical/power supply and exposure and 
response to hazards. 

Highlights of Day 4 Activities 

Highlights of Day 5 Activities 
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Session 3: Assessment of Community 
Shelter Needs 
 

The FGD groups were oriented to the use of 
the Problem Tree Analysis at this session to 
identify and describe their shelter needs. With 
this tool, the community looked at the 
particular causes and effects of the problem 
related to land tenure, housing and access to 
basic services. At the end of this session, it was 
evident that the community shared a sense of 
understanding on their shelter related 
problems and community issues. 
 
Session 4: Assessment of Community 
Resources and Capacities 
 

The community made their resources listing 
through the identification of their available 
resources inside and outside the community 
that can be tapped to address their 
community problems. These identified 
resources include natural, physical, economic, 
social, and human resources. At the end of the 
listing, the communities also identified which 
resources were important for a sustainable and 
disaster-resilient community and which 
resources are still lacking within their 
community to be sustainable and disaster-
resilient. 
 
Session 5: Visioning and Formulation of 
Community Action Plans 
 

The first part of this session was the 
community visioning exercise where all FGD 
groups had drawn their ideal community 
layout considering sustainability and disaster-
resilience. This activity also showed the 
influence of age and gender in design 
approaches and considerations. The second 
part of the session taught the participants in 
creating detailed community action plans 
(CAPs). These CAPs addressed their specific 

shelter-related needs and provided a step-by-
step method to solve their problem they have 
identified and prioritized. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Following a two-day stay in the communities, 
the YP teams returned to the training venue at 
Manresa to present the results of the 
community consultation workshop. At this 
point, the YP teams were given time to 
prepare their presentation materials for the 
plenary presentations the next day. Moreover, 
each YP team with their community 
representatives conceptualized and painted a 
mural presentation. The murals sought to 
illustrate their workshop experience and 
lessons learned from the community 
immersion activities. 

Highlights of Day 6 Activities 
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PART 3:  
PLENARY PRESENTATION 

 
 

Days 7 of the YP Workshop served to 
synthesize the theoretical and practicum parts 
of the workshop. The four YP teams were able 
to share the outputs of their immersion 
activities and were critiqued by a panel of 
reactors composed of Engr. Dexter Lo, head of 
Xavier University Engineering Resource 
Center, Ms. Janet Lumayag, SHFC CdO 
Regional Officer, Ms. Cynthia Rosales, area 
coordinator of PCUP CdO Office, and Mr. 
Michael Cagulada, Executive Director of 
GROUP Foundation. 
 
 
   
 
 

Each group was given an hour to present the 
results of the community consultations and 
action planning they facilitated. The groups 
applied a mix of presentation techniques, from 
the conventional reporting using powerpoint 
presentations to creative performances and role 
playing. There were two teams provided per 
community, YP Team 1 and YP Team 2 for 
Impala Neighborhood Association, and YP 
Team 3 and YP Team 4 for Tierra Villa Verde 
Homeowners Association. Each YP Team 
divided their participants into two FGD 
groups, hence, having four (4) Community 
Action Plans (CAPs) per community at the end 
of the immersion. 
 
 
  
 
 

The YP Team 1 is composed of seven (7) YP 
members namely, Iano Adorable (MUST), Fe 
Barron (LGU-CO), Angelo Gamboa (XU), 
Randy Librando (SHFC), Ailene Llesis (XU), 

Robin Waban (XU) and Sanny Yusup (SHFC) 
supported by two (2) TAO staff Aero Ulep-
Salazar and Faith Varona. The community 
workshop was attended by a total of nineteen 
(19) community members. It was observed that 
one FGD group was composed mostly of 
housewives and elderly women, and the other 
was mostly working men and women, but both 
groups were dominated by women. 
 
The YP Team 2 is composed of seven (7) YP 
members namely, Tony Alvarado (SHFC), 
Czarina Casirayan (XU), Almera Espinosa 
(LGU-CO), Manny Fabian (XU), Mae 
Saborrido (MUST), and Claris Sanaga (SHFC) 
supported by two (2) TAO staff Angel Sales 
and Ananeza Aban. The community workshop 
was attended by a total of twenty two (22) 
community members divided into two FGD 
groups. It was observed that one FGD group 
was composed mostly of the elderly and the 
other with the younger members of the 
community. Both groups were also 
predominantly composed of women. 
 
Profile of the Community 

 

The Impala Neighborhood Association is 
located at Imburnal Palawan, Camaman-an, 
Cagayan de Oro City. It has a lot area of 6,388 
sqm. The lot is privately owned by Philippine 
Deposit Insurance Corporation (PDIC). The 
community is composed of 79 households. 
 
Water. The community’s water sources were 
from the local water district provided with 
individual water distribution lines and water 
meters. In case of water insufficiency, some 
community members purchase from privately 
owned water-refilling stations. There is also an 
existing well within the site but it is privately 
owned. 
 

Summary of Group Presentations	

YP Team Impala 
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Sanitation and Solid Waste Management. 
The LGU has provided a garbage collection 
scheme for the entire barangay on a weekly 
basis. Other community members burn their 
garbage if not collected. All houses have their 
own comfort rooms and most of them have 
individual septic tanks. 
 
Drainage. The existing drainage system is their 
open canal which outfalls at Bitan-ag creek, 
their public drainage. 

 
Map of Impala showing the pathways in black and the blue 
dashed lines indicates that the entire community has not 
acquired their land tenure yet 
 
Electricity/Power Supply. The community’s 
main power provider is Cagayan Electric Power 
and Light Company Inc. (CEPALCO) and a 

few members have solar panels as 
supplementary source of electricity. Power is 
distributed through individual power lines with 
individual power meters. 
Road Infrastructures. The road types existing 
within the community are concrete-paved 
roads, alleys, pathways and footbridges. 
Available transportation modes are sikads 
(bicycle with sidecar), motorelas (motorcycle 
with back cart), habal-habals (single 
motorbike) multicabs, jeepneys, and taxis. 
 
Public Spaces. Community gatherings were 
usually held on the street and association 
meetings were held at Lot 19, an empty lot on 
the west portion of the site. In case of 
emergency, the community evacuates at the 
nearby barangay-covered court, schools and 
churches. 
 
Social Services and Facilities. The students of 
the community attend at the Camaman-an 
Elementary School, Fisher Valley Academy, 
CdO National Highschool, Paglalum National 
Highschool, Cagayan de Oro College and 
Mindanao University of Science and 
Technology. The barangay health center and 
the Maria Reyna – Xavier University Hospital 
provide the medical needs of the community. 
The community attends the Our Lady of 
Fatima Church, New Life Baptist Church and 
the nearby mosque for their religious service. 
The local administrative concerns are usually 
brought to their barangay hall. 
 
Economic Activities. The employed members 
of the community work at private companies 
such as Gaisano Mall, Nestlé Industrial Plant, 
SM Mall and Cogon market. Some have their 
own home-base livelihood like sari-sari stores, 
internet shops, and DVD merchandise while 
some are skilled workers in the service sector. 
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The community usually gets their goods and 
supplies from the Cogon market and nearby 
grocery stores. 
 
Housing Situation. The community has no 
land tenure security. The lot is privately owned 
by PDIC (Philippine Depositors’ Insurance 
Corporation). The community dwellings are 
usually single-detached, a few housing types 
were row houses, and duplex. Most of the 
materials used were concrete and lightweight 
materials. 
 
Exposure and Response to Hazards. There 
had been a number of flood and fire incidences 
within the community. As a response, the 
community conducts cleanup drives once a 
month for the creek as well as regularly 
cleaning the areas near their dwellings. Existing 
disaster preparedness practices were alarm 
systems, guide ropes for floods, and continuous 
cleaning for the creek. 
 
Community Shelter Needs 
 

The community members from the first YP 
team identified their shelter needs as follows: 

 proper treatment of their open canal 
for sanitation 

 proper spacing of their houses to lessen 
the risks of fire 

 parking spaces 
 evacuation areas/open spaces 
 sufficient water supply 
 wider pathway 
 livelihood programs 
 peace and order 
 security of tenure  

From all these, the community prioritized their 
need for water sufficiency, proper drainage, 
knowledge on land acquisition, and disaster 
risk reduction and management. These needs 

were analyzed by identifying the cause and 
effect of each problem. 
 
The community from the second YP team 
identified their shelter needs as follows: 

 ample spacing between houses to lessen 
fire hazard 

 proper house construction 
 sufficient water supply 
 area for gathering and holding 

meetings 
 clear delineation of lot boundaries 
 secure legal documents for their land 

(ie. land titles) 
 prevent flooding 
 obtain assurance whether their area is 

safe from hazards 
From these identified needs, the community 
prioritized to address their flooding problems, 
securing legal documents for their land, 
clearing the delineation of lot boundaries, and 
having an area for gathering and holding 
meetings. All these problems were analysed 
through problem tree analysis. 
 
Community Resources and Capacities 
 

The community also listed their existing 
resources and capacities which showed the 
following: 
 
Natural Resources. The community has an 
existing water well, vegetation (both 
ornamental and edible), and natural water 
source (creek). 
 
Physical Resources. There are existing water 
lines, concrete-paved roads and pathways, 
power supply, open drainages and transport 
terminals. 
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Economic Resources. There are a number of 
sari-sari stores, internet shops, lending 
businesses, and other private businesses. 
 
Social Resources. Nearby schools, health 
center, churches, barangay hall, and police 
outposts support the social needs of the 
community. 
 
Human Resources. The community also has 
reliable community members such as barangay 
health workers, barangay tanods, a midwife, a 
police officer, community leaders, and college 
graduates. 
 
Visioning and Formulation of Community 
Action Plans 
 

The community members from both YP teams 
drew their vision of an ideal Impala. The 
community members illustrated their ideal site 
development with proper spacing for their 
dwelling, enough open spaces for community 
gatherings and recreation, abundant vegetation, 
and suitable roads and walkways.  
 

 
YP Team 2 FGD Group Team Bagets drew electric posts 
with trees lining their roads to show their ideal community 
 
It was observed at this activity that the age 
groups and genders of the participants have 
influenced their considerations for their ideal 
communities. 
 

 
YP Team 2 FGD Group Team Seniors focused on 
providing community facilities for their visioning exercise 
 

 
YP Team 1 FGD Group 1 drew roads with wide alleys and 
houses with hip roofs in their visioning exercise 
 
Some of the community vision also considered 
the first lecture on sustainable and disaster-
resilient communities. As shown, roofs of their 
houses were hip type, proper spacing was 
provided in between their homes and the 
correct easement from the existing creek. It was 
also observed that the community is in 
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consensus to have single detached dwelling 
types with setbacks to lessen their fire risk. 
 

 
YP Team 1 FGD Group 2 put their community facilities in 
one area and properly aligned their houses for their 
visioning exercise 
 
For their community action plans (CAPs), the 
community members from YP Team 1 
prioritized their need to improve their 
knowledge on land acquisition and their need 
for a riprap as a mitigating measure for 
flooding. 
 
The proposed community action plan for FGD 
Group 1 was to write a proposal for the 
riprap construction. The objective of this 
action plan was to address the funding needs to 
construct a riprap as a mitigating solution for 
flooding. The timeframe proposed was from 
April to July 2016. The possible hindrances to 
do the plan were limited information and 
assistance, conflict of schedules amongst 
community leaders, and most importantly, 
unable to obtain permission from lot owner. 
 
 

The proposed community action plan for FGD 
Group 2 was to attend an orientation or 
training seminar on government housing 
program, specifically on the Community 
Mortgage Program (CMP) of SHFC. The 
objective of this action plan was to become 
knowledgeable of on CMP and eventually 
secure land tenure for their community. The 
timeframe proposed was from April 11 to May 
1, 2016. Possible barriers for implementing 
this action plan were unavailable resource 
persons, uncooperative members and 
miscommunication amongst members. 
 
For their community action plans (CAPs), the 
community members from YP Team 2 
prioritized their need to communicate with the 
lot owner, PDIC, and their need to increase 
their community savings to complete the 
needed equity for land acquisition. 
 
The proposed community action plan for 
Team Bagets was to communicate with PDIC 
for them to acquire the needed Intent to Sell. 
The timeframe of this action was from April to 
May 2016. Possible hindrances in doing the 
action plan were misunderstanding with other 
members, financial problems, and lack of 
cooperation among members. 
 
The proposed community action plan for 
Team Seniors was to increase their 
community savings for lot acquisition. The 
timeframe allotted for this action is one and a 
half year. Possible barriers in implementing the 
action plan were lack of concern from 
community members for the project and 
insufficient financial resources. 
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Ms. Cynthia Rosales, PCUP: 
It was a very informative video. I was impressed 
to see the community profile that you went 
through knowing the resources of the community. 
It also showed that the creek must be dealt with. 
But solutions for this area are very complicated. 
Ultimately we have to dissect the real problem to 
explore possible resources. The LGU should see 
through the community resources to share it to the 
partner communities. 
 
I was impressed on the interaction to seriously 
create the community action plan. It showed the 
priorities of each group which are drainage, 
government agency guidance, and security of 
tenure. All groups’ desires were very important. 
Impala was my community and I was there 
during the community’s beginnings and in the 
year 2000, they have already taught the 
community where to go for assistance but maybe 
the community has stopped being active. 
 

 

 “Which is cheaper have them relocated 
and be safe or build the riprap, though 

costly?” 
 

 

The riprap construction is too expensive, which 
brings me to the question, “which is cheaper: have 
them relocated and be safe or build the riprap 
though costly?” There should be a balance on 
sentimentality of staying and on what is more 
practical. 
 
Ms. Janet Lumayag, SHFC: 
Congratulations to all the participants from 
SHFC, TAO, XU, MUST. Kudos to SHFC! 
Thank you to the students especially presenting 
with songs that expresses community 
participation. You took this opportunity to be 
serious on taking on the tasks and you made the 
theme “Mainstreaming Participatory Design in 

Community Planning and Development” 
significant. 
 
Mr. Michael Cagulada, GROUP: 
The problem is very common but the solution is 
very complicated. As we can see, they already have 
subdivided lots, SEC registered, and the intent to 
sell from Banco Filipino, so someone is helping. 
And I was surprised that they do not know CMP. 
 

 

 “Ultimately we have to dissect the real 
problem to explore possible resources” 

 
 

The drainage (creek) was the big problem which 
is already traversing their homes. This means that 
you have to reconstruct the structures. The creek 
must be considered and must be provided with a 
space for it to flow properly. Obstructions must be 
removed. Solutions for this area are very 
complicated. Ultimately, we have to dissect the 
real problem to explore possible resources. 
 
Engr. Dexter Lo, XU: 
Congratulations to the presentation. The 
riprap/drainage system was very shallow. Are you 
trying to solve the problem with a riprap? I 
recommend that the proper solution is to deal 
with the watershed. It also shows that it is already 
a hazard prone area. To be disaster resilient, 
moving away from the place must be considered; 
social component (safety) must come first. Another 
question, will the number of houses remain the 
same if divided/reblocked? Will they fit? There 
should be a new layout in a way that they are far 
from the creek. Also, I have observed that there is 
no evacuation center considering that the entire 
place is hazard prone. 
 
Ms. Janet Lumayag, SHFC: 
In order to qualify for community mortgage 
program, the CMP requirements must be 
fulfilled. 
 

Panel Reactions for YP Team Impala	
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Ms. Cynthia Rosales, PCUP: 
Are you open for an MRB option? Since the area 
is too small to accommodate all community 
members. 
 
Mr. Franky Gacutno, Impala: 
I just want to share why it was called “Imburnal 
Palawan”. It was because the creek was our play 
area before and was the distinct landmark of the 
place. If we will have the chance to join the CMP 
program we will probably change the name of our 
community. 
 
Mr. Randolph Librando, SHFC: 
Proclaiming the site as hazardous must be wrong, 
because we found out that the area is about to be 
provided with proper drainage system instead of a 
riprap. There has been a request to the LGU to 
restore the creek back to its original course as a 
mitigating action on flooding. Therefore, this 
qualifies the site appropriate for housing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The YP Team 3 is composed of seven (7) YP 
members namely, Casey Alla (XU), Arc 
Cabugsa (XU), Angelica Calotes (XU), Gabriel 
Chee Kee (LGU-CO), Jim Mabulay (SHFC), 
Kyle Orig (SHFC), and Jake Tuba-on (SHFC) 
supported by one (1) TAO staff Geraldine 
Matabang. The community workshop was 
attended by a total of sixty one (61) 
community members. It was observed that 
women dominated both FGD groups and most 
of them were mothers. 
 
The YP Team 4 is composed of seven (7) YP 
members namely, Jemma Borres (LGU-CO), 
Bea Cadorna (XU), Maji Collado (XU), Jay 
Corbita (XU), Melvin Encarnacion (XU), 
Ryan Lumayag (SHFC) and Mark Portarcos 
(XU) supported by two (2) TAO staff, Lorena 

Hernandez  and Arlene Lusterio. The 
community workshop was attended by a total 
of twenty four (24) community members 
divided into two FGD groups. It was observed 
that one FGD group was composed mostly of 
the elderly women and the other was composed 
of younger members of the community, 
majority of which were women too. 
 
Profile of the Community 

 

The Tierra Villa Verde Homeowners 
Association is located at Mid-Balulang, 
Cagayan de Oro City. It has a lot area of  
45,282 sqm. The lot is privately owned by Mr. 
Pedro Roa. The community is composed of 
260 households. 
 
Water. The community’s water source is from 
A. Brown Company, a private developer, that 
provided individual water distribution lines. 
 
Sanitation and Solid Waste Management. 
The LGU has provided a garbage truck for a 
once a week collection scheme for their 
community. Garbage burning is also widely 
practiced in the community. All houses have 
their own comfort rooms and most households 
have individual septic tanks. 
 

 
Map of Tierra Villa Verde showing the pathways in black, 
the utilities in green, the hazards in red, and the blue 

YP Team Tierra Villa Verde	
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dashed lines indicates that the entire community has not 
acquired their land tenure yet. 
 
Drainage. There is no proper drainage within 
the community so dug-out canals were made 
by some community members instead. These 
alternative canals drain to the nearby Cagayan 
de Oro River or to the drainage provided by A. 
Brown. 
 
Electricity/Power Supply. The community’s 
power provider is Cagayan Electric Power and 
Light Company Inc. (CEPALCO). Once in a 
while, rotating brownouts for 4 hours are being 
experienced by the community and power 
supply for each household is disconnected if a 
household has 2 months worth of unpaid 
electric bill. 
 
Road Infrastructures. There were no proper 
roads available within the community. 
Available transportation modes are habal-
habals (single motorbike), jeepneys, and 
privately owned cars. 
 
Public Spaces. Community gatherings were 
usually held at the community basketball court 
and chapel. In case of emergency, the 
community evacuates at these two areas and 
the daycare center. 
 
Social Services and Facilities. The students of 
the community attend Tierra Villa Verde Day 
Care Center and the Balulang Elementary 
Grade School and High School. The Balulang 
Health Center provides the medical needs of 
the community. The community attends the 
Villa Verde Chapel and the RTTM Born 
Again chapel for their religious service. The 
local administrative concerns are usually 
brought to their barangay hall in Balulang. 
 

Economic Activities. The employed members 
of the community work at private companies 
and public offices as well. Some have their own 
sari-sari stores and buy and sell businesses. 
There are also some skilled workers in the 
service sector. The community usually gets 
their goods and supplies from the Cogon 
market and sari-sari stores. 
 
Housing Situation. The community has no 
land tenure security. The lot is privately owned 
by Mr. Pedro Roa. The houses are usually two-
storey single-detached units. Most of the 
houses are constructed in concrete, but there 
are still houses made of light materials. 
 
Exposure and Response to Hazards. There 
had been a number of flood, landslide and 
grass fire incidences within the community. As 
a response, the community is in close contact 
with the authorities and is ready to help each 
other in case of these emergencies. There were 
no existing disaster preparedness practices but 
some of the residents store food for emergency 
cases. 
 
Community Shelter Needs 
 

The community members from the third YP 
team identified their shelter needs as follows: 

 proper roadway 
 proper house construction 
 proper setbacks 
 individual land titles 
 affordable and proper water supply 
 proper drainage system 
 proper waste disposal 

 
From these needs the community prioritized 
their need for individual land titles, affordable 
and proper water supply, proper drainage 
system, and proper waste disposal. These needs 
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were analyzed by identifying the cause and 
effect of each problem. 
 
The community from the fourth YP team 
identified their shelter needs as follows:  

 land ownership 
 proper drainage 
 illegal drugs prohibition 
 livelihood programs 
 proper water supply 
 proper road system 
 evacuation center 
 availability of transportation modes 

 
From these identified needs, the community 
prioritized to acquire land ownership, proper 
drainage, illegal drugs prohibition, and 
livelihood programs. 
 
Community Resources and Capacities 
 

The community listed their existing resources 
and capacities which showed the following: 
 
Natural Resources. The community is closely 
located to the Cagayan de Oro River. It has 
numerous trees and a creek within the 
community. 
 
Physical Resources. There are existing water 
supply, power supply, basketball court, and 
jeepney terminal. 
 
Economic Resources. There are a number of 
sari-sari stores, internet shops, barber shop, 
mini market, tailoring shop, machine shop, 
and jeepneys. 
 
Social Resources. Nearby Balulang High 
School, basketball court, chapel, and daycare 
center. 
 

Human Resources. The community has 
reliable community members such as 
community leaders, young achievers’ 
movement, policemen, firemen, engineers, 
seamen, nurses, fishermen, and teachers. 
 
Visioning and Formulation of Community 
Action Plans 
 

The community members from both YP teams 
illustrated their vision for Tierra Villa Verde. 
The community members drew their ideal site 
development featuring proper dwellings, 
spacious outdoor areas for community 
gatherings and recreation, improved 
vegetation, basic utilities, and proper 
pedestrian and vehicular road system.  
 

 
YP Team 3 FGD Group provided different community 
facilities and put electric posts in their visioning exercise 
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YP Team 3 FGD Group 2 also illustrated various 
community facilities such as basketball courts, playgrounds, 
and health center for their visioning exercise 

 
YP Team 4 FGD Group 1 drew and made use of paper 
cutouts to showcase their ideal community 
 

 
YP Team 4 FGD Group 2 drew houses that are lined up in 
blocks with roads in a grid pattern for their visioning 
exercise 
 
For their community action plans (CAPs), the 
community members from YP Team 3 
prioritized their need to seek assistance from 
the City Council for their application to the 
Water District and the need to hold monthly 
community meetings. 
 
The proposed community action plan for FGD 
Group 1 was to ask for assistance from the 
City Council to follow-up their application 
to the Water District. The objective of this 
action plan is to have an affordable water 
supply in the community. The timeframe 
proposed was from April to December 2016. 
The possible hindrances for this action to be 
implemented are community members who are 
not cooperative and slowness of the Water 
District to respond to their request. 
 
The proposed community action plan for FGD 
Group 2 was to hold monthly community 
meetings. The objective for doing such action 
plan is for organizational strengthening. The 
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timeframe proposed was from April to March 
2016. The possible barriers are uninterested 
community members and lack of community 
effort. 
 
For their community action plans (CAPs), the 
community members from YP Team 4 
prioritized their need to finally own the land 
and to have a proper drainage system. 
 
The proposed community action plan for FGD 
Group 1 was to own the land. The objective 
for this proposed community action plan is for 
them to have their own individual land titles. 
The timeframe of this action is 25 years. 
Possible hindrances to fulfilling the action plan 
are incomplete documents for land acquisition 
and no subdivision plan. 
 
The proposed community action plan for FGD 
Group 2 was to have a proper drainage 
system. The objective for this action plan is to 
prevent flooding and lessen the spread of 
mosquito-borne diseases. The timeframe 
allotted for this action is one year. Possible 
barriers in implementing the action plan are 
lack of financial assistance and no cooperation 
among community members. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ms. Cynthia Rosales, PCUP: 
I observed that the community was difficult to 
manage because they are a big community. It is 
recommended to strengthen the organization 
because there is more than one group existing. I 
always tell communities that we cannot assist you 
unless you are one. If the group was within the 
two (2) divisions (titled and not titled), it is okay. 
But if not, there is a problem. There is a need to 
unite before acquiring the lots. It is difficult to 

coordinate with organizations that are not 
united. 
 

 

 “We cannot assist you unless you are one” 
 

 

There is still hope for the community. The change 
has to start within you. If you want to be helped, 
then help yourselves. 
	
Ms. Janet Lumayag, SHFC: 
The top issue raised by the two groups was the 
problem on their organizations. The SHFC 
mandate is to uplift the lives of underprivileged 
communities and to assist organized informal 
settlers, meaning, having one set of officers. We 
need to be organized. Also, part of the guidelines 
of CMP is to have 200 members of HOA only to 
easily manage the community organization. If 
more than 200 members, it is recommended to 
undergo a project management structure program 
instead with 25 years as the maximum loan 
period. Again if you are interested to join, 
remember that the CMP is a community-driven 
program empowering each member of the 
community. We have to listen to all the members 
of the community to get their cooperation. It is 
important to always try to get a consensus. 
	
Mr. Marc Pelesco, Tierra Villa Verde: 
The officers of Tierra Villa Verde have asked us 
already to get into the CMP. 
 
Mr. Tony Sanico, Tierra Villa Verde: 
It all happened because we were not informed to 
what is happening out there. We did not know 
that there were fifty (50) families relocated there 
and made a new organization. We have to revisit 
the background of the community to identify the 
main problem and then propose a proper solution. 
 
 
 
 

Panel Reactions for YP Team Tierra 
Villa Verde	
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Engr. Dexter Lo, XU: 
I observed that there was no budget allocated for 
drainage construction and that there is no plan. 
We have to study for the provision of an 
appropriate drainage. Based from our Ecoville 
experience, it was a slow process on working with 
Cagayan de Oro Water District (COWD), but 
there are also other options. 
 
Generally, it has to be made clear to have one 
contact person. It’s hard for the (XU) ERC to 
come in if there are conflicts within the two 
groups of the community.  
 
Mr. Marc Pelesco, Tierra Villa Verde: 
The other group was illegitimate but had 
signature campaigns to convince people of their 
legitimacy. 
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PART 3:  
REFLECTION SESSION 

 
 

The final activity of the YP Workshop was a 
reflection session. The reflection session 
includes mural presentations from each YP 
team. Another presentation was the individual 
reflections which gave the participants an 
opportunity to share the most significant 
lessons learned from their workshop 
experience. Most of the participants talked 
about their appreciation for the experiences 
they gained doing the community immersion 
and using participatory planning in the 
workshop. These reflections were also 
illustrated at the murals each YP team has 
prepared at the end of the workshop. 
 
 
 
 
  
 

As part of the workshop participants’ 
reflection process, each YP team was asked to 
come up with a mural design that would 
represent the significance of their workshop 
experience and lessons learned from the 
immersion activities following the theme 
“Mainstreaming Participatory Design in 
Community Planning and Development”. 
 
Mural by YP Team 1 
 

 
 

The main part of the design is the divider 
which is an image of two women that also 
symbolizes the creek. The creek identifies 
Impala as it was derived from “imburnal 
palawan”. Illustrated on the upper portion of 
the mural was the positive side of the creek in 
relation to its future. During the community 
immersion, the participants had a vision of an 
ideal community with appropriate houses and 
open spaces for children on a well-planned 
layout.  The flowers symbolize the blooming 
of the community to meet their dream and 
the sun symbolizes the hope that they can 
achieve their goal. 
 
On the lower portion of the mural was the 
negative side of the creek in relation to its 
present situation. It shows issues experienced 
by the community such as corruption between 
community members; the community’s 
struggles against demolition as symbolized by 
the house on the cliff; and fire hazards because 
of their dense layout as depicted by the houses 
on fire. Other symbols used to showcase the 
current situation of the community were 
broken chains to represent mistrust within the 
community and water faucets with thirsty 
people to symbolize the limited water supply 
in the area. 
-Presented by Ailene Llesis of XU 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mural Presentations	
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Mural by YP Team 2 
 

 
 

The thought bubble drawn at the center is the 
focus of the mural showing the present issues 
faced by the community which includes 
security of land tenure, shortage of water 
supply, lack of an effective drainage system, 
no proper waste disposal, and lack of 
community awareness and preparedness on 
disaster risk reduction and management. 
 
The bottom left part of the mural shows the 
workshop’s role. The workshop enlightened 
the minds and opened the hearts of the 
community that were involved in the 
planning process. The painting also expresses 
that the community worked together to find 
the solutions and assistance from government 
agencies concerned and other private sectors. 
The top right illustration shows that the 
workshop eased the community’s anxiety and 
fears on their community issues. Furthermore, 
the top left illustration shows the unity of the 
community as they work hand in hand to 
finally negotiate with PDIC (symbolized by 
the eagle) which is the landowner. The 
bottom right illustration shows the ideal 
developed community once they have 
acquired the land from PDIC. This shows a 
well-planned community with open spaces for 
parks and playgrounds, a chapel, proper 
distribution of water and power supply, an 

efficient drainage system, and provisions for 
proper setbacks and roads. 
-Presented by Mae Saborrido of MUST 
 
Mural by YP Team 3 
 

 
 

The concept of the mural is “Building 
Sustainable Communities through Multi-
sectoral Partnership”. The background of the 
mural painting shows the different challenges 
of the community including their problems in 
water supply, sloping terrain, and lack of solid 
waste management. It also shows the 
workshop activities that were done with the 
community. On the center, the three sectors 
of the society including the public sector 
(LGU and SHFC), the private sector (XU, 
MUST) and the civil society (TAO) were 
drawn as part of a hand that carries a globe. 
The globe represents Tierra Villa Verde. The 
three sectors are the helping hand that work 
together to achieve the ideal community for 
Tierra Villa Verde. The ideal community is 
depicted in bottom left portion of the mural 
and has proper utilities and basic services, 
open spaces for the children, better homes for 
the people, and most especially secured 
individual land titles.  
-Presented by Jim Mabulay of SHFC and 
Angelica Calotes of XU 
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Mural by YP Team 4 
 

 
 

The central part of the painting is a 
sustainable and disaster resilient community 
which the team envisioned for Tierra Villa 
Verde. The roads lead to the different 
elements needed for the development of the 
community. The first element found in the 
lower left portion is the natural resources 
which are needed to make the community 
sustainable and disaster resilient. The second 
element depicted by the logos of the different 
organization is the assistance provided by the 
different organizations to achieve the goal. 
The last element shown in the upper right 
corner is the need for cooperation to address 
community problems such as lack of a proper 
drainage system. The white spaces in the 
mural symbolize rooms for improvement. 
-Presented by Jay Corbita of XU 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Each of the workshop participants drew on 
paper an illustration that best symbolizes the 
knowledge and learning they gained from the 
workshop activities. They then shared their 
reflections with the rest of the group. 

 
 

Melvin Encarnacion, XU	
From being shy, behind the wall, to becoming 
confident, in front of the wall. I developed my 
confidence through the workshop activities 
and gained more friends. 

 

 
Robin Waban, XU 

I drew these trees because the workshop gave 
me an image of a forest; Each tree symbolizes 
us, participants, which bears good fruit for the 
communities. These activities reminded me of 
the Lord’s compassion. I am no engineer or 
architect but it has always reminded that this 
is not a kingdom of our own. 
 

“This is what we are about. 
We plant the seeds that one day will grow. 

We water seeds already planted, knowing that 
they hold future promise. 

We lay foundations that will need further 
development. 

We provide yeast that produces far beyond our 
capabilities. 

We cannot do everything, and there is a sense of 
liberation in realizing that. 

Individual Reflections 
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This enables us to do something, and to do it 
very well. 

It may be incomplete, but it is a beginning, a 
step along the way, and an opportunity for the 

Lord's grace to enter and do the rest. 
We may never see the end results, but that is the 
difference between the master builder and the 

worker. 
We are workers, not master builders; ministers, 

not messiahs. 
We are prophets of a future not our own.” 

-Prayer by Bishop Oscar Romero 
	

	
Marc Pelesco, Tierra Villa Verde HOA 

This is my first time to this kind of workshop 
and I learned a lot. That is why I drew a brain. 
I believe that learning must always be 
continuous. 
 

 
Randy Librando, SHFC 

The seed in my drawing symbolizes the start 
of a long lasting partnership amongst TAO, 
XU, MUST and SHFC, and with the 
community, as stakeholders. Also seeds have a 
lot of probabilities at the end, the results are 
yet to see. 
 

 
Franky Gacutno, Impala Neighborhood 

Assoc. 
In my drawing, the birds symbolizes SHFC, 
TAO, XU, MUST and the LGU as the 
overseers who advises us below (the Impala 
community). These birds, which are the 
assistance from these organizations and 
universities, also helped bring light to the 
community. 
 

 
Jake Tuba-on, SHFC 

This ribbon symbolizes the completion of our 
efforts all throughout the workshop. We are 
now graduates of this new learning. 
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Kyle Orig, SHFC 

I drew the world with a dot on it. The dot 
represents me, I’m just a dot in this world but 
I can do big things. I am often office based, 
now that I have experienced working on the 
ground, I appreciate voluntary simplicity all 
the more. 
 

 
Giovane “Loloy” Bebanco, Impala 

Neighborhood Assoc. 
This drawing shows that upon the help of 
TAO, SHFC, XU, MUST and the LGU, 
Impala shall achieve its improvements. The 
next time you’d visit our community we will 
have our own basketball court and gardens. 
 

 
Claris Sanaga, SHFC 

I drew a person with heart. This means that all 
planning if not put to action is meaningless. It 
is also important to put to heart all that we 
have learned. The love and the empathy 
towards our fellowmen especially the poor 
should be there. 
“It is not about the magnitude of actions but the 

amount of love you put into them” 
 -Mother Theresa 

 
Gab Chee Kee, LGU-CO 

This is me and I drew a lot of thought bubbles 
around because after this training we need to 
consider a lot of things such as houses should 
be disaster resilient, participatory process 
should be applied within the community, and 
more. I also drew a smile because I have 
developed my knowledge and a question mark 
because there is still a space for more ideas in 
the future. 
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Ailene Llesis, XU 

This 3 periods or a digital presentation for 
“loading” represents me because I am still a 
student and I still have a long way to go. And 
this workshop has been an increment to my 
learning journey. 

 
Fe Barron, LGU-CO 

This happy face with clouds symbolizes my 
happiness because I feel very fortunate to 
attend this kind of seminar.  My knowledge 
expanded to capacitate me on carrying a 
community. 
 

 
Tony Sanico, Tierra Villa Verde HOA 

In my illustration, the light bulb expresses the 
bible reading, “let your light shine, that your 
Father in heaven will be glorified”. The light 
bulb represents as SHFC, TAO, XU and 
MUST. This light energizes the community, 
which means that it is “shedding light to the 
people for sustainable development and 

disaster resilient community” as written below 
the illustration. 

 
Celso Palubon, SHFC 

This is a smile also drawn like a sun. The 
smile represents my happiness as I expanded 
my knowledge in this workshop and the sun 
as a representation of hope for us after these 
activities. 
 

 
Ferdi Dumpa, MUST 

Illustrated is a light bulb and an elevation of a 
house. The light bulb represents the ideas to 
create something. The house represents a 
livable community with parents, kids playing, 
neighbors, and even cats. 
 

 
Maji Collado, XU 

I am this little girl, out the door thinking 
about more community involvements and the 
projects I will be doing in the future, like what 
we have done in Tierra Villa Verde. 
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Lorena Hernandez, TAO 

This quotation “Sustainable is 4ever” struck 
me the most in the community immersion 
and this represents what I have learned from 
this workshop. That small person behind the 
wall represents me, that I am too small to 
meet the big world of sustainability. The wall 
represents the language barrier which limited 
my assistance to you and limited your 
expression of ideas using your native language. 
 

 
Aero Ulep-Salazar, TAO 

This open box symbolizes the unboxing of my 
knowledge. This workshop gave me a chance 
to learn about what is really out there and 
what can we do about it. 
 

 
Sanny Yusup, SHFC 

Before, I was an image of the first house with 
closed doors because I was still deprived of 
knowledge. Now, I am an image of the second 
house with open doors symbolizing my 
openness to new knowledge and exchange or 
sharing of ideas because the community does 
not only learn from us, we will also learn from 
them. 

 

 
Angelo Gamboa, XU 

This is me, drawn in broken lines with a 
shaded face because I believe that I am still 
young and there is still more to life, more to 
experience, to know what my purpose in life 
is. Joining this workshop is a stepping-stone 
for me to improve for my future challenges. 

 
Ian-o Adorable, MUST 

This caterpillar symbolizes my growth and 
development after this workshop. And the 
glow around it symbolizes my evolution 
through this experience. 
 

 
Casey Alla, XU 

The eyeglass expresses that I can see clearly 
now and that even as a student I can do and 
in doing simple things I can create an impact. 
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Nico Tabanas, XU 

I would like to point out three things. First is 
this box showing boundaries which serves as 
hindrances or restrictions on our higher 
purpose in life instead, we are made to be 
boundless with unlimited potential. Second is 
the crack which symbolizes the failures we 
have or the unraveling of our purpose in life. 
Last is the pebble that dropped from the crack 
which symbolizes me that I am too far from 
the greatness of everyone but I create that 
ripple my simple work resonating to others. 

 

 
Czarina “Popot” Casirayan, XU 

I learned to be aware of my surroundings and 
others. I learned to be compassionate in 
helping others and to do things with love. 

 
Jemma Borres, LGU-CO 

As a community organizer, before I have 
doubts on this workshop. But as I go on with 

the activities, I felt very important because I 
was given a role to help. I also felt strong and 
determined to give the communities high 
hopes towards securing their land tenure. 
 

 
Arc Cabugsa, XU 

My drawing is composed of a brain, a light 
bulb, and a heart. These express that it in real 
life it is not just about the knowledge acquired 
within the classroom. This workshop filled my 
heart with joy and changed me as a student 
and as a person. 
 

 
Manny Fabian, XU 

I drew a circle because like a circle, it is my 
goal to be open to others and share my 
knowledge just like what we have done in this 
workshop. 
 

 
Tony Alvarado, SHFC 

The bird symbolizes us, that even as the 
ordinary people (working in the government) 
we can contribution a lot for our fellowmen. 
The bird also symbolizes resiliency that even 
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in a storm we must adjust, we must learn, and 
we must adapt to the culture. Like birds, we 
soar high but we also land down to the 
people. “Ni paduol sa katawhan” which means 
go closer to the people. 
 

 
Almera “Neneng” Espinosa, LGU-CO 

This is me, very happy for the experience and 
the learnings and I enjoyed being with others 
and learning from others especially the 
students. 

 
Bea Cadorna, XU 

This weighing scale symbolizes injustice. In 
the course of the workshop, I learned that 
injustice does not only apply to people doing 
evil things but also if we see evil and do 
nothing, we are just like those evil people. 
“Change will not come if we wait for some other 
person or some other time. We are the ones we've 

been waiting for. We are the change that we 
seek.” 

-Barack Obama 
 

 
Jay Corbita, XU 

My mission is to go out to the world and 
multiply. Multiply my knowledge and skills in 
my field. This drawing symbolizes myself 
before, individualistic, to a person who now 
values team work. 
 

 
Mark Portarcos, XU 

The skills and knowledge I have acquired 
from this workshop paved two roads for me, 
to either help the community or acquire more 
knowledge to further uphold “Majis” to be a 
man for others. 
 

 
Jim Mabulay, SHFC 

This illustrates that I gained knowledge from 
the group especially from the young ones who 
made me feel younger. Whatever I have 
learned I will bring home. 
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Dessa Belican, MUST 

The first image is me before the workshop, 
after seven days I was enlightened and gained 
new knowledge from the workshop 
symbolized by this eye. 
 

 
Angelica Calotes, XU 

Even if my course is not directly related to 
housing, the workshop has been an eye opener 
for me (eye) because I have learned a lot (light 
bulb) from the workshop. It was 
heartwarming to meet welcoming people 
(heart). 
 

 
Mae Saborrido, MUST 

This is my illustration, an explosion of 
knowledge because knowledge is power. 
 

 
Nita Roxas, Tierra Villa Verde 

First, I would like to thank TAO, XU, 
MUST, SHFC, and the LGU. This drawing 
shows that because of the community 
consultation, I have developed my confidence 
to speak up in front of my community and 
other people. 
 

 
Dexter Lo, XU 

Three things: first is the alarm clock which 
symbolizes the urgency for the housing sector 
considering the people’s dignity.  Second is 
the time, 6:00pm, a blissful time where there 
is a feeling of excitement to go home and 
appreciate its beauty. Third is the label, 
XUERC Clock, which explains that my time 
in XUERC is ending in May. But remember 
that, even if we lived from afar, I have 
promised I have never left. 
 

 
Ryan Lumayag, SHFC 

In this workshop I appreciated group work 
where we start as a group, we end as a group, 
and together we make a difference. 
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WAYS FORWARD 
 

 

The last activity in the program was the 
plenary discussion on ways forward after the 
workshop. The discussion led to planning 
with the different institutions/organizations 
involved in the YP Workshop and their 
proposed steps towards implementing the 
community action plans presented. 
 
 
   
 

 Arch./EnP. Arlene Christy D. 
Lusterio, TAO-Pilipinas, Inc. 

 Arch. Ferdinand Dumpa, Mindanao 
University of Science and Technology 
(MUST) 

 Engr. Dexter Lo, Xavier University 
(XU) 

 Ms. Janet Lumayag, Social Housing 
Finance Corporation (SHFC) 

 Mr. Frank Gacutno, Impala 
Neighborhood Association 

 Mr. Antonio Sanico, Tierra Villa 
Verde Homeowners Association 

 
 
 
  
 

Arch. Ferdinand Dumpa 
 
As of now, MUST is not yet officially 
connected but the YP Workshop is a start to 
learn about the community needs. MUST is 
just waiting for it to be official through an 
MOU with SHFC. MUST also wants to 
establish a more sustainable community 
extension program that really serves the needs 
of the community. They want the community 
extension program to produce tangible 
outputs and not just be a tool for 
accreditation. 

Engr. Dexter Lo 
 
Xavier University is committed in helping out 
with the housing issues in CdO through 
SHFC. They want to help because this is their 
home and it is part of their mission. They 
want to help not only the poor but the 
forgotten communities. They also want to 
help because it is personal to them since CdO 
and Xavier have basically grown together. 
 
Ms. Janet Lumayag 
 
The MOU serves as a manifestation that 
SHFC is really committed into helping 
communities through a multi-stakeholders 
approach. She mentioned that CDO may just 
be the start and similar activities will be done 
to other cities such as Cebu, Leyte, or 
Zamboanga. Ms. Janet is also hopeful that 
whatever activities have been done, it will be 
continued further by the parties involved. 
 
Mr. Frank Gacutno 
 
They will register at HLURB and get 
connected with PDIC, their lot owner. Also, 
they shall attend orientations for the CMP 
and shall fulfill their action plan. They also 
hope to be able to mobilize their officers to do 
the necessary coordination work needed to 
finish their action plan.  
 
Mr. Antonio Sanico 
 
They shall have an assembly to organize their 
community to gain their individual titles and 
shall fulfill their action plan. The issue of 
having two organizations is also not true. 
Maybe it is just one person trying to take 
control of everything. 
 

Key Points 

Speakers/Persons Involved	
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In conclusion, for the communities to get 
officially involved in any technical assistance 
activity between SHFC and Xavier University, 
they have to write a formal letter to SHFC to 
get an endorsement for the needed assistance. 
Xavier University has advised the 
communities to get an endorsement letter 
from SHFC before any technical assistance is 
to be done in Xavier’s part. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

Arch./EnP. Lusterio: 
 
Good Afternoon, ang ating process natapos din. 
Siguro sa reflection nag end yung ating exercise, 
yung training part. Ngayon medyo magmumove 
forward tayo sa reality kung ano yung 
mangyayari after the workshop so yung next na 
paguusapan nating yung Ways Forward. Plenary 
lang ito, so siguro open discussion on how we 
plan, on how we see ourselves to move forward 
after this workshop. 
  
Clearly merong tayong dalawang communities, 
although initially it was more but they were 
identified concrete needs na maaaring based on 
their analysis, they would support for the young 
professionals may lumabas na mga needs pero 
baka nga lumalabas kanina na based on the 
comments of our panel na baka hindi pa yun 
yung pinaka kailangan talaga so kinakailangan 
pa ng mas malalim na pagsusuri, na analysis 
nung problem.  
 
So, for Impala kanina, kung babalikan natin 
yung lumabas, for Impala and naidentifiy niyo is 
yung problem with the creek and garbage 
disposal at saka yung ownership din ng lupa, 
pero ang sinasabi din kanina lumabas sa panel is 

nandun talaga yung hazard sa lugar at ano ba 
yung tamang solution sa problema. Tignan yung 
cost benefit analysis. Tama ban a dun kayo? Ano 
yung cost ng pagprotect ng lugar para hindi kayo 
tamaan ng baha at maging safe kayo? Kasi nga 
pwede kayo tamaan ng baha. Or maghanap, 
meron bang ibang lugar na pwede kayong 
paglilipatan? Ano yung cost ng lilipat kayo? Ano 
yung cost ng manatili kayo sa lugar? At yung 
isang option din kung gusto niyo talaga manatili 
doon ay i-consider yung medium rise building, 
Nasabi kanina ni Mam Cynthia, medyo mortal 
sin yata pag sinabi sa urban poor ang ganito dito 
ngayon sa Cagayan De Oro. So yun yung 
lumabas sa Impala. 
 
Sa Tierra Villa Verde, concrete din yung need 
ninyo na drainage, water, land ownership, 
strengthening organization. At naclarify naman 
na, although merong nagcclaim ng mga titles, isa 
lang ang homeowners organization sa 
community. Pero clearly, mahina kaya 
nirerecognize nila yung organizational 
strengthening. So siguro meron tayong needs, 
maganda narin kung marinig siguro yung boses 
from, officially from XU. Although sinabi 
naman kanina ni Sir Dexter na nandiyan kayo, 
willing naman tumulong. Pero mahalaga na isa 
lang yung kausap sa bawat komunidad para 
malinaw at makakausad tayo. Mahirap 
makipagusap pag marami tayong kausap. So 
baka maganda marinig ang boses from XU, 
from MUST and also from SHFC. Siguro later 
on pwedeng magsalita din yung from the two 
communities.  
 
So kanino ko ipapasa ang mic? So kay Sir Ferdie 
muna? 
 
Ito ay posibleng with the academic institutions, 
with the students, depende kung ano din yung 
structure na possible na magamit for the 
assistance. 

Transcription of Discussion on 
Ways Forward	
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Arch. Dumpa:   
 
Good afternoon everyone. Sa ngayon we are not 
yet officially connected but this is a start to 
embrace the idea, kung ano yung dapat na 
itulong to the community. With Mam Janet last 
Friday, we only have three days to go. So sabi ng 
kaibigan ko, kailangan daw mag attend kasi 
nandyan si Dex Lo, kasi nagkasama na kami sa 
city projects, so this must be a good project. Not 
knowing that ganito pala mangyayari.  
 
I’m not a good shall we say, parang yung galling 
ko para lang sa sarili ko, hindi ako ganun 
kaconnected with the community. But then, 
when the idea was given to us, sabi ko sa sarili 
ko why not embrace the idea considering that we 
have this capacity. May mga estudyante na 
maipasok to share their knowledge and skills, 
sabi ko why not get involved with the 
community and somehow help them in a special 
way. At saka we also need in our college a 
sustainable extension program, secondary nalang 
yan. Actually, that is always the requirement 
from the accrediting bodies, na you need to have 
a sustainable community extension involvement. 
So I don’t want to just present the extension 
program because kakailanganin for 
accreditation. I need to have a tangible, I need to 
have a very realistic kind of extension program 
that the input is only asked by the team but what 
is asked for is for the betterment of the lives who 
needs it. It should be a long term, or kung may 
forever dapat forever.  
 
And I think, because I am pursuing my doctoral 
degree, sustainable development studies yung 
masters ko,  so this is actually God’s, shall we say, 
di natin alam yung mga chapter. This is actually 
a sign that I need to further study not only for 
theoretical but I need to further my study 
focusing on what is best for the community. Kaya 

sabi ko this is a good research that can be used in 
the future. 
    
So nagaantay nalang kaming tawagin for the 
MOA, because nung sinabi ko sa dean ko, kasi 
pag may sinabi ako sa dean kahit hindi na niya 
basahin, sabi ko Sir ganito, may mga architects 
ng TAO tsaka, di ko nga alam yung SHFC kasi 
naintroduce lang yan sa akin I think 4 years ago, 
nung may kasama ako sa school na na-Sendong 
nagavail siya sa SHFC na nandun sa may 
Carmen and then nandun sa Lumbia yung 
property. So ako rin, nagvisit ako sa area, sabi ko 
dito okay may SHFC, ano bang SHFC yan? Not 
thinking that, that name, kayo pala yun, mga 
well-hearted people. So, this is the start to 
concretize, parang construction, the linkages that 
we need to pursue, to create, for us to contribute 
more for the betterment of the society and the 
community. Thank you. 
 
Arch./EnP. Lusterio:  
 
Thank you Sir Ferdie. So tama ba yung intindi 
ko? MUST is just waiting for the invitation 
from Social Housing Finance Corporation to 
forge also a memorandum of understanding for 
certain projects para sa isa sa mga communities 
na ito na nandito ngayon. Sige, sino po ang 
pwedeng sunod na magsalita? 
 
May sinasabi din si Sir (Ferdie) na pwede din 
siya, may pwedeng gawin for his phd doctoral 
thesis. 
 
Engr. Lo:   
 
Greetings. Yah, since we have an MOU. We 
would like to affirm our commitment to the 
housing advocacy, or housing project to make it a 
reality to SHFC, to the city in particular. And 
I’d like to explain why we are doing this. 
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Number one, Xavier is doing this, parang si 
Father Bobby. It’s as if that I’m Father Bobby so 
in behalf of Xavier University, we are doing 
housing projects not only because we have an 
Ecoville experience but at a larger perspective we 
believe that this is our home and our only home.  
 
We cannot just go to Mars if the Earth becomes 
unmanageable already. So this is our home, so 
we have to work for it because in the encyclical of 
Papa Francisco, Laudato Si, that the most 
vulnerable sector have been the poor, maybe not 
only the poor but the forgotten. So we’ve seen the 
communities, na di man si pobre nga tana but 
hey were the forgotten. So we are here together.  
 
Number 2, we are also doing this because this is 
our story. The story of housing, the story of 
shelter, no matter how global it is because there 
are also informal settlers in various parts of the 
world, but we see that the impacts are very local. 
So this is our story. Your story, your involvement, 
my story, my involvement, is very important 
here. That’s why Xavier is taking part because 
the city has basically grown with Xavier or 
Xavier has grown with the city, so we put that 
in. 
 
And finally, in Xavier we came here, my students 
do not have extra points when coming here. 
Majie, Robin, and Bea do not have extra 
honorarium for coming here, because we believe 
in the mission. I would like to share that to you, 
that flame, that we do things, we do a lot of 
things in Xavier, of course practically that is our 
own source of living, but more so, because we do 
this from gratitude, out of gratitude. Because we 
are just so thankful that the city still hears us, na 
“can you will help us with this because there is a 
problem?” That is a fulfillment that no 
honorarium can ever top off. To sustain this, I 
will really ask that we need deep love, dili siya 
spur of the moment. You know, I was talking 

with Mam Janet yesterday and told that this is 
not our problem, but we are part of the mission. 
Salamat kaayo. 
 
Arch./EnP. Lusterio:  
 
May representative po ba from the local 
government unit? CO’s. So wala tayong pwedeng 
makapagsalita from the local government. Now 
let’s go to, Social Housing Finance Corporation. 
 
Ms. Lumayag:   
 
Maayong hapon. Again, in behalf to my boss the 
manager from Visayas and also Sir Tony, and 
Sir James and the rest of the SHFC, and of 
course Mam Ana Oliveros. The reason that we 
are here is for the technical community planning 
that we have partnered with Xavier University 
and hopefully, eventually with Mindanao 
University of Science and Technology, sir even 
with the short notice, Arch. Ferdie, you really 
made your way to take part on this activity.  
 
Regarding this technical community planning, 
the MOU serves as a manifestation that SHFC 
is really committed in its commitment to really 
have a multi-stakeholder partnership in 
addressing the needs of the informal settler 
families. In fact, the reason that we come up 
with this technical community planning, that’s 
why it’s Xavier, because as far as Xavier 
University Engineering Resource Center, that 
you have the technical expertise in addressing of 
course the technical issues within a community, 
informal settlers at that. But also with TAO-
Pilipinas, we have been partners for quite 
sometime already way back in 2011, specifically 
first quarter of 2012, when Sendong transpired, 
in giving out technical participatory community 
planning. This is very crucial in the essence of 
technical community planning because it’s not 
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just about teaching but it’s a different mode of 
forming and helping out a community through 
the essence of participatory community planning. 
Kanang involvement sila, is not just a technical, 
mechanical na, uy mauni siya, but the 
compassion, the passion, really being of help sa 
community, hearing them out, not just teaching 
them with the knowledge, but also teaching them 
to see things beyond sa technicalities. Their 
dream of really achieving land security of tenure 
sa ilang mga luna. 
 
To be frank, I’m just so happy to see students. 
We’re just so happy to see professors. We are so 
happy seeing community organizers from LGU 
taking their part to this 7-day activity entitled 
Mainstreaming Participatory Community 
Planning. It’s not just about sitting there and I 
think we’ve heard a lot of your stories. The 
learning is you’ve made, in other words it is the 
experience that this activity has taught us. I hope 
that, at the end of the day we want to be of help 
in addressing the informal settlers community. 
This is not just, even with SHFC, this is not part 
of our IPP, Individual Performance Plan. Sorry 
ha, I have to be frank also, this is not part of our 
IPP and this is consuming a lot of our time. But 
we are seeing beyond our salaries. This is not just 
about role playing na uy we have to do our 
duties and responsibilities. But again, like what 
Engr. Dexter have said, I think that is the 
common denominator for all, the passion, the 
compassion to be really a men and women for 
others. 
 
Nabagets ko for awhile, nabagets ko because a lot 
of students that are here, the energy that you 
have, like what Engr. Dexter have said, what is 
energy without a direction? So I hope na with 
this activity, all of us are seeing things on the 
same direction to really have a passion to make a 
difference, be it you’re a student, be it you’re an 
LGU CO, be it a SHFC participant, or be it 

also our partner TAO-Pilipinas. The difference 
that this would create in us, I hope ma-imbibe 
bitaw niya nga magpadayod. Actually, I am 
happy to see young generations. We only have one 
place to live, this is Mother Earth dili siya 
kadako.   
 
Our partnership with Xavier, it is not just about 
security of tenure by the way, Sir I think it’s a 
part of the MOU, it is also about addressing we 
made mention about disaster resilience, its also 
about climate change, disaster risk reduction 
management, and all these stuff that would 
address the basic need of every human family, the 
basic need of having a shelter. A shelter nga 
manifested with a title, a shelter with dignity. So 
I hope that it would continue. It would always 
come from each one of us. We attend this 
seminar, and if our heart is not into this, that is 
something that should come within us. 
Mapukaw siya, but the direction that you would 
be setting would always come from each and 
every one of us.  
 
I hope we would work together to really create a 
city of golden friendship. Cagayan De Oro is just 
a start of that ripple, it may happen also in 
Cebu, in Leyte, in Zamboanga, but we hope 
with SHFC’s undertaking in coming up with 
this MOU, would really ripple to the other cities 
in the country. By the way, this is the first start 
that we are having this technical community 
planning, mainstreaming it so this is new for us. 
So with that, we hope nga each of us would 
create even though it’s a small thing but a small 
thing would always make a big difference. So, 
maayong hapon ug daghang salamat.  
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Arch./EnP. Lusterio:  
 
Thank you very much Ms. Janet. Ang big 
question siguro sa mga community leaders 
naman na nandidito. Ano ang mangyayari 
pagkatapos nitong workshop? So baka pwede rin 
marinig sila. Ano yung nakikita ninyong 
mangyayari sa inyong community? Paano tayo 
makikipag link ditto sa Xavier University sa 
MUST at sa SHFC. 
   
Mr. Gacutno:   
 
Parang nasabi na nila lahat. Para din sa 
community namin personally, kasi hindi naman 
ako, kami ni Loloy, government employee, may 
mga monthly salary na tinatanggap, sa akin po 
mayroon akong maliit na shop digital printing 
na kinukunan naming ng source of income. And 
then, mahirap sa akin kasi ako ang binigyan ng, 
kasama ni Loloy, yung dating mga problema big 
challenge po sa amin, para bang, anong tawag 
dito, big challenge na yung mga problema ay 
mayroong pressure talaga na di mo alam ang 
mangyayari ganun.  
 
Pero sa idea sa workshop na ito, I am also, first 
time din tong narinig, napanonood ko sa tv, 
naririnig ko sa radio, sa balita, sa newspaper, 
may mga informal settlers dumadami diba? Pero 
mayroon pa kaya, mayroong tao to look forward 
about this community, ito na ngayon. Katulad 
ng Cagayan De Oro, we are growing cities. Sabi 
po nila, the second or the third growing cities in 
Mindanao. So papaano ito maaadress? Kapag 
merong madaming informal settlers na bahay 
diyan, parang hindi po, sabihin natin na, 
progressive na siyudad. Kung marami pong 
natutulog sa daan, marami pong di ba mga 
taong walang tirahan na maayos. 
 

First time ko pong ganito. But naaddress ko po 
nung nagabroad po ako, on how they response in 
terms of there is a calamity, there is a disaster. 
Kasi dati po akong nagabroad sa part ng 
Caribbean Island, isa po ako dung cable TV 
technician, kami po ang nagkakabit ng mga 
fibers. Expertise ko po yung pagkakabit ng kable 
sa poste. May dalawang taon kaming kontrata 
dun kaya lang hindi natuloy parang isa’t 
kalahati lang ata. Kasi may isang hurricane na 
dumaan sa island na yun, tapos 300 miles ang 
kph. So naranasan talaga naming kung gaano 
inaangat yung bubong, gaano kalakas. Kaya 
lang yung mga materials nila doon napakatibay 
kasi. Yung hollow block ihahagis mo doon tatayo 
pabalik. Minsan nga, hindi kayo maniniwala, 
kinalso pa ng 40 footer na container van punong 
puno ng mga grocery, kasi department store yung 
ano, siguro nung nag maneuver yung driver 
nung prime mover, inatras niya, hindi na naano 
nung isang crew niya, nakano pala yung paa, e 
diba mapapansin niyo ang prime movers, 
humiwalay na ang prime mover at naiwan yung 
40 footer nung ginalaw niya parang natapilok. 
So, paano na ngayon, may laman yung buong 
container so yung kinalso bato o apat na hollow 
blocks, so gaano kabigat yun? So ganun talaga 
ang materials, class A or type AAA yata yung 
quality.  
 
At saka napansin ko yung bahay, parang ganito 
(referring to drawing, gable roof, rectangular 
structure) walang nakausli sa alulod kasi pag 
inangat nung bagyo, makikita mo yung bahay 
mo parang halos bodega. At saka, isang design, 
additional, kung tropical climate sila ang tubig 
bihira, bihira umulan, sa isang buwan walang 
ulan, tatlo, apat, minsan lang umulan. Kaya 
ang ginagawa nila pag may malakas na ulan, 
ginawa (gumawa) ng parang tanke. Kung gaano 
kalaki yung bahay nila dun yung sustainability 
ng water nila. So ganito po. 
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Arch./EnP. Lusterio: 
  
Nawawala si kuya. Yung katanungan po siguro 
natin, anong mangyayari pagkatapos nitong 
workshop sa inyong komunidad? 
 
Mr. Gacutno: 
 
Opo. So ano po ang mangyayari sa amin. So 
ganito po, aasahan po namin, at pupunta kami 
unang una sa HLURB at saka ipoproseso 
namin, sabi ni Sir Randy (SHFC, Visayas), na 
pwede palang maregistered kahit wala pang 
intent to sell galing sa PDIC. May category po 
yung HLURB na kami ay neighborhood, so ita-
try namin pagkatapos ng Holy Week. Then, 
pupunta din po kami sa CMP, then diretso 
diretso na yun, sa PDIC yung lot owner. So sana 
po yung opisyales namin at saka ico-coordinate 
after this holy week we’ll conduct a meeting. 
Thank you po, salamat po. 
 
Arch./EnP. Lusterio:  
 
Maraming salamat po. So mananatili yung 
ugnayan between the community and SHFC at 
siguro pwede rin kung may matukoy kayong 
pangangailangang technical with the two 
universities na kasama natin sa ngayon. Sa 
Tierra Villa Verde po? 
 
Mr. Sanico:   
 
Magandang hapon ulit. Para naman sa amin sa 
Tierra Villa Verde lalong lalo na sa akin sa 
kasama ko ay talagang maipangako ko na 
magiba na talaga ang takbo matapos ang 
workshop na ito at kami ay babalik doon sa 
aming komunidad. Nagkakaroon kami ng 
action plan doon sa Tierra Villa Verde, at ang 
mangunguna doon ay ang pagkakaroon ng 
asembliya upang palakasin ang pagkakaisa. So, 

aking ipangako na gagawin naming yun, para 
talagang magkakaroon ng kakaibahan at 
matupad ang aming mga pangarap para sa 
makuha naming ang individual titles sa bawat 
isa.  
 
At saka yung sinasabi na dalawa ang 
organisasyon, ay parang hindi ko nafeel. Di ko 
nadama na may dalawang organisasyon na 
existing doon, dahil kung anuman ang mga 
problema doon ay tatakbo po sila sa akin. Kahit 
na sa mga certification, kung pupunta sila sa 
barangay, bago sila kumuha ng certification ay 
pupunta pa sila sa akin, kung talagang they are 
really a qualified resident of Tierra Villa Verde. 
Kung mayroon namang mga problema sa away o 
mga tsismis, ganun, sa mga kapitbahay, at saka 
yung mga magasawa, mainvolve tayo doon, 
pupunta tayo doon. So, I believe iisa lamang 
talaga ang organisasyon doon. Yun na nga ang 
sinasabi sa aking kasama na si Mark Felesco 
(Tierra Villa Verde, homeowner), sabi niya na 
mayroong isang tao doon na parang naghari- 
harian sa aming lugar, ganun. Ngunit yun nga, 
yun lang ang aking maipangako na mula 
ngayon, nang kami ay babalik sa aming mga 
komunidad ay talagang gagawin namin kung 
anuman ang naisulat doon sa aming action 
plan. Thank you so much. 
 
Arch./EnP. Lusterio:  
 
Maraming salamat po Sir Tony. Babalikan ko 
lang, kung maalala natin yung parehong action 
plans sa dalawang lugar, dalawang 
communities. Meron dong mga na-identify na 
technical assistance from either Xavier of MUST. 
So siguro, ang isang magandang mai-concretize, 
kung handa na yung community, ay makapag, 
kasi ang MOU is between SHFC and Xavier 
University, wala pa dun sa kabubuang litrato 
kayong mga nasa community, parang beneficiary 
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of the process. Pero maganda din na meron 
kayong malinaw na ugnayan. So baka kung 
handa na yung samahan ninyo, pwede ring 
sumulat kayo, mukhang naging recommendation 
naman yun na sumulat sa Xavier University o sa 
MUST at ilapit kung anuman yung mga 
pangangailangang technical na nakikita niyo na 
pwede nilang maibigay sa inyo, para mas 
kumpleto at patuloy na tumakbo talaga yung 
proseso sa inyong komunidad.  
 
Engr. Lo:   
 
Procedural lang Mam, I think the community 
sumulat sa SHFC, kay wala man din 
partnership sa community sa SHFC man. Para 
lang di pud ma-politicize. 
 
Arch./EnP. Lusterio:  
 
So yun malinaw po ha. Lahat tayo susulat sa 
SHFC at ang SHFC ang mageendorse sa MUST 
at XU. So siguro dito natin iiwanan yung sa 
Ways Forward. Ito yung magiging mangyayaring 
malinaw, may mga agreements naman so hindi 
tayo pwedeng magsabi na wala na pagkatapos 
nitong activity na ito kasi meron talaga.  
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ANNEX A:  Directory of Workshop participants 
 
 
  

NAME 
COURSE/ POSITION & 

SCHOOL/ 
ORGANIZATION 

CONTACT 
INFORMATION 

Adorable, Iano A-lo BS Arch, MUST 09169843644 
adorableiano@yahoo.com 

Alla, Casey BSCE, XU 
09778440435 

caseyy.alla@gmail.com 

Belican, Rudessa Mae BS Arch, MUST 09273348595 
potchi.dessa@gmail.com 

Cabaraban, Gunnar Marc 
Shane Faculty, XU gcabaraban@xu.edu.ph 

Cabugsa, Arc Siede BSCE, XU 09059689465 
arcshid01@gmail.com 

Cadorna, Niña Bea 
Knowledge Product Officer,

Xavier Ecoville 
09152141310 

ncadorna@xu.edu.ph 

Calotes, Angelica BSME, XU 09368734021 
calotes_angelica@yahoo.com 

Cascon, Hercules Dean College of Engineering, 
XU 

09321915423 
hcascon@xu.edu.ph 

Casirayan, Czarina Ann  BSCE, XU 
09178114714 

czarinacasirayan@gmail.com 

Collado, Majiah Faculty, XU 09176908552 
mcollado@xu.edu.ph 

Corbita, Jay Nelson BSME, XU 
09067399884 

cjaynelson@yahoo.com 

Dumpa, Ferdinand Faculty, MUST 
09178630348 

f_dumpa@yahoo.com 

Dumpa, Marcelino 
Architect Asst. Professor, 

MUST 
09172961447 

mark.dumpa@yahoo.com 

Encarnacion, Melvin Chris BSCE, XU 09177932344 
melvin_encion2@yahoo.com 

Fabian, Manny BSEE, XU 
09069260021 

mny135@gmail.com 

Gamboa, Angelo BSCE, XU 09274197992/09151940959
angelogamboa2@gmail.com 

Llesis, Ailene BSCE, XU 09053161933 

Young Professionals/Students/Faculty
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ailenellesis@yahoo.com

Lo, Dexter Director, XU-ERC 
09177069250 

dlo@xu.edu.ph/prof_dex2000
@yahoo.com 

Portarcos, Mark Jayson BSCE, XU 09263490510 
portarcosmark@gmail.com 

Saborrido, Mae Anne BS Arch, MUST 09363229499 
sugar_saborrido@yahoo.com.ph 

Soriano, Ernest Faculty, MUST 
09177227440 

arch_nest@yahoo.com 

Tabanas, Nico Miguel BSCE, XU 
09167698551 

nicotabz_95@yahoo.com 

Waban Jr., Robin KKP-SIU, XU 
09159843022 

rwaban@xu.edu.ph 
 
 
  

NAME POSITION & 
ORGANIZATION 

CONTACT 
INFORMATION 

Bebanco, Giovane Impala Neighborhood 
Association 

09972173909 

Caadlawon, Janet 
Impala Neighborhood 

Association 
09754262264 

Espina, Janet Impala Neighborhood 
Association 

09352511196 

Gacutno, Franky 
Impala Neighborhood 

Association 0935878564 

Langeras, Lalaine Rose Impala Neighborhood 
Association 

09358330228 

Narciso, Milagros 
Impala Neighborhood 

Association 09173998299 

Pelesco, Marc Aileen Tierra Villa Verde 
Homeowners Association 

09261905662 
 

Roxas, Nita 
Tierra Villa Verde 

Homeowners Association 09357636134 

Sanico, Antonio 
Tierra Villa Verde 

Homeowners Association 09752599224 

 
 
 

Community Representatives	
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NAME POSITION & 
ORGANIZATION 

CONTACT 
INFORMATION 

Aban, Ananeza Volunteer,
TAO-Pilipinas 

09274985414 
azenana@gmail.com 

Flores, Philip Robert 
Project Coordinator,

Xavier Ecoville  

Hernandez, Ma. Lorena HSE Program Staff,
TAO-Pilipinas 

09258181093 
hma.lorena@yahoo.com 

Lusterio, Arlene Christy 
Executive Director,

TAO-Pilipinas arlene.lusterio@gmail.com 

Matabang, Geraldine ET Program Director,
TAO-Pilipinas 

09153166822 
grmatabang@gmail.com 

Payot, Junefe 
Corporate Executive Officer,

SHFC 
09776095970 

toyapi@gmail.com 

Pimentel, Ermin 
City Shelter Task Force,

LGU of CdO 
09052194107 

ermstan@gmail.com 

Ravanera, Roel 
Executive Director,

Xavier Science Foundation, 
XU 

rravanera@xu.edu.ph 

Sales, Angelus Maria 
YP Deputy Program Director,

TAO-Pilipinas 
09494525199 

angelus.sales@gmail.com 

Sarraga, Verna Lucia 
HSE Deputy Program

Director, 
TAO-Pilipinas 

09327275915 
verna.sarraga@gmail.com 

Ulep, Anna Estela Rosario 
RP Program Staff,

TAO-Pilipinas 
09989850681 

aerhulep.architect@gmail.com 

Varona, Maria Faith Board Member,
TAO-Pilipinas 

09283191196 
faithvarona@yahoo.com 

 
 
   
 

NAME 
POSITION & 

ORGANIZATION  
CONTACT 

INFORMATION 

Alvarado, Antonio 
Division Chief,

SHFC-PRD 
09178084574 

ala_tipas@yahoo.com 

Barron, Fe 
Community Development 

Worker, LGU-EMD 
09353146660 

Resource Persons and Facilitators

Other Participants	
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Borres, Evelyn Jemema Community Development 
Worker, LGU-EMD 

09358152285 

Cagulada, Michael 
Executive Director,

GROUP Foundation 
09271334950 

caguladamichael@yahoo.com 

Castillo, Donnie SHFC 09174526057 
donniecastillo@yahoo.com 

Chee Kee, Gabriel 
Community Development 

Worker, LGU-EMD 
09158226771 

gabriel_busty26@yahoo.com 

Espinosa, Almera Community Development 
Worker, LGU-EMD 

09067546461 

Hidalgo, Nicolas Ian SHFC-CDO  

Laset, Ruben LCM Dept. Manager,
SHFC 

09175719651 
rubenlaset@yahoo.com 

Librando, Randolph 
OIC Manager LPG Visayas,

SHFC - CEBU 
09778520888 

shfc_cebu@yahoo.com 

Lumayag, Janet 
Regional Officer,

SHFC-CDO 
09175841742 

shfc_cdo@yahoo.com 

Lumayag, Ryan Rainier TSD IV,
SHFC-Cebu 

09333210317 
ryan_rainer_19@yahoo.com 

Mabulay, James Albeth SHFC-PRD 
09175380414 

jmabulay@yahoo.com 

Orig, Kilkenny PRO,
SHFC- Makati PAD 

09178071168 
korig@shfcph.com 

Pagapulaan Jr., Cesar  SHFC-CDO 
09167921060 

cesar.pagapulaanjr.@yahoo.com.
ph 

Palubon Jr., Celso SHFC 09175486594 
celsopalubon@benilde.edu.ph 

Rosales, Cynthia 
Area Coordinator,

PCUP-CDO  

Sanaga, Maria Clarisa Accounts Specialist,
SHFC-Cebu 

09353864626 
shfc_cebu@yahoo.com 

Tuba-on, Jeniffer Accounts Specialist,
SHFC-CDO 

09357668866 
jake_tubaon@yahoo.com 

Yusup, Sanny 
Senior Accounts Specialist,

SHFC-Zamboanga 
09177187382 

iansasj@gmail.com 
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ANNEX B: Profiles of Resource Persons 
 
Roel Ravanera is currently the Executive Director of the Xavier Science Foundation, a foundation 
that closely works with Xavier University (Ateneo de Cagayan) and other development partners in 
northern Mindanao. It supports outreach programs and researches in the fields of sustainable 
agriculture, asset reform and natural resource governance, food processing, renewable energy, and 
environmental conservation. He was former Dean of the College of Agriculture of Xavier University. 
Mr. Ravanera holds an MSC in Agriculture major in Environmental Resource Management from 
the University College Dublin, Ireland. Mr. Ravanera has written a number of papers and articles. 
Examples of his recent work include Commercial Pressures on Land in Asia: An Overview (with 
Vanessa Gorra) published by the International Land Coalition, IFAD, and CIRAD; Sustainable 
Agriculture as Potential Tool for Poverty Reduction in Asia (with Aquilina Galang and Grace 
Santos); and “Impending Tarrification of Rice,” an article in the book Trade Liberalization, 
Agriculture and Small Farm Households in the Philippines. 
 
Engr. Ermin Stan Pimentel is a city hall consultant on shelter and housing development in 
Cagayan de Oro City and the co-chair for the multi-sectoral relief operations after typhoon 
Sendong. He is also the former director of the Xavier University Kristohanong Katilingban sa 
Pagpakabana (KKP) and is the project leader of the Pedro Calungsod PEACE Project, a project 
funded by Childfund Japan which seeks to provide children access to their basic needs particularly, 
education.  
 
Atty. Junefe Payot graduated from Xavier University High School in Cagayan de Oro and obtained 
his AB Economics degree from the Ateneo de Manila University. He also has a law degree from the 
University of the Philippines (UP) and an MSc in Poverty and Development degree from the 
University of Manchester (UK). He also studied Land Management and Informal Settlements 
Regularisation at Erasmus University - Rotterdam (The Netherlands). He worked for nine years at 
the John J. Carroll Institute on Church and Social Issues (JJCICSI), a Jesuit-founded research NGO 
focusing on urban poverty, governance and housing issues. He also worked at the Office of the Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court before joining the Social Housing Finance Corporation (SHFC) where 
he is currently a Corporate Executive Officer. 
 
Angelus Maria P. Sales is the Deputy Program Director for Young Professionals Program of TAO-
Pilipinas, Inc. Angel is a licensed architect whose field of interest lies in historic preservation.  She 
has a Bachelor’s Degree in Architecture from the University of the Philippines College of 
Architecture and a Graduate Diploma in Archaeology from the University of the Philippines 
Archaeological Studies Program. Before joining the Education and Training Program, she worked 
under the Research and Publications Program of TAO-Pilipinas for eight years, since 2005. Under 
the RP Program, she was able to publish two construction manuals and coordinated the publication 
of TAO Shelter Magazine. 
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Geraldine R. Matabang is the Education & Training Program Director of TAO-Pilipinas, Inc. Ge 
is a licensed architect and environmental planner. She has Master of Arts in Urban & Regional 
Planning and Bachelor of Science in Architecture degrees from the University of the Philippines. 
Before joining TAO-Pilipinas, she worked for architectural design firms SmithGroup Gexis and 
Leandro V. Locsin Partners. She was a recipient of the UNDP-TUGI Young Leadership Award for 
Good Urban Governance in 2002 and placed first in the 2005 Environmental Planning Licensure 
Exams.  As a Young Researcher Grantee of ProVention Consortium, she completed an action 
research on “Integrating Disaster Risk Management in Site Planning and House Design of 
Resettlement Projects in Albay” in 2008. She joined TAO-Pilipinas as a member of its Board of 
Trustees in 2001 and worked full-time to head the Young Professionals Program in 2005. 
 
Maria Faith Y. Varona is the Secretary of the Board of Trustees and one of the founders of TAO-
Pilipinas, Inc.  An architect and environmental planner, Faith has been in the alternative career path 
of development work for more than a decade now. Before establishing TAO-Pilipinas, she worked 
for non-government organizations such as Alterplan, NGO-Coalition for Cooperatives 
Development, Oxfam-America, and Building Alliance for Action and Initiatives. In 2006, she 
received a Master in Urban Management and Development from the Institute of Housing and 
Urban Development Studies (IHS)-Erasmus University in Rotterdam, the Netherlands through a 
fellowship from the Netherlands Fellowship Program of NUFFIC. She also holds a post-graduate 
Diploma in Urban and Regional Planning from the School of Urban and Regional Planning in the 
University of the Philippines in Diliman, Quezon City where she also completed her Bachelor’s 
degree in Architecture. She is now a faculty member of College of Architecture in UP Diliman. 
 
Arlene Christy D. Lusterio is the Executive Director and Human Settlement & Environment 
Program Director of TAO-Pilipinas, Inc. Arlene is a licensed architect and environmental planner. 
She completed her Bachelor of Science in Architecture from the University of the Philippines 
College of Architecture in Diliman. She spent three years working directly with the poor in 
Magsaysay Village, Tondo as the project coordinator for a parish-based housing project (SAPSPA).  
Then she spent three years doing physical planning work with Planning Resources and Operations 
Systems, (PROS) Inc. In 2003, she completed her Master of Architecture in Human Settlements 
degree from the Post-Graduate Center Human Settlements of the Department of Architecture, 
Urban Design and Regional Planning of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium, where she was 
a recipient of Vlaamse Inter Universitair Raad (VLIR) Scholarship. In 2005, she was a recipient of 
ASIAN Fellowship and spent a year of research on settlements on water in the Mekong Delta of 
Vietnam and presented her research findings in international conferences in Belgium and Taiwan. 
She is one of the founding members of TAO-Pilipinas and has remained with the organization since 
2001.  
 
Verna Lucia P. Sarraga is the Deputy Program Director for Human Settlements & Environment 
Program of TAO-Pilipinas, Inc. Verna is a licensed architect as well as a licensed master plumber. 
She is a graduate of Bachelor of Science in Architecture at Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Maynila and 
worked as a Project Coordinator for ES Calma Design Associates/CTRL Construction Corporation 
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right after graduation. She started as an intern at TAO-Pilipinas in 2009 and has since been 
providing direct technical assistance to communities in Navotas City, Rodriguez, Rizal, and Angat, 
Bulacan. She supervised the construction work for the ADB-funded project, “Building Disaster 
Resilient Communities in Flood-prone Areas in the Philippines: a demonstration and pilot testing of 
local design innovations for housing and small community infrastructures,” completed in 2012. 
 
Ananeza P. Aban is presently the Executive Assistant to the President of the Freedom from Debt 
Coalition. Angging finished her Master of Community Development from the University of the 
Philippines in Diliman. She had seven years of work experience with urban poor communities in 
Metro Manila as the Media Advocacy Specialist of the Urban Poor Associates and as the Deputy 
Program Coordinator for the Education and Training Program of TAO-Pilipinas. She was also the 
Philippine representative to several international conferences including the Lenten Campaign of the 
Comité Catholique Contre la Faim et pour le Développement (CCFD)-Terre Solidaire in France, 
and the Regional Drafting Committee of the ASEAN Civil Society Conference in Malaysia. She was 
formerly the Regional Secretariat of the Asia Pacific Network for Food Sovereignty and was involved 
in the post-Yolanda recovery program of USAID-Rebuild Project in 2015. 
 
Philip Robert Flores or “Bob” is the head of Xavier Ecoville Project, a university-led recovery, 
rehabilitation and resettlement project for the survivors of Typhoon Washi in Cagayan de Oro City. 
At a young age he has initiated and established livelihood projects may it be in a National 
Penitentiary or in a relocation community. He holds a Master’s Degree in Business Administration 
and has been chosen to be part of the Young Professional Fellowship in Legislative Process and 
Governance for Disaster Recovery in Mission Hills, Kansas State, USA.  
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ANNEX C: Community Workshop Outputs 
 
 
 
 

Community Consultation Attendance 
 

TAO-Facilitators / YP Team 
NAME AGE GENDER ORGANIZATION OCCUPATION

Maria Faith Varona 47 F TAO-Pilipinas Board Member
Anna Estela Rosario 
Ulep 

26 F TAO-Pilipinas RP Program Staff

Randolph Librando 49 M SHFC-Cebu OIC Manager LPG 
Visayas 

Sanny Yusup 36 M SHFC-Zamboanga SR Accounts 
Specialist 

Robin Waban, Jr. 23 M XU Program Officer
Iano Al-o Adorable 19 M MUST BSArch Student
Ailene Llesis 20 F XU BSCE Student
Angelo Gamboa 20 M XU BSCE Student
Fe Barron 60 F LGU Community 

Development 
Worker 

 
MEN (Kalalakihan) 

NAME AGE GENDER ORGANIZATION OCCUPATION
Jeffrey Sebedo 18 M Impala Assn. None 
Junil Balate 20 M Impala Assn. Student 
Rey Mark Guttierez 38 M Impala Assn.  
Franky Gacutno 40 M Impala Assn.  
Mario Bacalso 46 M Impala Assn. Private 
Emmanuel Amistad 49 M Impala Assn. Carpenter 
Romualdo Miao 55 M Impala Assn. None 
 
WOMEN (Kababaihan) 

NAME AGE GENDER ORGANIZATION OCCUPATION
Josephine Felizanta 19 F Impala Assn. Gov't Employee
Catherine B. Edubas 35 F Impala Assn. None 
Ernine Tan Llacuna 36 F Impala Assn. None 
Yvonne Abejuela 41 F Impala Assn. None 

C1: YP Team 1 - Impala Neighborhood Association	
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Ma. Mariza Lompon 44 F Impala Assn. Sari Sari/Business 
woman 

Irelen S. Reyes 48 F Impala Assn. None 
Lalaine Rose A. 
Langeras 

52 F Impala Assn. None 

Lucena Bayotlang 55 F Impala Assn. None 
Juanita Bangot 62 F Impala Assn. Driver 
Ma. Venus T. Reacuna 64 F Impala Assn. None 
Minda D. Brillantes 65 F Impala Assn. None 
Carmen N. Acha 73 F Impala Assn. None 
 
Expectations Setting 
 
 

GIHANDUM NGA MAHITABO
We are here at this meeting because… (Ania kami sa panag tigom tungod kay…) 

 Unsay ilang katuyoan sa among programa. (To know the purpose of the program) 
 Ania kami sa pagpaminaw kong unsa ilang ikatabang sa among sitwasyon diri sa among 

gipyu-an. (To listen about what they can do to help our situation) 
 Unsay ilang tumong sa pag-anhi dinhi anabay kasulbaran sa problema parti pag angkon 

aning yuta sa banko? (To find a solution for owning out land from the bank – PDIC) 
 Aron ba? Sakasulbaran. Niining yataa nga atong gipuy-an. (To know what to do about 

the land we are living in) 
 Mag-laon ako nga unta masulbad. Kiming amona gipuy-an nga yuta. (Resolve the 

problems in the land we are living in) 
 Ania kami karon aron mammong masaray ang mga pamaagi kong unsaon nga maangkon 

namo kaning among yuta. (To know the ways how to acquire our land) 
 Ania kami tungod kay gusto mi maka kat-on ug mga idiya nga maka palambo sa 

komunidad. (To learn ideas on how we can improve our community) 
 Ania kami para sa kalambuan ug kalinaw sa among Association. Peace & Order (To 

develop peace and order for our association) 
What we expect to happen in this workshop is/are… (Unsa ang among ginahandan nga 
mahitabo sa workshop kay sa/mga …) 

 Amo unta gihandom pina-ag ani ilang workshop nga mahatagan mi nila ng maagong 
idea pamaagi para makahimo ming plano tinabang nga maangkon namo ning yuta nga 
aming gipuyan (To remember the ideas on how we can plan and help as a community 
from this work shop) 

 Ug naghan dom kami na matabangan sa atong kanal (To solve the problems from our 
canal/creek) 

 Nga among gihandan niini nga workshop nga matabangan kami nga problema din hi 
(This workshop shall prepare us to respond to our problems) 
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 Hinaut nga makakita kami ng insakto nga programa nga makatabang sa pag-angkon sa 
yuta ng aming gipuy-an (May we find the right program that will help to acquire our 
land) 

 Makakuha kami ng sakto nga pamalaud sa Association We get proper governance for our 
association) 

 
Session 1: Inputs on Sustainable and Disaster-resilient Communities 
 
 

SUSTAINABLE DISASTER-RESILIENT 
 Adunay livelihood program (There is 

a livelihood program) 
 Cooperative 
 Magkahiusa ang tanan (United 

community) 

 Ang among gusto nga mapadakan ang 
amon kanal ug dalan (Proper canals 
and roads) 

 Saktong daan for encase emergency 
 With proper drainage 
 Baha sa kusog nga ulan (Floods when 

it rains) 
 Linog (Earthquakes) 

 
Session 2: Profile of the Community 
 
 

Group No: 1 
Community Association: 

Answers
Site/Community 

Conditions 
Remarks 

FGD Questions 
1. Water 
1.1. What and where are the sources of 
drinking water? 

 Mineral Water
 NAWASA 

1.2. How is water supply distributed to 
households? 

 Gripo
 Atabay (Water Well)

2. Sanitation and solid waste 
management 
2.1. By what methods or how do 
people dispose their household 
garbage? 

 Garbage Collector
 Sinusunog 

2.2. By what methods or how do 
people dispose of human waste? 

 Own CR

2.3. How do household dispose sewage 
from the toilets? 

 Own Septic Tank

3. Drainage 
3.1. What kind of drainage system does  Open Drainage
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the community have? 
3.2. Where are the drainage outfalls?  Bitan-ag Creek
4. Electricity/ power supply 
4.1. What are the available sources of 
electricity in the community? 

 CEPALCO

4.2. How is power supply distributed 
to the households? 

 Individual Meters

5. Road infrastructure 
5.1. What types of road or road 
network provide access to your site? 

 Road Right of Way
 Barangay Road 

5.2. What are the available modes of 
public transportation for the residents? 

 Taxi
 Motorela 
 Sikad 

6. Public spaces 
6.1. What and where are the spaces 
allotted for community open spaces, 
parks and playgrounds? 

 Lot 19 Open space

6.2. What and where are the facilities 
that residents use for community 
gatherings and activities? 

 Dalan (Road)

6.3. What community facilities serve as 
evacuation centers during emergencies? 

 None

7. Social services and facilities 
7.1. Where do children go to school?  City highschool

 Camaman-an 
Elementary School 

 MUST 
 COC 
 Paglaum National 

High School 
 Fisher Valley 

Highschool 
7.2. Where to residents go to for 
healthcare and medical treatment? 

 Barangay Health 
Center 

 Maria Reyna 
Hospital 

7.3. Where do residents go to for 
religious services? 

 Fatima Church
 Mosque Muslim 
 New Life Church 

7.4. Where do residents go to for local 
administrative concerns? 

 Barangay Hall
 Camaman-an 
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8. Economic activities 
8.1. What industries provide 
employment to barangay residents? 

 Private Go 2 Surplus
 Glass Installer 
 Global Agency 
 BHW (Barangay 

Health Worker) 
Barangay 

8.2. What kind of home-based 
livelihood do households engage in? 

 Piso Net
 Sari-sari Store 

8.3. Where do residents buy basic 
household goods and supplies? 

 Solod Merkado
 Gaisano Store 
 Julmar Store 
 Kevin Store 

9. Housing situation 
9.1. Do barangay residents have land 
tenure security? 

 No

9.2. What impediments are there to 
land ownership, if any? 

 Private Owned
 PDIC 

9.3. What types of dwelling units are 
there in the barangay? 

 Concrete
 Single-detached 
 Light material 

10. Exposure and response to hazards 
10.1. What are the hazards present in 
the site that may affect the community?

 Baha/sunog
 Man-made noise 

10.2. What hazard events or disasters 
have already been experienced by the 
community and how were people in 
the community affected? 

 Baha
 Limpyo (waste-

related) 
 Sunog 

10.3. What were the responses of the 
community to the experienced 
disasters? 

 Nag-limpyo 
(cleaning) 

 Human Baha 
10.4. What are the community 
practices being done for disaster 
preparedness? 

 Alarm System
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Group No: 2 
Community Association: 

Answers
Site/Community 

Conditions 
Remarks 

FGD Questions 
1. Water 
1.1. What and where are the sources of 
drinking water? 

 Water district
 Distilled water 

1.2. How is water supply distributed to 
households? 

 Gripo
 Atabay (Water Well)
 Mineral Water 

2. Sanitation and solid waste 
management 
2.1. By what methods or how do 
people dispose their household 
garbage? 

 Garbage Collector
 Dahon halingan 

2.2. By what methods or how do 
people dispose of human waste? 

 Individual CR

2.3. How do household dispose sewage 
from the toilets? 

 Septic Tank

3. Drainage 
3.1. What kind of drainage system does 
the community have? 

 Open Canal
 

3.2. Where are the drainage outfalls?  Dagat
4. Electricity/ power supply 
4.1. What are the available sources of 
electricity in the community? 

 CEPALCO
 Chargeable 

4.2. How is power supply distributed 
to the households? 

 Individual source 
meters 

5. Road infrastructure 
5.1. What types of road or road 
network provide access to your site? 

 Concrete –paved 
Barangay Road 

5.2. What are the available modes of 
public transportation for the residents? 

 Single motor
 PUVs 

6. Public spaces 
6.1. What and where are the spaces 
allotted for community open spaces, 
parks and playgrounds? 

 Underdeveloped 
meeting place 

6.2. What and where are the facilities 
that residents use for community 
gatherings and activities? 

 Along the road
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6.3. What community facilities serve as 
evacuation centers during emergencies? 

 Barangay hall
 Public school 
 Covered court 

7. Social services and facilities 
7.1. Where do children go to school?  Camaman-an 

Elementary School 
 Fisher Valley 

7.2. Where to residents go to for 
healthcare and medical treatment? 

 Barangay Health 
Center 

 Maria Reyna 
Hospital 

 Private hospital 
7.3. Where do residents go to for 
religious services? 

 Fatima Church
 Mosque Muslim 
 Christian Church 
 Carmelite 

7.4. Where do residents go to for local 
administrative concerns? 

 Barangay Hall
 LGU 

8. Economic activities 
8.1. What industries provide 
employment to barangay residents? 

Private companies
 Nestle 
 Gaisano 
 SM 

8.2. What kind of home-based 
livelihood do households engage in? 

 Sari-sari Store
 Candle making 
 Bigasan 

8.3. Where do residents buy basic 
household goods and supplies? 

 Public Market

9. Housing situation 
9.1. Do barangay residents have land 
tenure security? 

 None

9.2. What impediments are there to 
land ownership, if any? 

 Private land under 
PDIC 

9.3. What types of dwelling units are 
there in the barangay? 

 Mixed light and 
concrete 

10. Exposure and response to hazards 
10.1. What are the hazards present in 
the site that may affect the community?

 Flooding
 Fire 
 Poor drainage 

system 
10.2. What hazard events or disasters  Flooding
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have already been experienced by the 
community and how were people in 
the community affected? 
10.3. What were the responses of the 
community to the experienced 
disasters? 

 Bayanihan
 Clean-up drive 

10.4. What are the community 
practices being done for disaster 
preparedness? 

 Alarming the 
community 
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Community Maps 
 
 

Legend for Community Mapping Exercise 
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YP Team 1 FGD Group 1 Resource Map 

 

 
YP Team 1 FGD Group 1 hazard map overlayed on resource map 
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YP Team 1 FGD Group 1 resource and hazard maps overlayed on Google base map  

 

 
YP Team 1 FGD Group 2 Resource Map 
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YP Team 1 FGD Group 2 hazard map overlayed on resource map 

 

 
YP Team 1 FGD Group 2 resource and hazard maps overlayed on Google base map 
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Session 3: Assessment of Community Shelter Needs 
 
 

SHELTER RELATED PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN THE COMMUNITY 
 Small open canal 
 Sikip/ dili concrete 
 Sunog 
 Dikit dikit ang bahay 
 Ang yuta dili amoa (no security tenure) 
 Vehicular problem: no parking spaces 
 No evacuation space for the community(Sa tubig) may oras lang sa water 
 Walay tarong na drainage – mabaw (There is no proper drainage) 
 Hindi alam ang ahensya ng gobyerno na lalapitan para sa land acquisition 
 Needs training and seminar for DRRM  

TOP 4 PROBLEMS/ISSUES IN THE COMMUNITY
 (Sa tubig) may oras lang sa water 
 Walay tarong na drainage – mabaw (There is no proper drainage) 
 Hindi alam ang ahensya ng gobyerno na lalapitan para sa land acquisition 
 Needs training and seminar for DRRM 
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Problem Tree 
 

 

 
YP Team 1 FGD Group 1.1 

 
 

Tubig: 
May oras lang sa water 

Water shortage sa 
bahay bahay 

Walay panglimpyo sa 
CR (Not able to 
clean the CR) 

Dili na makapaglaba (Not 
able to wash clothes) 

Tungod kay mahina ang main line sa 
tubig (Low pressure from the main 

water line) 

Dili makaligo sa insakto 
(Cannot take a proper 

bath) 

Tungod kay daghan na ang mga settlers 
(Many users/settlers in need for supply) 

Tungod sa daghan na nagnenegosyo 
(Many businesses affect the supply) 

Maong hina na ang pressure sa 
tubig (Weak water pressure) 

Dali ra ta magkasakit kay 
kulang sa tubig (We easily 
get sick for lack of water) 
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YP Team 1 FGD Group 1.2 
 
 
 
 

Walang tarong na drainage. 
Gamay (No proper drainage. 

Shallow drainage) 

Baha 

Madaling mabara Dali moawas 
(Overflows quickly) 

Dili madak-an kay private 
ang tapad (Cannot solve 
because privately owned) 

Peligro or 
malumos 

Puno sa basura 

Ang naglaban sa basura 
gikan sa taas (Waste are 
coming from upstream) 

Madaut ang butang 
(Negative effects) 

Sakit 
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YP Team 1 FGD Group 2.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hindi alam kung anong 
ahensya ng gobyerno na may 

lot acquisition program 

Eviction and 
demolition 

Notice: 
Temporary use of the 

land for six months only 

Limited information from 
any government, financial 

institution or housing 
agencies 

Lack of cooperation 
among each member 

Time constraints 
Kulang sa oras 

Lack of encouragement 
among the association 

members 

Trust and 
confidence 

Walang 
pakialam 
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YP Team 1 FGD Group 2.2 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Needs training/seminar 
for Disaster Risk 

Reduction Management 

Destruction 

Unprepared during calamities 

Time constraints Less priority by the CA 

Kulang sa panahon para sa 
community and personnel in 

charge in the barangay 

Busy sa 
panginabuhi 

Priority land 

Casualties 

Lack of barangay 
information 
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Session 4: Assessment of Community Resources and Capacities 
 
 

FGD Group 1 
NATURAL 

RESOURCES 
PHYSICAL 

RESOURCES 
ECONOMIC 
RESOURCES 

SOCIAL 
RESOURCES 

HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

Atabay 
Mga kahoy 

NAWASA 
CEPALCO 
Daang Maayos 
Kalan 

Sari-Sari Store
Piso Net 
Ugbahan 

College level 
graduate 
Dumalaw ang 
pari para 
magmisa 
Unity 

BHW 
Policeman 
Community 
leader 

1. Which resources are very important and that people rely on for a sustainable and disaster 
resilient community? Who owns or controls these resources? 
 Maayos na daan - Community 
 Malinis na tubig - Nawasa 
 Kuryente - Cepalco 
 Maayos na drainage - Community Association 
 Community Leader - For guide or to lead 

 
2. What are the resources that the community currently does not have and that needs to be 

provided to have sustainable and disaster-resilient community? 
 Health Center 
 Day Care 
 Playground 
 Meeting Place 
 Community Tanod 
 DRRM Training 

 
FGD Group 2 

NATURAL 
RESOURCES 

PHYSICAL 
RESOURCES 

ECONOMIC 
RESOURCES 

SOCIAL 
RESOURCES 

HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

Tubig 
Puno 
Fresh Air 
Matamnan ang 
yuta 

Poste sa 
kuryente 
Atabay 
Pathway 

Sari-Sari Store
Public Market 
Piso Net 
Salad business 

90% 
cooperation 
Respeto sa ibang 
relihiyon 
May malasakit 
sa isa’t isa 
Walang 
malnourish 

Candle makers
Mga leaders 
Police officers 
Chief tanod or 
barangay police 
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1. Which resources are very important and that people rely on for a sustainable and disaster 
resilient community? Who owns or controls these resources? 
 Economic resources – samahan o association 
 Social resources – pagkakaisa, respeto sa isa’t isa 

 
2. What are the resources that the community currently does not have and that needs to be 

provided to have sustainable and disaster-resilient community? 
 Livelihood (human resources) 
 Cooperative 
 Health center 
 Playground 
 Chapel 

 
Session 5: Visioning and Formulation of Community Action Plans 
 

YP Team 1 made a shortcut of the process for the prioritization of shelter need. From the top 4 
problems they want to prioritize, they chose two problems that they want to prioritize and make an 
action plan. 
 

MGA PRAYORIDAD NA PANGANGAILANGAN SA PANINIRAHAN 
PRIORITY 

NO. 
SHELTER NEED RECOMMENDED ACTION

 No proper drainage Riprap proposal  
 Hindi alam kung anong ahensya ng 

gobyerno na may lot acquisition 
program 
 

Association should work/attend 
orientation/training/seminar on 
government housing program 
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YP Team 1 FGD Group 1- Vision of an ideal community 
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GROUP: 1 
RIP-RAP PROPOSAL PLANONG 

PAGABUHATON 
TUMONG 
(OBJECTIVES) 

 Makakuha ng pondo para makagawa ng Rip-Rap 
 Para hindi na kami bahain 

PANAHON 
(TIMEFRAME) 

 April to July 2016

Unang 
Pagbuhaton 

Detalyadong 
Tikang 

Kinsa ang 
magdumala 

PETSA Gamit na 
kailangan Magsugod Mahuman

Gawa ng 
proposal 

Meeting w/ 
Officers 

President 
Milagros 
Narciso 
 

Officers meeting
April 16, 2016 

Venue: Bahay 
ni Janet Espina 
Record 
Ball pen 

Tawag ng 
general 
assembly 
 
Magbuo ng 
committee sa 
pagsulat ng 
proposal 

General Assembly 
April 17, 2016 

Venue: Kalsada
Sound system 
Upuan 
Blackboard 

Pagsulat ng 
proposal 

Secretary ng 
Board - Janet 
Espina 
 

April 20, 
2016 

May 5, 
2016 

Venue: Bahay 
ni Janet Espina 
Computer 
Ball pen 

Presentation 
ng proposal at 
approval 

Tawag ng 
general 
assembly 

President 
Milagros 
Narciso 

3rd Sunday of May 
2016 

Venue: Kalsada
Sound system 
Upuan 
Trapal 

Submission ng 
proposal 

Alamin kong 
kanino submit 
ang proposal 

Carmen Acha 3rd week of July 2016 4 sets ng 
proposal 
Pamasahe 

Follow-up ng 
proposal 

Carmen/Nonie 4th week 
of July 
2016 

1st week of 
August 

Pamasahe to 
follow-up 

What could be the barriers or hindrances to the effective implementation of the action 
plan by the community? 

 PDIC 
 Private land property 
 Busy 
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 Lack of info 
 Assistance 

What are the internal resources and external resources needed and from whom will 
support come from to implement the plan? 

Internal Resources External Resources 
 Tao 
 Panahon 

 LGU connection 
 Sponsors 
 DPWH 
 Engr. 
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YP Team 1 FGD Group 2 - Vision of an ideal community 
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GROUP: 2 ASSOCIATION SHOULD WORK/ATTEND 
ORIENTATION/TRAINING/SEMINAR ON 

GOVERNMENT HOUSING PROGRAM 
PLANONG 
PAGABUHATON 
TUMONG 
(OBJECTIVES) 

 Community association knowledgeable on Community 
Mortgage Program 

 Ownership of the Land (land tenure) 
PANAHON 
(TIMEFRAME) 

 April 11, 2016 to May 1, 2016

Unang 
Pagbuhaton 

Detalyadong 
Tikang 

Kinsa ang 
magdumala 

PETSA Gamit na 
kailangan Magsugod Mahuman

General 
Assembly 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Roster of 
Membership 
 
Status of land 
Scheduling of 
seminar on 
housing 
program 
 
Financial 
statement of 
Impala 
Association 
 
Selection of 
focal person for 
inviting 
government 
housing 
agencies 

CA Officers 
and BODs 

April 11, 
2016 

April 17, 
2016 

Venue: Impala 
Open Space 
White board 
Marker 
Chairs 
Table 

Visiting LGU 
Local Housing 
Office 

Seek advice on 
what housing 
agency to be 
invited for the 
orientation  

Pres. Milagros 
Narciso 
PRO Janet 
Caadlawon 

April 18, 2016 Travelling 
expenses 
Snacks 

Visiting SHFC Request of 
orientation 
(CMP 
Program) 

Pres. Milagros 
Narciso 
PRO Janet 
Caadlawon 

April 19, 2016 Travelling 
expenses 
Snacks 

Information 
dissemination 

CMP 
orientation 

PRO Janet 
Caadlawon 

April 20, 
2016 

April 30, 
2016 

Bulletin board
Notification 
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seminar posters 
Orientation 
seminar 

CMP program SHFC May 1, 2016 Venue and 
logistics 
Chairs 
Tables 
Sound system 
Ballpen 
Snacks 

What could be the barriers or hindrances to the effective implementation of the action 
plan by the community? (Ano ang maaring mga hadlang o balakid sa epektibong pagpapatupad 
ng pinapanukalang plano ng komunidad?)       

 Availability of the resource person 
 Full participation and cooperation among each members 
 Miscommunication 

What are the internal resources and external resources needed and from whom will 
support come from to implement the plan? (Anu-ano ang mga internal at external resources na 
kailangan at kanino manggagaling ang suportang kailangan sa pagpapatupad ng pinapanukalang 
plano?)       

Internal Resources External Resources 
 Human resources 
 Venue and logistics 
 Promotional posters 

 LGU local housing office 
 SHFC 
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Evaluation of Community Consultation Workshop 
 

1. Do the results of the workshop activities adequately reflect the real situation in 
your community? (Ang mga resulta ba sa atong aktibidad sa workshop nagapakita sa tunay 
nga sitwasyon sa atong komunidad?) 

FGD Group 1 FGD Group 2 
Yes Yes

2. Did you learn anything new about your community and barangay or city? (Aduna 
ba kita’y nangatun-an mahitungod sa atong barangay/siyudad? Unsa kini sila?) 

FGD Group 1 FGD Group 2 
Yes, bahin sa tubig Yes, mga pamaagi 

3. In what ways do you find the workshop activities to be helpful to your 
community? (Sa unsa nga mga pamaagi ninyo nakita na ang aktibidadis sa workshop kay 
matabang/nakatabang sa atong komunidad?) 

FGD Group 1 FGD Group 2 
Action plan Community action plan 

4. Do you have any suggestion to improve the workshop process? (Aduna ba kita’y  
mga suhestiyon para ma-improve/mapamaayo ang proseso sa workshop?) 

FGD Group 1 FGD Group 2 
Ipadako ang mapa sa area sa Impala Nicer venue 

5. What can you do to share with other members of your community the learnings 
from this workshop? (Unsa ang pwede nato mabuhat para mapaambat sa atong mga 
natun-an niining workshop?) 

FGD Group 1 FGD Group 2 
I-apply namo sa among komunidad Share to other communities 
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Community Consultation Attendance 
 

TAO-Facilitators / YP Team 
NAME AGE GENDER ORGANIZATION OCCUPATION

Angelus Sales 33 F TAO-Pilipinas YP Deputy 
Program Director 

Ananeza Aban 41 F TAO-Pilipinas CD Practitioner
Antonio L. Alvarado 50 M SHFC-PRD Division Chief
Maria Clarisa M. 
Sanaga 

38 F SHFC-Cebu Account Specialist

Nico Miguel C. 
Tabanas 

21 M XU BSCE Student

Manny Fabian 20 M XU BSEE Student
Czarina Ann P. 
Casirayan 

20 F XU BSCE Student

Mae Anne P. 
Saborrido 

19 F MUST BSArch Student

Almera Espinosa 45 F LGU Community 
Development 

Worker 
 
MEN (Kalalakihan) 

NAME AGE GENDER ORGANIZATION OCCUPATION
John Raul Maranguis 26 M Impala Assn. Work 
Roberto Acha 54 M Impala Assn. Messenger 
Roberto Gallana 63 M Impala Assn.  
 
WOMEN (Kababaihan) 

NAME AGE GENDER ORGANIZATION OCCUPATION
Victoria T. Tan  55 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Elizabeth Sacala 49 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Bonifacia Gacutno 68 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Esterlina Ranalan 62 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Dulcura Espina 77 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Pacita Baluarte 49 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Ombelina E. Montil 69 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Clavel V. Escala 52 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Adelaida Dolera 49 F Impala Assn. Housewife 

C2: YP Team 2 - Impala Neighborhood Association	
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Janet B. Caadlawon 46 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Janet L. Espina 36 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Racquel T. Corral 36 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Mella Ranalan 52 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Edna P. Sabidor 50 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Felipa Labandia 74 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Conchita S. Hosanu 57 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Cathleen Kay T. 
Llacuna 

30 F Impala Assn. Housewife 

Magdalina Altamero 59 F Impala Assn. Housewife 
Milagros T. Narciso 57 Impala Assn.  
 
Expectations Setting 
 
 

PAGLALAHAD NG INAASAHAN
We are here at this meeting because… (Naami diri sa meeting para sa…)

 Nia kami dinhi para maminuo ako sa meeting aron makasabot ug unsa ang katayuan sa 
maon (To better understand our status) 

 Diri aron  mahibalo sa unsay gi meetingan mahihingud sa yuta (To know more about 
out land) 

 Para mahibaloy me - unsay mahitabo sa yuta (Understand what happens to our land) 
 Nia ako para makisayod  ko kung unsay mahimo para sa yuta diri (To learn what I can 

do for our land 
 To observe 
 To learn 
 Participate 
 Maminaw (To listen) 
 Cooperate 
 Magpakabana (To observe) 
 Observe 
 Mag-enjoy 

What we expect to happen in this workshop is/are… (Unsa atong ekspektasyon nga mahitabo 
ani nga workshop…) 

 Unsa ug makabulata nga magexpect  ta nga maato ang aming gipay-an (Find what is  
ours) 

 Nga maangkan unta namo kini nga yuta (That we would own this land) 
 Para mabay-an unsay mahitabo sa Impala na ma-ato ang lupang tinitirhan natin (So that 

our land can be ours) 
 Gusto namo maangkin namo ang yuta (We want to own our land) 
 Ni-a ko diri para mahibal-an about situation sa yuta (I have come to know the situation 
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on the groud)
 To learn about our housing 
 Para ma-amo ni nga yuta (To own the land) 
 To make the if we are safety in our community 
 Makakat-on (Learn) 
 Matabangan (To be helped) 
 Kaayohan (Receive  benefits) 
 Matobag ang among problema (Resolve our problems) 

 
Session 1: Inputs on Sustainable and Disaster-resilient Communities 
 
 

SUSTAINABLE DISASTER-RESILIENT 
 God fearing 
 Magtinabangay (United/together) 
 Peaceful 
 Magpakabana (Aware) 
 Paghinig-gugmaay (Compassion) 
 Magsinabtanay (Differences) 
 Magkaisa 
 Maghinatagoy (Giving) 

 Magtinabangay (United/together) 
 Magpakabana (Aware) 
 Pag-ampo (Pray to mitigate disaster) 
 Pagkamanghinatagon (Being generous) 
 Nagkakaisa lahat ng members 
 Mangandam (Prepare) 
 Bayanihan 
 Assistance to evacuation center 

 

Session 2: Profile of the Community 
 
 

Group No.: Bagets  
Community Association: 

Answers

Site/Community Conditions Remarks
FGD Questions  
1. Water 
1.1. What and where are the sources of
drinking water? 

 Water district
 

 

1.2. How is water supply distributed to 
households? 

 Hose
 Non-Sustainable 

 

2. Sanitation and solid waste 
management 

 

2.1. By what methods or how do 
people dispose their household 
garbage? 

 Gisuolod sa sako  

2.2. By what methods or how do 
people dispose of human waste? 

 Toilets  

2.3. How do household dispose sewage 
from the toilets? 

 Septic tanks  
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3. Drainage  
3.1. What kind of drainage system 
does the community have? 

 Walay tarong ng drainage
(No proper drainage) 

 

3.2. Where are the drainage outfalls?  Yacapin bridge  
4. Electricity/ power supply  
4.1. What are the available sources of 
electricity in the community? 

 CEPALCO  

4.2. How is power supply distributed 
to the households? 

 Per meter  

5. Road infrastructure  
5.1. What types of road or road 
network provide access to your site? 

 Sementado  

5.2. What are the available modes of 
public transportation for the residents? 

 Motorela
 Habal habal 
 Sikad 
 Jeep 
 Multicab 
 Taxi 

 

6. Public spaces  
6.1. What and where are the spaces 
allotted for community open spaces, 
parks and playgrounds? 

 Wala  

6.2. What and where are the facilities 
that residents use for community 
gatherings and activities? 

 Sa daan  

6.3. What community facilities serve as 
evacuation centers during emergencies? 

 Barangay hall
 Covered court 
 Paaralan 
 Church 

 

7. Social services and facilities  
7.1. Where do children go to school?  Publiko at pribado  
7.2. Where to residents go to for 
healthcare and medical treatment? 

 Health center
 Public and private hospital 

 

7.3. Where do residents go to for 
religious services? 

 Fatima Church
 New Life Baptist Church 

 

7.4. Where do residents go to for local 
administrative concerns? 

 Barangay Hall  

8. Economic activities  
8.1. What industries provide 
employment to barangay residents? 

 Wala  

8.2. What kind of home-based  Wala  
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livelihood do households engage in? 
8.3. Where do residents buy basic 
household goods and supplies? 

 Public Market (Cogon)
 Malls 

 

9. Housing situation  
9.1. Do barangay residents have land 
tenure security? 

 Wala  

9.2. What impediments are there to 
land ownership, if any? 

 Dili amoa ang yuta
 Under negotiation of 

PDIC 

 

9.3. What types of dwelling units are 
there in the barangay? 

 Klase-klase  

10. Exposure and response to hazards  
10.1. What are the hazards present in 
the site that may affect the 
community? 

 Baha-creek
 Sunog-walay 
 Insiktong dalan 

 

10.2. What hazard events or disasters 
have already been experienced by the 
community and how were people in 
the community affected? 

 Baha
 Basura 
 Sunog 

 

10.3. What were the responses of the 
community to the experienced 
disasters? 

 Pahina one’s a month
 Nagtinabang 

 

10.4. What are the community 
practices being done for disaster 
preparedness? 

 I-safety ang mga gamit 
atangan sa creek ang mga 
basura 

 Linis creek 

 

 
 

Group No: Seniors 
Community Association: 

Answers

Site/Community Conditions Remarks
FGD Questions  
1. Water 
1.1. What and where are the sources of 
drinking water? 

 Water district  

1.2. How is water supply distributed to 
households? 

 Hose  

2. Sanitation and solid waste 
management 

 

2.1. By what methods or how do 
people dispose their household 
garbage? 

 City garbage truck  
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2.2. By what methods or how do 
people dispose of human waste? 

 By CR  

2.3. How do household dispose sewage 
from the toilets? 

 Septic tank
 Canal 

 

3. Drainage  
3.1. What kind of drainage system 
does the community have? 

 Open canal
 

 

3.2. Where are the drainage outfalls?  Main canal  
4. Electricity/ power supply  
4.1. What are the available sources of 
electricity in the community? 

 CEPALCO/ Solar  

4.2. How is power supply distributed 
to the households? 

 Wire installed to housing  

5. Road infrastructure  
5.1. What types of road or road 
network provide access to your site? 

 Condrete road and 
pathways 

 

5.2. What are the available modes of 
public transportation for the residents? 

 Motorela
 Trisikad 

 

6. Public spaces  
6.1. What and where are the spaces 
allotted for community open spaces, 
parks and playgrounds? 

 Vacant space  

6.2. What and where are the facilities 
that residents use for community 
gatherings and activities? 

 Road  

6.3. What community facilities serve as 
evacuation centers during emergencies? 

 Barangay hall covered 
court 

 

7. Social services and facilities  
7.1. Where do children go to school?  Camaman-an Elementary 

School 
 Fisher Valley 
 CONHS 

 

7.2. Where to residents go to for 
healthcare and medical treatment? 

 Camaman-an health 
center 

 

7.3. Where do residents go to for 
religious services? 

 Church  

7.4. Where do residents go to for local 
administrative concerns? 

 Barangay Hall  

8. Economic activities  
8.1. What industries provide  Cogon Market  
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employment to barangay residents? 
8.2. What kind of home-based 
livelihood do households engage in? 

 Sari-sari store  

8.3. Where do residents buy basic 
household goods and supplies? 

 Gaisano
 Cogon Market 

 

9. Housing situation  
9.1. Do barangay residents have land 
tenure security? 

 Wala pa  

9.2. What impediments are there to 
land ownership, if any? 

 Kulang pera  

9.3. What types of dwelling units are 
there in the barangay? 

 Single
 Duplex 

 

10. Exposure and response to hazards  
10.1. What are the hazards present in 
the site that may affect the 
community? 

 Baha
 Sunog 

 

10.2. What hazard events or disasters 
have already been experienced by the 
community and how were people in 
the community affected? 

 Menor (minor)
 Flood 

 

10.3. What were the responses of the 
community to the experienced 
disasters? 

 Nalimpyo (Cleaning)  

10.4. What are the community 
practices being done for disaster 
preparedness? 

 Lubid  
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Community Maps 
 
 

 
YP Team 2 FGD Group Bagets Base Map 
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YP Team 2 FGD Group Bagets resource and hazard map overlayed on base map 

 

 
YP Team 2 FGD Group Bagets - all drawn maps overlayed on Google base map  
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YP Team 2 FGD Group Seniors Base Map 
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YP Team 2 FGD Group Seniors resource and hazard map overlayed on base map 

 

 
YP Team 2 FGD Group Seniors - all drawn maps overlayed on Google base map  
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Session 3: Assessment of Community Shelter Needs 
 
 

SHELTER RELATED PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN THE COMMUNITY 
 Dili lig-on ang pagconstruct sa balay
 Kulang ang supply sa tubig 
 Walay assurance if safe ang among pag-puyo 
 Dikit-dikit ang bahay kulba sa sunog 
 Walang legal documents sa lupa 
 Hindi malinaw ang boundaries 
 Baha 
 Walay lugar sa pag tapok-tapok 

TOP 4 PROBLEMS/ISSUES IN THE COMMUNITY 
 Walang legal documents sa lupa
 Hindi malinaw ang boundaries 
 Baha 
 Walay lugar sa pag tapok-tapok 
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Problem Tree 
 

 
YP Team 2 FGD Group Bagets 1.1 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Hindi malinaw ang 
mga boundaries 

Paglagpas sa creek 
Nag-aaway away 

Walang malinaw na survey 

Hindi nakakakuha 
ng support sa local 

government 

Hindi lisensyado ang 
surveyor 

Dahil sa pagdivert ng 
creek 

Dahil sa agos ng tubig 
galing sa taas 

Inangkin ng iba o 
kinuha ng ibang 

may-ari 

Dahil adjacent o 
kasikbit 
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YP Team 2 FGD Group Bagets 1.2 

 
 
 
 
 

Walay lugar sa patapuk tapuk 
(No space for gatherings) 

Nasa delikado ang 
mga bata 

Nawawalan ng ganang 
umatend sa meeting 

Kahit saan ang meeting 
pati pag-misa 

Walang cooperation, trabaho Wala pa nadevelop ang space 

Walang budget 

Sagabal sa daan Nawawalan ng 
focus sa meeting 

Tamad 
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YP Team 2 FGD Group Seniors 2.1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Baha 

Papasok ang tubig 
sa mga bahay 

Overflow ng tubig 
sa kanal 

Gamay and kanal dili makaya sa 
tubig (Shallow drainage, not able 

to handle water) 

Maraming basura 
galing sa ibabaw 

Dahil both sides ang 
mga bahay 
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YP Team 2 FGD Group Seniors 2.2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Walang legal 
document sa lupa 

Walang kasiguraduhan sa 
pag mamay-ari ng lupa 

No intent to sell 

Walang proper 
communication sa PDIC 

Other members of the 
community are not 

participating 

Walang permanenteng 
trabaho 

Kulang sa pondo 
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Session 4: Assessment of Community Resources and Capacities 
 
 

FGD Group Bagets 
NATURAL 

RESOURCES 
PHYSICAL 

RESOURCES 
ECONOMIC 
RESOURCES 

SOCIAL 
RESOURCES 

HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

Halaman 
Punong kahoy 
Gulayan/ 
vegetation 

Atabay (deep 
well) 
Poste sa 
kuryente 
Linya sa tubig 
Terminal 

Sari-Sari store
Internet Café 
Online business 
Lending 

School
Health center 
Church 
Brgy. hall 
Outpost 

Capt. Pete Arda
Pres. Mila 
Narciso 
(Impala Assoc. 
President) 
Raul Sacala 
(chief tanod) 
Ivy Ranalan 
(DSWD 
employee) 
 
 

 
 

FGD Group Seniors 
NATURAL 

RESOURCES 
PHYSICAL 

RESOURCES 
ECONOMIC 
RESOURCES 

SOCIAL 
RESOURCES 

HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

Gulayan 
Saging 
Lubi 
Bulak 
Trees 
Atabay 

Linya sa tubig 
Linya sa 
kuryente 
Volleybal court 
Tennis court 

Sari-Sari store
Manukan 
Babuyan 
Langam 4 Sale 
(ibon) 

School
Brgy. hall 
Brgy. outpost 
Health center 
Church 
 

Brgy. Captain
Brgy. Tanod 
Brgy. Kagawad 
BHW 
BNH 
Midwife 
Doctor/on call 
Pulis 

 
 

Plenary Discussion 
1. Which resources are very important and that people rely on for a sustainable and 

disaster resilient community? Who owns or controls these resources? 
 Camaman-an HS 
 Health center 
 Our Lady of Fatima Parish Church 
 Barangay hall 
 Sari sari store 
 Water district (water lines) 
 CEPALCO (electric lines) 
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2. What are the resources that the community currently does not have and that needs to 

be provided to have sustainable and disaster-resilient community? 
 Open space 
 Solar street light 
 Livelihood 
 Grocery 
 Bigasan 

 
Session 5: Visioning and Formulation of Community Action Plans 
 
 

MGA PRAYORIDAD NA PANGANGAILANGAN SA PANINIRAHAN 
PRIORITY 

NO. 
SHELTER NEED RECOMMENDED ACTION

1 Kausapin ang taga PDIC Sulatan ang PDIC 
2 Kulang ang pang bayad sa equity Community savings 
 Magparesurvey Pambayad sa survey 
 Kulang ang pondo para sa lupa Magdugang ug pondo (Magdaragdag 

ng pondo) 
 Livelihood program (grocery) Monthly dues
 Sustainable drainage I-negotiate ang barangay 

 
 

 

YP Team 2 FGD Group Bagets - Vision of an ideal community 
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GROUP: BAGETS  
SULATAN ANG PDIC PLANONG 

PAGABUHATON 
TUMONG 
(OBJECTIVES) 

 Para makuha ang Intent to Sell

PANAHON 
(TIMEFRAME) 

 2 Months

Unang 
Pagbuhaton 

Detalyadong 
Tikang 

Kinsa ang 
magdumala 

PETSA Gamit na 
kailangan Magsugod Mahuman 

Magpatawag 
ng general 
meeting 
 

Magsulat/ 
magpadala ng 
Intent to Buy 

Pres. Mila 
Narciso 
Vice Pres.  
Franky 
Gacutno 

April 3, 
2016 

April 11, 
2016 

Venue 
Budget – plete 
Attendance 

Mag-follow-up 
ng tawag sa 
PDIC 

Sec. Janet 
Espina 

April 14, 2016  

Aksyonan ang 
reply ng PDIC 

Magpatawag ng 
meeting  

BOD Giovane 
Bebanco 
Vice Pres. 
Franky 
Gacutno 

April 24, 
2016 

April 30, 
2016 

Budget – plete
Papers 
Snack 

Magpa-assist 
sa PCUP, para 
sa negotiation 
sa PDIC 

Puntahan ang 
SHFC upang 
tanungin sa 
CMP 

 Travelling 
expenses 
Snacks 

 Maghimo ug 
letter 
Request letter 

BOD Lalaine 
Langeras 
PRO Janet 
Caadlawon 

April 25, 
2016 

May 7, 
2016 

Plete 

What could be the barriers or hindrances to the effective implementation of the action 
plan by the community? (Ano ang maaring mga hadlang o balakid sa epektibong pagpapatupad 
ng pinapanukalang plano ng komunidad?)       

 Hindi nagkakaunawaan sa ibang membro 
 Kulang sa cooperation 
 Problema sa pera 

What are the internal resources and external resources needed and from whom will 
support come from to implement the plan? (Anu-ano ang mga internal at external resources na 
kailangan at kanino manggagaling ang suportang kailangan sa pagpapatupad ng pinapanukalang 
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plano?)       
Internal Resources External Resources 

 Pagtutulungan 
 Pagkakaisa 

 Manghingi ng tulong PCUP, CMP, at 
TAO 

 
 

 

YP Team 2 FGD Group Seniors - Vision of an ideal community 
 
 

GROUP: SENIORS 
DAGHAN PA ANG COMMUNITY SAVINGS 

(from Php 500,000 to P1 million) 
PLANONG 
PAGABUHATON 
TUMONG 
(OBJECTIVES) 

 Madagdagan ang pera sa sariling sikap
 Dagdag pangbayad sa equity 

PANAHON 
(TIMEFRAME) 

 1 year and 6 months, starting April 1, 2016 

Unang 
Pagbuhaton 

Detalyadong 
Tikang 

Kinsa ang 
magdumala 

PETSA Gamit na 
kailangan Magsugod Mahuman 

Magpulong-
pulong ang 

Set schedules of 
general 

Pres. Milagros 
Narciso 

March 27, 2016
Start: 2pm 

Venue: Open 
Space 
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mga officers meetings  End: 4pm Sound system
White boards 
Pens 
Notebooks 

Dagdagan ang 
mothly saving 

Gumawa ng 
legal na 
kasulatan 
(Board 
Resolution) 
para sa 
paniningil  

Pres. Milagros 
Narciso 
 
Tres. Shirly 
Barbago 

April 3, 
2016 

One 
week- 

April 9, 
2016 

Pens 
Notebook 
Paper 
Plastic envelope 
Logbook 
 
Treasurer always 
bring OR for 
monthly dues 

Evert 3rd Sunday of the 
month 

Consultation 
sa LGU/ 
SHFC kuna 
unsa ilang 
matabang 

Contak ang 
LGU/ SHFC 

Pres. Milagros 
Narciso 
Vice Pres.  
Franky 
Gacutno 
PRO Janet 
Caadlawon 

April 4, 
2016 

1 week Trasportation 
plete 

 Schedule of 
meeting 

 Pens 
Bond paper 
Long white 
envelope 

 
What could be the barriers or hindrances to the effective implementation of the action 
plan by the community? (Ano ang maaring mga hadlang o balakid sa epektibong pagpapatupad 
ng pinapanukalang plano ng komunidad?)       

 Mga membro na walang pakialam 
 Kulang ang financial 

 

What are the internal resources and external resources needed and from whom will 
support come from to implement the plan? (Anu-ano ang mga internal at external resources na 
kailangan at kanino manggagaling ang suportang kailangan sa pagpapatupad ng pinapanukalang 
plano?)       

Internal Resources External Resources 
 Dagdagan ang savings sa bawat 

mimbro 
 Konsultasyon galing sa LGU/SHFC 
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Evaluation of Community Consultation Workshop 
 
 

1. Do the results of the workshop activities adequately reflect the real situation in 
your community? (Ang mga resulta ba sa atong aktibidad sa workshop nagapakita sa tunay 
nga sitwasyon sa atong komunidad?) 

FGD Group Bagets FGD Group Seniors 

Oo Yes
2. Did you learn anything new about your community and barangay or city? (Aduna 

ba kita’y nangatun-an mahitungod sa atong barangay/siyudad? Unsa kini sila?) 

FGD Group Bagets FGD Group Seniors 
Oo Yes

3. In what ways do you find the workshop activities to be helpful to your 
community? (Sa unsa nga mga pamaagi ninyo nakita na ang aktibidadis sa workshop kay 
matabang/nakatabang sa atong komunidad?) 

FGD Group Bagets FGD Group Seniors 
Nagkahiusa (Nagkaisa) 

Nagpakabana na! (Cooperation and 
participation) 

Team work 

4. Do you have any suggestion to improve the workshop process? (Aduna ba kita’y  
mga suhestiyon para ma-improve/mapamaayo ang proseso sa workshop?) 

FGD Group Bagets FGD Group Seniors 
Wala na continto na kami! Another workshop 

5. What can you do to share with other members of your community the learnings 
from this workshop? (Unsa ang pwede nato mabuhat para mapaambat sa atong mga 
natun-an niining workshop?) 

FGD Group Bagets FGD Group Seniors 
I-share didto sa association meeting (Share the 

things we learned from the workshop) 
Bulte unsa amon nahibangan 
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Community Consultation Attendance 
 
 

TAO-Facilitators / YP Team 
NAME AGE GENDER ORGANIZATION OCCUPATION

Geraldine R. 
Matabang 

39 F TAO-Pilipinas ET Program 
Director 

James Albeth A. 
Mabulay 

50 M SHFC-PRD Employee 

Jeniffer Tuba-on 37 M SHFC-CDO Engineer 
Kilkenny C. Orig 47 F SHFC-PAD PRO 
Gabriel J. Chee Kee 33 M LGU/EMD Community 

Development 
Worker 

Dexter Lo 37 M XU XU-ERC Director
Casey Alla 21 F XU-ERC BSCE Student
Angelica Calotes 20 F XU BSME Student
Arc Siede Cabugsa 19 M XU-ERC BSCE Student
Rudessa Mae Belican 20 F MUST BSArch Student
 
MEN (Kalalakihan) 

NAME AGE GENDER ORGANIZATION OCCUPATION
Nestor S. Rosel 58 M Carpenter 
Felipe Tubiano 67 M HOA Retired 
Rodulfo G. Curay  M TVV Salesforce 
Jimmy S. Navarro  M TVV Sapatero 
Moises A. Piang  M HOA Construction 

Worker 
Basilio Ita-as  M Operator 
Fernando M. Adajar  M  
Gabriel G. Simbajom  M TVV None 
Gromontil R. Rito  TVV Engr. Aide 
Amadeo P. Salinas  M HOA-TVV Project Inspector/ 

Monitoring 
Melicio A. Limoso  M HOA-TVV PNP (Retired)
Rocil Quindara  M  
Rico P. Arado  M  
Antonio Cervantes   
Antonio Penabilla 53 M  

C3: YP Team 3 – Tierra Villa Verde Homeowners Association	
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Ninpug Apigkit 28 M HOA-TVV Construction 
worker 

Galileo Fuentes 54  
 
WOMEN (Kababaihan) 

NAME AGE GENDER ORGANIZATION OCCUPATION
Kirstel Felicelda 30 F HOA/TVV Housewife 
Gloria Naive 41 F Housewife 
Fatima E. Nala 39 F HOA/TVV Housewife 
Emma S. Angcod 48 F Housewife 
Rovelyn Labiano 17 F HOA/TVV Housewife 
Sonia S. Felisilda 53 F HOA Housewife 
Glenda C. Nanale 54 F HOA Cook 
Edua P. Pelegro 48 F HOA Housewife 
Beatriz Salinas 55 F HOA Housewife 
Annalyn H. Nala 39 F HOA Housewife 
Geraldine Tutor 38 F HOA Sari Sari/Housewife
Elizabeth S. Torres 49 F HOA Self-employed
Nita Y. Roxas 68 F TVV Sari sari store 
Minda Jacob 68 F TVV Housewife 
Anita Maglaya 55 F TVV Housewife 
Saralu S. Rosel  F HOA Housewife 
Rose Ita-as  F Housewife 
Juliet D. Salas  F TVV Housewife 
Emely B. Madria  F TVV Housewife 
Jelly S. Albarracin  F  
Merlyn D. Sandoval  F  
Alma Montefalcon  F  
Imelda Jamila  F TVV  
Venice T. Siose  F  
Cristina R. Roa  F  
Melody R. Arado  F  
Elsa A. Arado  F  
Jenny D. 
Monticatton 

 F  

Florites Magsacay  F  
Maria Dulce N. 
Baslot  

37 F  

Monique S. 
Banabana 

 F TVV Housewife 
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Elsa Salvaleon 64 F HOA-TVV None 
Anna May Taguol 26 F None 
Sherly Madula 36 F  
Recel Jean Aceron 18 F None 
Ruzel Odarbe 26 F None 
Lory May P. Boyonas 22 F None 
Monica Arado 64 F HOA-TVV Housewife 
Nila Montefalcon 74 F HOA-TVV Housewife 
Meriam Roa 31 F None 
Emelia Roa  73 F None 
Queen Ann Felisilda 28 F  
Myrna P. Damit 53 F  
Virginia R. Mapigkit 40 F Villa Verde Self employed 
 
Expectations Setting 
 
 

PAGLALAHAD NG MGA INAASAHAN
We are here because… (Narito kami sa pagpupulong na ito sapagkat…)

 Para malaman namin kung ano ang status sa lupang tinitirikan namin 
 Gusto namo masayran ang bakin sa financing loan 
 We are willing to know there purpose 
 We will be able to understood the status of our land and our community 

We expect… (Ang inaasahan naming mangyari sa workshop na ito ay…)
 Inaasahan namin na mapasaamin ang lupang tinitirikan naming 
 Luna ba miy kasiguruhan diri 
 Development 
 To own our property 

 
Session 1: Inputs on Sustainable and Disaster-resilient Communities 
 
 

During the community consultation, the inputs of the participants about sustainable and disaster-
resilient communities were raised in a form of discussion. At the end, the community identified 
resiliency as the ability to recover from disasters. 
(Reference: Documentation notes by YP Team 3) 
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Session 2: Profile of the Community 
 
 

Group No: 1 
Communication Association: 

Answers

Site/Community Conditions Remarks
FGD Questions  
1. Water 
1.1. What and where are the sources of 
drinking water? 

 A. Brown source of water Very expensive

1.2. How is water supply distributed to 
households? 

 Individual connection 1-15 and 16-30 
billing by the 
water 
management of 
Tierra Villa 
Verde 

2. Sanitation and solid waste 
management 

 

2.1. By what methods or how do 
people dispose their household 
garbage? 

 Collected by city 
government (1) once a 
week 

Regular not 
segregated 

2.2. By what methods or how do 
people dispose of human waste? 

 Use for (of) water  

2.3. How do household dispose sewage 
from the toilets? 

 There are individual septic 
tanks 

Not all houses 
having own 
septic tanks 

3. Drainage  
3.1. What kind of drainage system 
does the community have? 

 Run-off open concrete 
canal in some area 

Connected to 
Xavierville 
Subdivision 
concrete canal 

3.2. Where are the drainage outfalls?  Through river outlet  
4. Electricity/ power supply  
4.1. What are the available sources of 
electricity in the community? 

 CEPALCO 2 months unpaid 
bill disconnection

4.2. How is power supply distributed 
to the households? 

 Individual meter  

5. Road infrastructure  
5.1. What types of road or road 
network provide access to your site? 

 Rough barangay road 
Tierra Villa Verde, 
Balulang CDO 

Dusty 

5.2. What are the available modes of  Jeepney  
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public transportation for the residents?
6. Public spaces  
6.1. What and where are the spaces 
allotted for community open spaces, 
parks and playgrounds? 

 Open court Lack of facilities

6.2. What and where are the facilities 
that residents use for community 
gatherings and activities? 

 Basketball court  

6.3. What community facilities serve as 
evacuation centers during emergencies? 

 Basketball court  

7. Social services and facilities  
7.1. Where do children go to school?  Balulang Elem. School

 Balulang High School 
 Kinder school 

 

7.2. Where to residents go to for 
healthcare and medical treatment? 

 Barangay hall, Balulang 
CDO 

Ok 

7.3. Where do residents go to for 
religious services? 

 RTTM Church Born 
Again 

 Roman Catholic 

Lack of facilities

7.4. Where do residents go to for local 
administrative concerns? 

 Barangay Hall  

8. Economic activities  
8.1. What industries provide 
employment to barangay residents? 

 Wala  

8.2. What kind of home-based 
livelihood do households engage in? 

 Construction worker
 Driver 
 Labandera 

 

8.3. Where do residents buy basic 
household goods and supplies? 

 Cogon Market  

9. Housing situation  
9.1. Do barangay residents have land 
tenure security? 

 Wala Floating or 
stagnant 

9.2. What impediments are there to 
land ownership, if any? 

 Through loan or financing 
 Hindi alam kung sino ang 

lalapitan 

Need assistance

9.3. What types of dwelling units are 
there in the barangay? 

 Mix light materials
 Concrete 

 

10. Exposure and response to hazards  
10.1. What are the hazards present in 
the site that may affect the 
community? 

 Grass fire
 Bagyo 
 Flooding 
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10.2. What hazard events or disasters 
have already been experienced by the 
community and how were people in 
the community affected? 

 Grass fire
 Bagyo 
 Flooding 

 

10.3. What were the responses of the 
community to the experienced 
disasters? 

 Bounce back or recover  

10.4. What are the community 
practices being done for disaster 
preparedness? 

 Wala  

 
 
 
 

Group No: 2 
Communication Association: 

Answers

Site/Community Conditions Remarks
FGD Questions  
1. Water 
1.1. What and where are the sources of 
drinking water? 

 Private company A. 
Brown 

Mahal 

1.2. How is water supply distributed to 
households? 

 Individual Individual 

2. Sanitation and solid waste 
management 

 

2.1. By what methods or how do 
people dispose their household 
garbage? 

 Garbage collector every 
Thursday 

Request for twice 
a week 

2.2. By what methods or how do 
people dispose of human waste? 

 Own CR  

2.3. How do household dispose sewage 
from the toilets? 

 Own septic tanks Flying trop, the 
river becomes a 
big CR 

3. Drainage  
3.1. What kind of drainage system 
does the community have? 

 None We should have 
our own canals 

3.2. Where are the drainage outfalls?  Open space  
4. Electricity/ power supply  
4.1. What are the available sources of 
electricity in the community? 

 CEPALCO Flying high 
(jumper) 

4.2. How is power supply distributed 
to the households? 

 Individual (lines)  

5. Road infrastructure  
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5.1. What types of road or road 
network provide access to your site? 

 Rough roads Request for 
concrete roads 

5.2. What are the available modes of 
public transportation for the residents? 

 Jeepneys
 Own cars 
 Motors 

Walking 
Naglalakad, 
baklay 

6. Public spaces  
6.1. What and where are the spaces 
allotted for community open spaces, 
parks and playgrounds? 

 Basketball court  

6.2. What and where are the facilities 
that residents use for community 
gatherings and activities? 

 Basketball court
 Chapel 

No cover 

6.3. What community facilities serve as 
evacuation centers during emergencies? 

 Daycare
 Chapel 

Own center for 
emergency 

7. Social services and facilities  
7.1. Where do children go to school?  Balulang Elem. School

 Balulang High School 
 Day care 
 Different school 

Less out of school 
youth 

7.2. Where to residents go to for 
healthcare and medical treatment? 

 Balulang center
 Hospital 

Request for own 
health center 
(since) the 
community has 
nurses 

7.3. Where do residents go to for 
religious services? 

 Chapel (M.M.)
 Born Again 

Lack of facilities

7.4. Where do residents go to for local 
administrative concerns? 

 Barangay Hall Distance 

8. Economic activities  
8.1. What industries provide 
employment to barangay residents? 

 Private
 Local Government 

Unemployed

8.2. What kind of home-based 
livelihood do households engage in? 

 Businesswoman Tongits, swertres, 
sari-sari store 

8.3. Where do residents buy basic 
household goods and supplies? 

 Sari sari store
 City 

 

9. Housing situation  
9.1. Do barangay residents have land 
tenure security? 

 None Tanods 

9.2. What impediments are there to 
land ownership, if any? 

 Security of land tenure Title 

9.3. What types of dwelling units are  Bahay kubo Strong 
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there in the barangay?  Two – strey
 Single detached 

foundation 

10. Exposure and response to hazards  
10.1. What are the hazards present in 
the site that may affect the 
community? 

 Grass fire
 Overflow water 

 

10.2. What hazard events or disasters 
have already been experienced by the 
community and how were people in 
the community affected? 

 Overflow water Proper drainage

10.3. What were the responses of the 
community to the experienced 
disasters? 

 Tulong-tulong (helping 
each other) 

Response team 
(planned youth 
response team) 

10.4. What are the community 
practices being done for disaster 
preparedness? 

 None Seminars need 
participation 
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Community Maps 
 
 

 
YP Team 3 FGD Group 1 Base Map 

 

 
YP Team 3 FGD Group 1 resource and hazard map overlayed on base map 
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YP Team 3 FGD Group 1 - all drawn maps overlayed on Google base map  

 

 
YP Team 3 FGD Group 2 Base Map 
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YP Team 3 FGD Group 2 resource and hazard map overlayed on base map 

 

 
YP Team 2 FGD Group 2 - drawn maps overlayed on Google base map  
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Session 3: Assessment of Community Shelter Needs 
 
 

SHELTER RELATED PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN THE COMMUNITY 
Group 1 Group 2 

 Mabahong kapaligiran dahil sa mga 
dumi ng alagang hayop 

 Rough road 
 Ibang tubig kanal na walang madaanan 
 Water system 
 House structure guba na mga balay 
 No designated nurse especially for 

emergency 
 Land title 

 Walang drainage system 
 Wala pang individual land title 
 Safety may nanakawan at drugs 
 Mahal ang bayad sa water system 
 Medical/health care; malayo/mahirap 

ang access sa health center 
 Transportation; nahihirapan ang mga 

estudyante sa pag-commute 
 Public disturbance; maingay sa gabi 
 House structure; hindi matibay ang 

pundasyon ng ilang bahay 
 No proper disposal of animal waste 

(pig) 
 Illegal structures  on road 

(encroachment) 
 Waste disposal of used water; Maputik 

ang daan 
 Flying trap (open disposal of human 

waste) 
TOP 4 PROBLEMS/ISSUES IN THE COMMUNITY 

 Wala pang individual land title
 Mahal ang bayad sa tubig 
 Walang drainage system 
 No proper waste disposal 
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Problem Tree 
 
 

 
YP Team 3 FGD Group 1.1 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Walang individual titulo 

Walang kasiguraduhan sa 
lupang kinatitirikan 

(pero may agreement sa 
may-ari ng lupa) 

Chismis na 
demolition 

threat 

Di pa nabayaran ng 
asosasyon ang may-ari 

ng lupa 

Wala nang 
bahay 

Hindi nagkakaisa ang 
asosasyon 

Hindi alam kung sino 
ang lalapitan 

Kailangan ng suporta 
sa mga gastusin 

Wala pang 
napagkasunduan ang 

asosasyon at ang may-ari 
sa pagbili ng lupa 
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YP Team 3 FGD Group 1.2 

 
 
 

Walang drainage system 

Stagnant 
water 

Mabahong 
kapaligiran 

Cause of 
trouble

Walang cooperation sa 
HOA members 

Walay budget 

Dahil hindi 
magkasundo 

Magkasakit 

Binabaay 
Breeding ground 

for mosquitos 
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YP Team 3 FGD Group 2.1 

 
 
 
 

Mahal ang bayad sa tubig 

Water is life 
Disconnect 

(buong 
asosasyon) 

Buys water from some 
neighbors; some cannot 

afford 

Privately owned Funds for maintenance 
(no distribution line) 

Hindi sa water district 
galing ang tubig na mas 
mura (individual meter) 

(Association pays A. 
Brown) All for one vice 

versa 
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YP Team 3 FGD Group 2.2 

 
 
 
 

No proper waste disposal 

Magkasakit, babaho 
ang paligid 

Maputik at masira 
ang daan 

Magkaroon ng 
lamok at dengue 

Walang tamang daluyan 
ng tubig Walang sariling lalagyan 

ng dumi ng hayop 
Walang palikuran 

Stagnant water 
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Session 4: Assessment of Community Resources and Capacities 
 
 

FGD Group 1 
NATURAL 

RESOURCES 
PHYSICAL 

RESOURCES 
ECONOMIC 
RESOURCES 

SOCIAL 
RESOURCES 

HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

Trees 
Ilog 

Jeepney 
terminal 
Temporary 
water supply 
Basketball 
court 
Electrical post 

Sari-Sari store
Internet café 
Barbershop 

Daycare center 
Churches 
Fire truck 

Mga opisyales:
Sanico 
Chan 
Simbahon 
De Guzman 
 
 

	
FGD Group 2 

NATURAL 
RESOURCES 

PHYSICAL 
RESOURCES 

ECONOMIC 
RESOURCES 

SOCIAL 
RESOURCES 

HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

Trees 
Creek 
River 

Ilaw 
Tubig 

Internet café
Barbershop 
Mini market 

Daycare center 
Basketball 
court 
Chapel 
Highschool 
Fire truck 
 

Sanico 
De Guzman 
Salinas 
Chan 
Simbahon 
Awange 
Limoso 

 

Plenary discussion 
1. Anong resources ang napakahalaga at inaasahan ng mga tao tungo sa komunidad na sustainable 

at disaster-resilient? Sino ang mga may-ari o may control sa mga resources? 
 Lupa – Roa 
 Tubig – A. Brown 
 Ilaw – CEPALCO 
 Bahay 

2. Anong mga resources sa ngayon ay wala at kakailanganin tungo sa komuidad na sustainable at 
disaster-resilient? 
 Talipapa/Mini Market 
 Health Center 
 Police outpost 
 Cooperative 
 Evacuation Center 
 Covered Court 
 Multipurpose Hall 
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 Garbage Bin 
 DRR Trainings/Seminar 
 Children’s Playground 

 
 
Session 5: Visioning and Formulation of Community Action Plans 
 
 

MGA PRAYORIDAD NA PANGANGAILANGAN SA PANINIRAHAN 
PRIORITY 

NO. 
SHELTER NEED RECOMMENDED ACTION

1 Palakasin ang organisasyon Magkaroon ng monthly meetings 
(organization rules and updates) 

3 Alamin kung sinong ahensyang 
makakatulong sa usaping siguridad sa 
lupa 

Mag-research ang officers; Bisitahin 
ang mga agencies 

7 Health Center Lumapit sa barangay at magkaroon ng 
resolution 

5 Magkaroon ng temporary drainage 
canals sa pamamagitan ng bayanihan 

Bayanihan

4 Water leakage Magmonitor at ireport ang water 
leakage 

6 Police outpost Coordinate with barangay for request 
for police outpost 

2 Magkaroon ng water supply galing sa 
water district 

Magfollow-up sa water district at 
humingi ng assistance sa city council 

8 DRR Trainings at Seminar Magrequest sa City DRRMO 
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YP Team 3 FGD Group 1 - Vision of an ideal community 

 
GROUP: 1 MAG-FOLLOW-UP SA WATER DISTRICT AT HUMINGI 

NG ASSISTANCE SA CITY COUNCIL PLANONG 
PAGABUHATON 
TUMONG 
(OBJECTIVES) 

 Magkaroon ng water supply galing sa water district 

PANAHON 
(TIMEFRAME) 

 April to December 2016

Unang 
Pagbuhaton 

Detalyadong 
Tikang 

Kinsa ang 
magdumala 

PETSA Gamit na 
kailangan Magsugod Mahuman 

Magpatawag 
ng meeting  

Announcement 
at saka notes 
posting 

HOA 
Officers 
 

April 10, 
2016 

December 
2016 

Cellphone 
Pens 
Cartolina 
Record book 
Ballpen 

Magassign ng 
committee in-
charge na 
mag-follow up 
sa water 

Election of 
officers para sa 
committee 

HOA 
Officers 

April 10, 
2016 

April 24, 
2016 

Cellphone 
Pens 
Cartolina 
Record book 
Ballpen 
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district 
Magmeeting 
ang committee 

Agenda: 
Hisgatan kung 
kinsa ng unsa ang 
agay buhaton ng 
magbuhat ng 
sulat sa water 
distrct 
Magbuhat ng 
sulat sa para sa 
assistance sa City 
Council 

Committee 
chairman 

May 15, 
2016 

May 22, 
2016 

Paper 
Ballpen 
Manila Paper 
Record book 

Ipadala sa 
Water District 
at sa City 
Council 

Dalhon ang 
gihimo nga sulat 
sa Water District 
Office at sa City 
Council 
Siguraduhing 
natanggap ang 
mga sulat  

Committee 
officers 

May 23, 
2016 

May 23, 
2016 

Pamasahe 
Dalawang sulat 
na address sa 
Water District at 
saka City 
Council 

Magfollow-up 
sa Water 
District atsaka 
sa City 
Council 

Puntahan or 
tawagan ang 
Water District 
Office at City 
Council 

Committee 
officers 

June 6, 
2016 

June 6, 
2016 

Pamasahe 
Cellphone 

I-update ang 
mga 
miyembro 
tungkol sa 
status ng sulat 

Magpatawag ng 
meeting ang 
committee 

Committee 
chairman 

June 12, 
2016 

June 12, 
2016 

Record book
Paper 
Ballpen 
Copy ng sulat  

 
What could be the barriers or hindrances to the effective implementation of the action 
plan by the community? (Ano ang maaring mga hadlang o balakid sa epektibong pagpapatupad 
ng pinapanukalang plano ng komunidad?)       

 Hindi nagkakaisa 
 Walang partisipasyon 
 Kulang sa impormasyon 
 Kulang sa tiwala sa ibang officers 

What are the internal resources and external resources needed and from whom will 
support come from to implement the plan? (Anu-ano ang mga internal at external resources na 
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kailangan at kanino manggagaling ang suportang kailangan sa pagpapatupad ng pinapanukalang 
plano?)       

Internal Resources External Resources 
 Materials to be provided by HOA  Contact person (Water District/City 

Council) 

 

 
YP Team 3 FGD Group 2 - Vision of an ideal community 
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GROUP: 2 
MAGKAROON NG MONTHLY MEETINGS PLANONG 

PAGABUHATON 
TUMONG 
(OBJECTIVES) 

 Para lumakas ang organisasyon

PANAHON 
(TIMEFRAME) 

 April to March(12 months)

Unang 
Pagbuhaton 

Detalyadong 
Tikang 

Kinsa ang 
magdumala 

PETSA Gamit na 
kailangan Magsugod Mahuman 

Magmeeting 
muna ang mga 
opisyales 

Gumawa ng 
agenda 
 
Rules and 
regulations 

President
 

April 5, 
2016 

April 15, 
2016 

Venue 
Supplies 

Call for 
meeting 

Information 
drive 

PIO April 24, 
2016 

April 26, 
2016 

Supplies 
Computer 
services 

General 
assembly 

Presentation of 
agenda 
 
Presentation of 
rules and 
regulations 

Ang mga 
opisyales 

May 1, 2016 Sound system
Tables 
Chairs 
Microphone 

 
What could be the barriers or hindrances to the effective implementation of the action 
plan by the community? (Ano ang maaring mga hadlang o balakid sa epektibong pagpapatupad 
ng pinapanukalang plano ng komunidad?)       

 Walang kooprasyon 
 Kulang sa impormasyon 
 Pride 
 Kulang sa paniniwala sa officers 

What are the internal resources and external resources needed and from whom will 
support come from to implement the plan? (Anu-ano ang mga internal at external resources na 
kailangan at kanino manggagaling ang suportang kailangan sa pagpapatupad ng pinapanukalang 
plano?)       

Internal Resources External Resources 
 Venue 
 Supplies 
 Electricity 

 None 
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 Computer services 
 Sound system 

 
Evaluation of Community Consultation Workshop with Community Leaders and YP 
Team 4 (March 20, 2016) 
 
 

1. Do the results of the workshop activities adequately reflect the real situation in 
your community? (Ang mga resulta ba sa atong aktibidad sa workshop nagapakita sa tunay 
nga sitwasyon sa atong komunidad?) 

Yes; 
 Nakatulong ang workshop para ma-open ang isipan ng mga mamamayan at maihayag 

nila ang kanilang tanong 
 Naliwanagan ang mga tao dito upang maintindihan ang status ng lupa 
 Nagkaisa sila dahil sa workshop 
2. Did you learn anything new about your community and barangay or city? (Aduna 

ba kita’y nangatun-an mahitungod sa atong barangay/siyudad? Unsa kini sila?) 

 Proseso kung paano makarating sa pagsubmit ng mga papeles upang makamtan ang 
requirements para sa kalupaang titulo nila (in accordance with the action plan) 

 Nadagdagan ang impormasyong kailangan nila nadagdagan ang kaalaman 
 Nalaman kung saang ahensya pwedeng lumapit depende sa kailangan nila 
3. In what ways do you find the workshop activities to be helpful to your 

community? (Sa unsa nga mga pamaagi ninyo nakita na ang aktibidadis sa workshop kay 
matabang/nakatabang sa atong komunidad?) 

 Magkaroon ng general assembly na naganap 
 They learned to respect each other 
 Mga hakbang patungo sa pagmamay-ari ng lupa 
 Natuklasan ang iba pang problema sa lugar na ito 
 Nalaman kung sinong lalapitan para sa needs nila 
 Nagkaisa at may pakialam na ang mga tao dito sa lugar 
 Nagbigay ng lakas loob sa mga mamamayan 
 Needed pala ang technical assistance (external) 
4. Do you have any suggestion to improve the workshop process? (Aduna ba kita’y  

mga suhestiyon para ma-improve/mapamaayo ang proseso sa workshop?) 

 Ituloy ang programang ito para sa iba pang komunidad 
 Ipagpatuloy ang adhikain ng programang ito 
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 Dagdagan ng araw ang immersion 
 Dagdagan ng livelihood projects 

 
5. What can you do to share with other members of your community the learnings 

from this workshop? (Unsa ang pwede nato mabuhat para mapaambat sa atong mga 
natun-an niining workshop?) 

 Nalaman o mga bagong nalaman 
 Proseso ng mga bagay-bagay/pagfacilitate ng mga ganitong gawain upang magparticipate 

ang mga mamamayan 
 Paghahanda sa kabutihan ng lugar na ito 
 Pagtuklas ng mga problema ng komunidad at paggawa ng action plan sa mga problem 
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Community Consultation Attendance 
 
 

TAO-Facilitators / YP Team 
NAME AGE GENDER ORGANIZATION OCCUPATION

Arlene Christy Lusterio 46 F TAO-Pilipinas Executive Director
Ma. Lorena Hernandez 22 F TAO-Pilipinas HSE Program Staff
Celso Palubon 37 M SHFC  
Ryan Rainier Lumayag  M SHFC-Cebu Technical Staff 

Evelyn Borres 64 F LGU 
Community 
Development 

Worker 
Majiah Collado  39 F XU-ERC BSECE Faculty 
Mark Jayson Portarcos 20 M XU BSCE Student 
Melvin Chris 
Encarnacion 21 M XU-ERC BSCE Student 
Jay Corbita  XU BSME Student
 
MEN (Kalalakihan) 

NAME AGE GENDER ORGANIZATION OCCUPATION
Christopher S. Wabe 22 M Villa Verde  
Gerald John Ababon 28 M Villa Verde  
Van Jason Cagata 29 M Villa Verde  
Marc Aileen Pelesco 33 M Villa Verde  
Archie Cabañez 41 M Villa Verde  
Antonio Sanico 58 M Villa Verde DepEd 
Edgar Maaliao 62 M Villa Verde Plumber 
 
WOMEN (Kababaihan) 

NAME AGE GENDER ORGANIZATION OCCUPATION
Laurence Rose A. 
Raganot 

28 F Villa Verde Housewife 

Esmeralda Parajes 46 F Villa Verde Housewife 
Marisa Vicente 46 F Villa Verde Housewife 
Gloria Q. Calubia 49 F Villa Verde Housewife 
Lydia Enerio 50 F Villa Verde Housewife 
Marina A. Pajo 53 F Villa Verde Canteen Caretaker
Juvy M. Uba 53 F Villa Verde Self employed 

C3: YP Team 4 – Tierra Villa Verde Homeowners Association	
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Cristina P. Cortez 55 F Villa Verde Housewife 
Helen C. Salinas 58 F Villa Verde Housekeeper 
Rosemarie Abina 58 F Villa Verde Housekeeper 
Anita Maghanoy 60 F Villa Verde Housewife 
Melchora Osorio 61 F Villa Verde Canteen Caretaker
Sita Labiano 61 F Villa Verde Housewife 
Magdalena Ocang 62 F Villa Verde Housewife 
Vivian L. Agawin 67 F Villa Verde Retiree 
Asuncion Meliciano 71 F Villa Verde Housewife 
 
Expectations Setting 
 
 

PAGLALAHAD NG MGA INAASAHAN
We are in this meeting because… (Narito kami sa pagpupulong na ito sapagkat…) 

 Learn 
 Land issue 
 Community development 
 To listen 
 To know 
 Malaman ang aming sitwasyon 
 Know our rights 
 Idea about the workshop 
 Know the hazards 

We expect to happen in this workshop is/are… (Ang inaasahan naming mangyari sa workshop 
na ito ay…) 

 Drainage system 
 Security of tenure 
 Assurance 
 Water supply through NAWASA 
 Fair and affordable (water) 
 Ma-award ang land 
 Security 
 Develoment push through the water district 

 
Session 1: Inputs on Sustainable and Disaster-resilient Communities 
 
 

SUSTAINABLE
Permanent, Forever, Survive
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Session 2: Profile of the Community 
 
 

Group No: 1 
Communication Association: 

Answers
Site/Community 

Conditions 
Remarks 

FGD Questions 
1. Water 
1.1. What and where are the sources of 
drinking water? 

 A Brown Company
 Deep well 

 Ok, naiinom. 10 
years na 

1.2. How is water supply distributed to 
households? 

 Pipelines

2. Sanitation and solid waste 
management 
2.1. By what methods or how do people 
dispose their household garbage? 

 Garbage collector  Every Thursday

2.2. By what methods or how do people 
dispose of human waste? 

 Household cr’s
 

2.3. How do household dispose sewage 
from the toilets? 

 Through septic 
tanks 

 Mga 
nangangamoy 

3. Drainage 
3.1. What kind of drainage system does 
the community have? 

 Dig-out  Sa grid ng kalsada 
may binabaha 

3.2. Where are the drainage outfalls?  To the river
4. Electricity/ power supply 
4.1. What are the available sources of 
electricity in the community? 

 Through 
CEPALCO 

 Rotating 
brownout (4 
hours) 

4.2. How is power supply distributed to 
the households? 

 Posts, wires, eletrical

5. Road infrastructure 
5.1. What types of road or road network 
provide access to your site? 

 Rough roads

5.2. What are the available modes of 
public transportation for the residents? 

 Jeepneys

6. Public spaces 
6.1. What and where are the spaces 
allotted for community open spaces, 
parks and playgrounds? 

 Basketball court  Gawing covered 
court for 
evacuation 

6.2. What and where are the facilities that 
residents use for community gatherings 

 Basketball court
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and activities? 
6.3. What community facilities serve as 
evacuation centers during emergencies? 

 Chapel houses

7. Social services and facilities 
7.1. Where do children go to school?  Balulang Elem. 

School 
 VillaVerde Day care 

 Mainit ang 
classrooms 

7.2. Where to residents go to for 
healthcare and medical treatment? 

 Balulang health 
center 

 City hospital 

 Magkaroon sa 
komunidad 

7.3. Where do residents go to for 
religious services? 

 VillaVerde chapel

7.4. Where do residents go to for local 
administrative concerns? 

 Balulang Brgy. Hall

8. Economic activities 
8.1. What industries provide employment 
to barangay residents? 

 None

8.2. What kind of home-based livelihood 
do households engage in? 

 Sari sari store

8.3. Where do residents buy basic 
household goods and supplies? 

 Sari sari store

9. Housing situation 
9.1. Do barangay residents have land 
tenure security? 

 No

9.2. What impediments are there to land 
ownership, if any? 

 No financer

9.3. What types of dwelling units are 
there in the barangay? 
10. Exposure and response to hazards 
10.1. What are the hazards present in the 
site that may affect the community? 

 Landslide
 Grass fire 

10.2. What hazard events or disasters 
have already been experienced by the 
community and how were people in the 
community affected? 

 Typhoon Sendong 
badly affected 

10.3. What were the responses of the 
community to the experienced disasters? 

 Listen to authorities

10.4. What are the community practices 
being done for disaster preparedness? 

 Food storage
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Group No: 2 
Communication Association: 
 

Answers
Site/Community 

Conditions 
Remarks 

FGD Questions 

1. Water 
1.1. What and where are the sources of 
drinking water? 

 Mineral
 Natural H2O 

Brown 
1.2. How is water supply distributed to 
households? 

 From A. Brown 
through individuals 

2. Sanitation and solid waste 
management 
2.1. By what methods or how do 
people dispose their household 
garbage? 

 Garbage collection
 Burning 

 Every Thursday 
collection; 
walang 
problema 

2.2. By what methods or how do 
people dispose of human waste? 

 CR  Flying trop.
(open disposal 
of human waste) 

 River-big CR 
2.3. How do household dispose sewage 
from the toilets? 

 Through septic 
tank 

 Minsan mabaho 
ang septic tanks 

3. Drainage 
3.1. What kind of drainage system 
does the community have? 

 No proper 
drainiage 

 We should have 
our own canals 

3.2. Where are the drainage outfalls?  Someareas through 
Abrown drainage 

 Bumabaha ang 
canal; maputik 

4. Electricity/ power supply 
4.1. What are the available sources of 
electricity in the community? 

 CEPALCO

4.2. How is power supply distributed 
to the households? 

 Individuals meter 
topping 

5. Road infrastructure
5.1. What types of road or road 
network provide access to your site? 

 Barangay roads  Not in good 
condition 
(roads) sana ma-
semento 

5.2. What are the available modes of 
public transportation for the residents? 

 Jeepney
 Four wheels 
 Motors 
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6. Public spaces 
6.1. What and where are the spaces 
allotted for community open spaces, 
parks and playgrounds? 

 Basketball court

6.2. What and where are the facilities 
that residents use for community 
gatherings and activities? 

 Basketball court
 

6.3. What community facilities serve as 
evacuation centers during emergencies? 

 Chapel  Only evac 
centers 
nakatulong 
noong Sendong 

7. Social services and facilities 
7.1. Where do children go to school?  Balulang 

Elementary & 
Highschool 

 Day care 

 Mainit, hindi 
comfortable ang 
mga students 

7.2. Where to residents go to for 
healthcare and medical treatment? 

 Health center 
hospitals 

7.3. Where do residents go to for 
religious services? 

 Villaverde Chapel
 Balulang chrach 

  Lack of facilities

7.4. Where do residents go to for local 
administrative concerns? 

 Barangay Hall  Distance 

8. Economic activities
8.1. What industries provide 
employment to barangay residents? 

 None

8.2. What kind of home-based 
livelihood do households engage in? 

 Sari sari store
 Buy n sell 

8.3. Where do residents buy basic 
household goods and supplies? 

 Cogon market
 Tinsahan 

9. Housing situation 
9.1. Do barangay residents have land 
tenure security? 

 No

9.2. What impediments are there to 
land ownership, if any? 

 Title of land 
ownership 

9.3. What types of dwelling units are 
there in the barangay? 

 Concrete, raw and 
barung-barung 

10. Exposure and response to hazards
10.1. What are the hazards present in 
the site that may affect the 
community? 

 Sunog  Possible 
Landslide 

10.2. What hazard events or disasters  None of the above
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have already been experienced by the 
community and how were people in 
the community affected? 
10.3. What were the responses of the 
community to the experienced 
disasters? 

 None

10.4. What are the community 
practices being done for disaster 
preparedness? 

 Prayer  No seminars 
about DRRM 
yet 

 
Community Maps 
 
 

 
YP Team 4 FGD Group 1 Resource Map 
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YP Team 4 FGD 1 hazard map overlayed on resource map  

 

 
YP Team 4 FGD Group 1 resource and hazard maps overlayed on Google base map 
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YP Team 4 FGD Group 2 Resource Map  

 
 

`  
YP Team 4 FGD Group 2 hazard map overlayed on resource map  
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YP Team 4 FGD Group 2 resource and hazard maps overlayed on Google base map 

 
Session 3: Assessment of Community Shelter Needs 
 
 

SHELTER RELATED PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN THE COMMUNITY 
Group 1 Group 2 

 Land ownership
 Drainage 
 Livelihood 
 Addiction 
 Law breaker neighbor 
 Transportation 
 Water supply 

 Land ownership
 Drainage system 
 Livelihood program 
 Drugs 
 Roads 
 Evacuation center 
 Transport 

TOP 4 PROBLEMS/ISSUES IN THE COMMUNITY 
 Land ownership
 Drainage 
 Livelihood 
 Addiction 

 Land ownership
 Drainage system 
 Livelihood program 
 Drugs 
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Problem Trees 
 
 
 

 
 

YP Team 4 FGD Group 1.1 
 
 
 

No livelihood program	

Trouble	

No source of income	

No one introduces to 
our community	

Nobody bring this concern to 
the authorities (LGU, Barangay)	

Chismis	

Natutong magsugal	
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YP Team 4 FGD Group 1.2 

 
 
 
 
 

Illegal drug
addiction

Nagnanakaw 

Weaken the 
immune system 

Magkaroon ng seminar 
tungkol sa drugs 

Influence by friends 

Depression 

Nasisiraan 
ng ulo 

Nagpapakamatay 

Lack of parental 
guidance 

Report to the authority 

High cases of rape 
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YP Team 4 FGD Group 2.1 

 
 
 
 
 

No drainage 

Pagdami ng lamok, 
langaw 

Mabaho ang lugar 

Kulang ang pansin from 
local authority 

Diseases 
(dengue, 
diarrhea) 

No budget alloted Not united between 
constituents 

Flooding 
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YP Team 4 FGD Group 2.2 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Hindi pagmamay-ari 
namin ang lupa 

Pwedeng paalisin sa tirahan Walang titulo ng lupa 

Hindi alam ang 
halaga ng lupa 

Lacking support 
from local officials 

Benta sa 3rd 
party ang lupa 

for development 

Lacking 
cooperation from 
the homeowners 

Walang malinaw na 
usapin sa bayaran sa lupa  
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Session 4: Assessment of Community Resources and Capacities 
 
 

FGD Group 1 
NATURAL 

RESOURCES 
PHYSICAL 

RESOURCES 
ECONOMIC 
RESOURCES 

SOCIAL 
RESOURCES 

HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

River 
Trees 

Electricity 
(Coop) 
Water (Private) 
Terminal 
(Public) 
Clinic 

Mini store
Internet café 
and Piso net 
Tailoring shop 
Barber shop 
Machine shop 

Chapel
(Public) 
Daycare center 
(Public) 
Covered court 

Homeowners 
association 
Officer 
Police 
Engineer 
Fireman 
Teachers 
Seaman 
Fisherman 

 
 

FGD Group 2 
NATURAL 

RESOURCES 
PHYSICAL 

RESOURCES 
ECONOMIC 
RESOURCES 

SOCIAL 
RESOURCES 

HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

River 
Trees 

Electric posts 
Water pipelines 
Water reservoir 
Open 
basketball court 
Terminal 

Sari-sari store
Machine shop 
Jeepneys 
Tailoring 
Barber shop 
Internet shop 
Talipapa 

Chapel 
(Catholic and 
Born Again) 
Daycare 
 

Policeman 
Fireman 
Engineers 
Seaman 
Young  
Achievers 
Movement 
(YAM) 
Nurses 
Fisherman 

 
Session 5: Visioning and Formulation of Community Action Plans 
 
 

MGA PRAYORIDAD NA PANGANGAILANGAN SA PANINIRAHAN 
PRIORITY 

NO. 
SHELTER NEED RECOMMENDED ACTION

2 No drainage Magkaroon ng drainage 
1 Hindi pagmamay-ari naming ang lupa Maging atin ang lupa 
4 Illegal drug addiction Iwasan ang droga
3 No livelihood program Magkaroon ng livelihood program 
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YP Team 4 FGD Group 1 - Vision of an ideal community 

 
 

GROUP: 1 
MAGING AMIN ANG LUPA PLANONG 

PAGABUHATON 
TUMONG 
(OBJECTIVES) 

 Para magkaroon kami ng sariling titulo

PANAHON 
(TIMEFRAME) 

 25 years

Unang 
Pagbuhaton 

Detalyadong 
Tikang 

Kinsa ang 
magdumala 

PETSA Gamit na 
kailangan Magsugod Mahuman

Palakasin ang 
ating 
organisasyon  

Magkaroon ng 
genral assembly 
 
Update ang 
mga miyembro 

Pangulo ng 
samahan – 
Antonio 
Sanico 
 

April 1, 
2016 
(Pag-

tawag ng 
meeting) 

April 10, 
2016 

(General 
Assembly) 

Venue o lugar 
Speakers 
Microphone 
Chairs 

Pagdalo sa 
pagpupulong 

Magawa ng 
resolution kung 
anong dapat 
gawin para ma 
atin ang lupa 

HOA Officers April 20, 
2016 

(HOA 
officers 

meeting) 

April 27, 
2016 

Venue o lugar 
Chapel 
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Gumawa ng 
HOA policies 

Susunod sa 
mga patakaran 
 
Monthly dues 

 
 
 
HOA 
Treasurer – 
Berto Tutor 

 
 

Last Sunday of the 
month 

 
 
 
Ballpen 
Resibo 

Paggawa ng 
subdivision 
plan 

Paghingi ng 
tulong sa 
XUERC 
(Engineering 
Resource 
Center) 
 
Actual survey 
and design 

HOA Officers
 
 
 
 
 
 
XUERC 

 
 
 

June 

 
 
 
Survey 
equipments 

Register to 
HLURB 

Paghahanda ng 
mga document 
 
Approved 
subdivision 
plan 

HOA 
President with 
officers 

Early part of July Documents, 
Money 

Submission of 
all papers to 
CMP office 

Follow-up HOA officers 
and members 

August 
2016 

December 
2016 

Transportation 
allowance 

Monthly 
payments of 
HOA 

Check-up sa 
monthly 
payment 

HOA Every last 
Sunday of 
the month

25 years Financial 

 
 

What could be the barriers or hindrances to the effective implementation of the action 
plan by the community? (Ano ang maaring mga hadlang o balakid sa epektibong pagpapatupad 
ng pinapanukalang plano ng komunidad?)       

 Waiting for the complete documents 
 Subdivision plan 

What are the internal resources and external resources needed and from whom will 
support come from to implement the plan? (Anu-ano ang mga internal at external resources na 
kailangan at kanino manggagaling ang suportang kailangan sa pagpapatupad ng pinapanukalang 
plano?)       

Internal Resources External Resources 
 Active participation 
 Engr. Salinas 

 Assistance from LGU 
 XUERC 
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 Mr. Limoso 
 Mr. Tubiano 

 

 
YP Team 4 FGD Group 2 - Vision of an ideal community 

 
 

GROUP: 2 
MAGKAROON NG DRAINAGE PLANONG 

PAGABUHATON 
TUMONG 
(OBJECTIVES) 

 Makaiwas sa baha at sa iba pang posibleng peligro na 
maidulot tulad ng pagdami ng lamok na nagdadala ng sakit 

PANAHON 
(TIMEFRAME) 

 1 year

Unang 
Pagbuhaton 

Detalyadong 
Tikang 

Kinsa ang 
magdumala 

PETSA Gamit na 
kailangan Magsugod Mahuman

Agreement to 
have the 
drainage  

General 
assembly (get 
the consensus) 

President of 
the 
homeowners 
association 
 

April 1, 
2016  

April 8, 
2016  

Venue 
Sound system 

Through the Resolution President of April 10, April 12, Bond paper 
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org., make a 
resolution 
addressed to 
the land 
owner, the 
barangay 
council and 
the city 
government 

asking financial 
assistance 

the 
homeowners 
association 
 

2016 2016 Printer 
Computer 

Patawag ng 
meeting sa 
HOA 

Schedule 
CIVAC 
volunteer work 
 
Ask assistance 
for backhoe use 
Depth and 
width discussed 

President of 
the 
homeowners 
association 

April 20, 2016 Venue 

Plan for 
drainage 

Area survey and 
mapping 
 
Design plan 

Human 
resource 
 
Licensed civil 
engineer 

April 22, 
2016 

April 30, 
2016 

Survey 
equipments 
Money 

Meeting Work schedule   
Volunteer 
work  

Make dug-outs 
for canals/ 
drainage 

Homeowners May 5, 
2016 

September 
5, 2016 

Villa Verde roads

 
What could be the barriers or hindrances to the effective implementation of the action 
plan by the community? (Ano ang maaring mga hadlang o balakid sa epektibong pagpapatupad 
ng pinapanukalang plano ng komunidad?)       

 No financial assistance 
 No cooperation from the constituents 

What are the internal resources and external resources needed and from whom will 
support come from to implement the plan? (Anu-ano ang mga internal at external resources na 
kailangan at kanino manggagaling ang suportang kailangan sa pagpapatupad ng pinapanukalang 
plano?)       

Internal Resources External Resources 
 Participation from homeowners  Assistance from the Local Government 

Unit 
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Evaluation of Community Consultation Workshop 
 
 

Due to time constraints and because it was already dark, YP Team 4 decided to let the community 
participants choose which questions from the evaluation questions they would like to answer. This is 
the reason why some questions have no answer. 
 

1. Do the results of the workshop activities adequately reflect the real situation in 
your community? (Ang mga resulta ba sa atong aktibidad sa workshop nagapakita sa tunay 
nga sitwasyon sa atong komunidad?) 

FGD Group 1 FGD Group 2 
Yes We find the workshop satisfactorily quench 

our thirst of the real situation of our 
community 

2. Did you learn anything new about your community and barangay or city? (Aduna 
ba kita’y nangatun-an mahitungod sa atong barangay/siyudad? Unsa kini sila?) 

FGD Group 1 FGD Group 2 
No answer No answer 

3. In what ways do you find the workshop activities to be helpful to your 
community? (Sa unsa nga mga pamaagi ninyo nakita na ang aktibidadis sa workshop kay 
matabang/nakatabang sa atong komunidad?) 

FGD Group 1 FGD Group 2 
Learn to digging up the problems here in 

our community 
The workshop give many ways on how to help 

our community it open up our mind to 
actively participate in the community 

4. Do you have any suggestion to improve the workshop process? (Aduna ba kita’y  
mga suhestiyon para ma-improve/mapamaayo ang proseso sa workshop?) 

FGD Group 1 FGD Group 2 
No answer No answer 

5. What can you do to share with other members of your community the learnings 
from this workshop? (Unsa ang pwede nato mabuhat para mapaambat sa atong mga 
natun-an niining workshop?) 

FGD Group 1 FGD Group 2 
No answer No answer 
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ANNEX D: Photo Documentation 
 

 
The following are the captioned photos of the 
7-day YP Workshop. 
 
 
 

 
Ms. Ananeza Aban and Arch. Verna Sarraga as hosts for 
the 2016 YP Workshop on Social Housing 
 

 
Morning icebreaker to kick-off the 2016 YP Workshop 
 

 
Participants in a hurry to accomplish their signature sheets 
(group activity for expectations setting) 

 
YPs group discussion in preparation for their expectations 
presentation 
 

 
XU-ERC day 1 photo opt with Engr. Dexter Lo, Engr. 
Ermin Pimentel and Mr. Roel Ravanera 
 

 
Mr. Roel Ravanera presents the Keynote Lecture entitled 
“The Challenges to Sustainable Human Settlements 
Development and the Role of Young Design Professionals” 
 

 
Engr. Ermin Pimentel presents the first lecture, Cagayan 
De Oro housing situationer 

Day 1: Lecture Sessions	
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Arch. Angel Sales introduced TAO-Pilipinas Inc., and the 
YP Workshop activities 
 

 
Atty. Junefe Payot’s discussion on the national housing 
situation 
 

 
Arch. Angel Sales presenting BP 220 design guidelines 
 

 
Arch. Angel Sales and Atty. Junefe Payot for the Session A 
Open Forum on Social Housing Overview 

 
Engr. Gunnar Cabaraban of XU sharing his site 
development ideas 
 

 
Arch./EnP. Geraldine Matabang on her discussion about 
the Methods and Tools for Participatory Planning and 
Design 
 

 
Icebreaker from YP Team 3 (from left to right) Arc 
Cabugsa, Engr. Dexter Lo, and Casey Alla all from XU 
 

 
Arch./EnP. Faith Varona presented her lecture entitled 
“Participatory Planning with Poor Communities” 
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Architect-Planners Geraldine Matabang and Faith 
Varona for the Session B Open Forum on Participatory 
Community Planning and Design 
 

 
Day 1 group photo after Session A and Session B lectures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
Recap of activities by YP Team 4 Mr. Celso Palubon, Jr. 
of SHFC and Ms. Bea Cadorna of Xavier Ecoville 
 

 
Icebreaker by YP Team 4 Ms. Jemma Borres from the 
LGU-EMB of CDO 
 

 
Arch. Angel Sales continues Session A with a lecture about 
site development and house construction cost estimates 
 

 
Arch./EnP. Arlene Lusterio presenting her lecture on 
Sustainable and Disaster-resilient Concepts in Settlements 
Planning and Design for Session C  
  

Day 2: Lecture Sessions 
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Participants having a back massage for an icebreaker 
 

 
Arch. Verna Sarraga on her discussion about Technical 
Professionals in Post-Disaster Rehabilitation Work 
 

 
Session C Open Forum on Building Sustainable and 
Disaster-resilient Communities with Arch. Verna Sarraga,  
Arch./EnP. Arlene Lusterio, and Ms. Ananeza Aban as 
moderator 
 

 
“Give me a shape!” activity before Session D lecture; TAO 
ladies portraying a church 
 

 
YP Team 4 mimicking a playground 
 

 
YP Team 1 showing a bridge 
 

 
YP Team 2 as a life boat 
 

 
YP Team 3 perfectly displayed an evacuation center 
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Session D lecture with Ms. Ananeza Aban’s presentation 
entitled “Communicating Technical Knowledge to 
Communities” 
 

 
Mr. Giovane Bebanco presenting a brief background about 
Impala Neighborhood Association 
 

 
Mr. Tony Sanico presenting a brief background about 
Tierra Villa Verde Homeowners Association 
 

 
Ms. Janet Lumayag’s quick announcements for the 
community immersion activities 
 

 
Group activity “Zoom”, Mr. Tony Alvarado of SHFC led 
the group to unlock the story behind the photos 
 

 
All eyes on the story being told through photos 
 

 
The participants were able to recreate the stories but were 
not perfectly in line with the Zoom storyline 
 

 
The groups prepared for the community immersion before 
ending the day with a dinner 
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Day 3’s icebreaker by YP Team 2, Ms. Almera Espinosa of 
the CDO LGU and Engr. Claris Sanaga of SHFC 
 

 
YP Team 2 recap with Mae Saborrido of MUST and 
Nico Tabanas of XU 
 

 
Mr. Philip Flores introduces the Xavier Ecoville project 
before field visit 
 

 
A small bus was provided by LGU for the field visit 

 
YP Teams arrived at Xavier Ecoville 
 

 

 
First stop is the community cooperative store 
 

 
Xavier Ecoville’s cooperative bakery 
 

 
Orientation about the Xavier Ecoville Community at the 
deck of the cooperative store 

Day 3: Lecture Sessions and 
Field Visit	
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Xavier Ecoville Community Center 
 

 
Xavier Ecoville Community Chapel 
 

 
Xavier Ecoville Community Market 
 

 
Xavier Ecoville Health Station and Model House  

 
Xavier Ecoville Information Office where the XE HOA 
holds office 
 

 
Further discussion about the XE Homeowners Association 
 

 
Xavier Ecoville basketball court with solar powered light 
posts 
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Group photo in front of the XE HOA information office 
 

 
Motorela as their main transportation mode 
 

 
Another group photo under the shade of XE Community 
Center 
 

 
Back at Manresa, an icebreaker with Ms. Fe Barron, Ms. 
Almera Espinosa and Mr. Gab Chee Kee of the CDO-
LGU 
 

 
FGDs on field visit observations 
 

 

 

 

 
Group preparations on small group activity “Defend the 
Egg” 
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Mr. Donnie Castillo of SHFC as the official egg dropper 
with YP Team 2’s final entry using newspaper and straws 
as protection 
 

 
YP Team 1 used a parachute to slow the egg drop 
 

 
YP Teams 3 and 4 both used cushioned nests to catch the 
egg 
 

 
Before the session ended, Atty. Maria Rosalie Richa A. 
Taguian, SHFC Vice President for Legal and VisMin 
Group welcomes the participants to the YP Workshop 
2016 
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YP Team 1 & 2 Transect Walk - Impala 
Neighborhood Association  
 

 
Before the transect walk was the community meeting to 
orient the people about the YP Workshop  
 

 
The view of main access road upon entry 
 

 
The main drainage creek bounds the eastern and southern 
side of the community 
 

 
The typical drainage of the community is an open canal 
 

Water meters of the residents of Impala are found near the 
entrance of the access road to the community 
 

 
Existing privately used water well 
 

 
Ms. Lalaine Langeras shows the only open area, Lot 19, 
which is used for their community gatherings or board 
meetings 

Day 4: Community Immersion
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This house practices rainwater harvesting 
 

 
YP Team 1 identified the lot occupants as they complete 
their transect walk 
 

 
YP Team 2 did their transect walk in the morning and 
finished just before noon 
 

YP Team 3 & 4 Transect Walk - Tierra 
Villa Verde Homeowners Association 
 

 
YP Team 3 arrives at Tierra Villa Verde and is guided by 
community leaders in their transect walk 
 

 
YP Team 3 goes up a steep area of the site 
 

 
YP Team 3 takes note of site features 
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Participating community members were oriented about the 
workshop consultations that will be conducted 
 

 
YP Team 3 members interviewed community leaders 
about the land and housing situation in Tierra Villa 
Verde 
 

 
YP Team 3 members refer to the map in their interview 
with community leaders 
 

 
YP Team 4 being lead by two members of the board and 
some community members during the transect walk 
 

 
YP Team 4 and a community participant figuring out 
which house to visit next 
 

 
YP Team 4 proceeded to learn about the physical 
characteristics of the community 
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Some houses in Tierra Villa Verde are made of light 
materials while some have concrete houses 
 

 
YP Team 4 members sharing their thoughts and 
observations during the transect walk and validating it 
with the community members in the team 
 

 
The members of YP Team 3 at the Tierra Villa Verde 
basketball court 
 

 
YP Team 4 group picture on the first day of community 
immersion 
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YP Team 1 - Impala Neighborhood 
Association 
 

 
The workshop began with a prayer headed by a 
community elder 
 

 
Mr. Frank Gacutno, Impala Vice President, gave his 
opening remarks to the participants 
 

 
Engr. Randolph Librando of SHFC, gave the community 
a brief information about the day’s activities 
 

 
Mr. Robin Waban, Jr., energizing the community 
participants with an icebreaker 
 

 
Iano Adorable facilitates the focused groups for their 
expectations setting activity 
 

 
Ailene Llesis explaining the workshop house rules 
 

 
Nanay Nonie of Group 1 presents their expectations 
 

Day 5: Community Consultation 
Workshop	
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Kuya Mario of Group 2 presents their expectations 
 

 
Nanay Carmen explains their initial knowledge on 
disaster-resilient and sustainable communities 
 

 
Engr. Sanny Yusup gave a detailed discussion on disaster-
resilient and sustainable communities 
 

 
Engr. Randolph Librando ended the session by citing 
examples of disaster-resilient and sustainable communities 

 
Angelo Gamboa and Iano Adorable facilitated the 
community profiling and mapping exercises 
 

 
Group 1, mostly composed of older women, completes their 
profile assisted by YP’s 
 

 
Group 2, mostly men and younger women, assisted by 
Engr. Randolph Librando 
 

 
Group 1 smiles for their completed map 
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Ate Bebe presented the community profile accomplished by 
their group  
 

 
Mother and daughter Carmen and Lalaine presented the 
community map by Group 1 
 

 
Ate Ching presented the community profile prepared by 
Group 2 
 

 
Ate Ching presented the community map prepared by 
Group 2 

 
Arch. Aero Ulep facilitated the shelter related-needs 
assessment activities 
 

 
Mr. Robin Waban, Jr. facilitated the problem tree exercise 
 

 
Kuya Juni presented their priority shelter needs 
 

 
Engr. Sanny Yusup facilitated the resources listing activity 
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Best friends Nanay Nonie and Nanay Carmen as they 
work on their resources listing 
 

 
Iano Adorable co-facilitated the visioning activity 
 

 
Group 1 working on their visioning exercise 
 

 
Group 2 working on a grid layout for their visioning 
exercise 
 

 
Mr. Robin Waban, Jr. facilitates the action planning 
activity 
 

 
Group 2 poses after finishing their action plan ahead of 
time 
 

 
Ate Lalaine presented Group 1’s output for their visioning 
exercise and action plan 
 

 
Kuya Mario presented Group 2’s output for their visioning 
exercise 
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Kuya Juni presented Group 2’s action plan 
 

 
Ailene Llesis verified the expectations that were listed at the 
beginning of the workshop 
 

 
YP Team 2 and the Impala community participants pose 
after completing the workshop  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

YP Team 2 - Impala Neighborhood 
Association 

 
Ms. Janet Caadlawon presented their group’s idea of a 
sustainable and disaster resilient community 
 

 
Nico Tabanas and Mae Saborrido co-presented Session 1 
of the community consultation workshop 
 

 
Team Senior answered their community profile for Session 
2 under the shade 
 

 
Team Bagets, on the other hand, were under the heat of 
sun while answering their community profile for Session 2 
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The men of Team Senior took the lead in mapping out 
their answers for Session 2 
 

 
It was the women who took the lead for Team Bagets 
during the mapping portion of Session 2 
 

 
Ms. Janet Caadlawon who represented Team Senior 
reported their group’s Problem Tree Analysis 
 

 
Czarina Casirayan facilitated Session 4, which is an 
assessment of available resources in the community.  
 

 
Team Bagets is led by Janet Espina who is mapping the 
resources that they wrote down in the chart.  
 

 
Manny Fabian facilitated the shelter needs prioritization 

 
Nico Tabanas, Arch. Angel Sales, and Ms. Ananeza Aban 
guided Team Seniors during their community action 
planning session 
 

 
Ms. Janet Espina presented Team Baget’s community 
action plan 
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The members of Team Seniors posing for their group photo 
with Mr. Antonio Alvarado of SHFC   
 

 
The members of Team Bagets posing for their group photo 
with Mr. Antonio Alvarado of SHFC 
 

 
YP Team 2 posing for a group photo with the community 
participants of Impala Neighborhood Association 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

YP Team 3 - Tierra Villa Verde 
Homeowners Association   
 
 

 
Rudessa Belican and Casey Alla administered the 
registration of participants 
 

 
Nanay Nita Roxas gives the introductory remarks about 
the workshop 
 

 
A community representative shares his group’s expectations 
of the workshop 
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Engr. Jake Tuba-on of SHFC explains the features that 
make a sustainable and disaster-resilient community  
 

 
Engr. Dexter Lo and Arc Cabugsa briefed community 
members on guide questions to characterize the community 
 

 
Focus group members point out location of community 
features on the map 
 

 
A community member marks a feature on the map of their 
community 
 

 
A group representative presents the results of their focus 
group discussion for Session 2 
 

 
The map overlay is presented and a group representative 
explains the marking that indicate location of community 
infrastructure and facilities 
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Rudessa Belican gave an example of how to do a problem 
tree analysis 
 

 
One of the focus groups work on their problem tree analysis 
 

 
Community participants are up and about enjoying an 
icebreaker activity 
 

 
YP Team 3 leads an icebreaker activity 
 

 
Tatay Tony Sanico, the HOA president, reacts and 
clarifies the problem tree analysis presented by the two 
focus groups. 
 

 
A group representative reports on what her group identified 
as the priority shelter needs of the community. 
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Community representatives point out on the map the 
location of community resources 
 

 
Mr. Jim Mabulay of SHFC facilitates Session 3 of the 
workshop 
 

 
Mr Gab Chee Kee explains the Community Visioning 
activity 
 

 

One of the focus groups work on their visioning exercise 
 

 
Engr. Jake Tuba-on and Mr. Jim Mabulay guided a focus 
group in completing their action plan 
 

 
Angelica  Calotes guides a focus group in making a 
detailed action plan 
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 All action plans are posted to be presented by the focus 
groups to all workshop participants in Tierra Villa 
Verde 
 

 
Nearing dusk, the workshop participants listen and 
react to the presentation of community action plans. 
 

 
The last action plan was presented by nighttime; presenters 
use a cell phone light to read the detail of the plan 
 

 
Arlene Lusterio of TAO-Pilipinas closes the workshop 
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YP Team 4 - Tierra Villa Verde 
Homeowners Association 
 

 
A community participant leads the opening prayer 
 

 
President of the Tierra Villa Verde Homeowners 
Association, Tatay Tony Sanico, gives the opening remarks 
 

 
Arch. Arlene Lusterio discusses the flow and timeline of the 
program to the participants. 
 

 
Ms. Jemema Borres explains the house rules before starting 
the expectations setting 
 

 
FGD Group 1 discussing their expectations on the 
workshop 
 

 
FGD Group 2 gives each member the chance to voice out 
their expectations 
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Van Jason of Group 2 presents the expectations of their 
group 
 

 
Engr. Lorena Hernandez gives a lecture on sustainable 
and disaster-resilient communities  
 

 
Ms. Bea Cadorna, the lead facilitator for the profiling and 
mapping exercise, explains the mechanics of the activity 
 

 
Engr. Maji Collado assists FGD Group 2 in the mapping 
exercise 
 

 
FGD Group 1 as they work on their mapping exercise 
 

 
The FGD Group 1 representative, Chris, discusses their 
output on profile of the community 
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Mark Portarcos validates the major problems in the 
community for problem tree analysis 
 

 
Mark Portarcos assists a Group 1 representative who is 
reporting the finished problem tree 
 

 
Arch. Arlene Lusterio points out some statements in FGD 
Group 2’s problem tree 
 

 
Melvin Encarnacion leads the community participants in 
the listing of resources 
 

 
FGD Group 1 lists down the resources that exist in their 
community 
 

 
Jay Corbita presents the next activity which is community 
visioning and community action planning 
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FGD Group 2 prepares the drawing of their envisioned 
sustainable community 
 

 
Members of FGD Group 1 are cutting out metacards for a 
colorful community visioning 
 

 
Van Jayson shares their version of a sustainable community 
to the other participants 
 

 
Arch. Arlene Lusterio co-facilitates with Bea during the 
expectations checking 
 

 
Chris presented the proposed community action plan of 
FGD Group 1 of YP Team 4 to the workshop participants 
from both YP Team 3 and YP Team 4 
 

 
FGD Group 2 representative, Van Jayson, also presents 
their proposed community action plan 
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YP Teams 1 and 2 - Impala 
Neighborhood Association 
 
 

 
YP Teams 1 and 2 posing for a group photo at Kuya Loloy 
Bebanco’s balcony after the reflection session 
 
YP Teams 3 and 4 - Tierra Villa Verde 
Homeowners Association 
 

 
Casey Alla facilitates the workshop evaluation 
 

 
A community leader responds to the evaluation questions 
 

Mural Painting and Preparations for 
Plenary Presentation 
 

 
YP Teams 1 and 2 consolidating the results of their 
community consultation workshop 
 

 
YP Team 1 mural painting session 
 

 
YP Team 2 mural painting session 
 

 
YP Team 2 brainstorming for their plenary presentation 
 

Day 6: Wrap-up Activities with 
the Communities, Mural Painting, 
and Preparations for Plenary 
Presentation	
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YP Team 3 mural painting session 
 

 
YP Team 4 mural painting session 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	
	
	
  
 

 
YP Team 1 leads the icebreaker during the morning session 
 

 
YP Team 1 Ailene Llesis of XU gives a recap about the 
community immersion 
 

 
The panel of reactors for the plenary presentation (from left 
to rignt) Mr. Dexter Lo of XU-ERC, Ms. Cynthia Rosales 
of PCUP, Ms. Janet Lumayag of SHFC, and Mr. Michael 
Cagulada of GROUP Foundation 
 

Day 7: Plenary Presentations, 
Reflections, and Closing 
Ceremonies
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YP Teams 1 and 2 beginning their joint presentation with 
a video presentation of Impala accompanied by a song 
“Kaleidoscope World” by F. Magalona 
 

 
Angelo Gamboa and Iano Adorable presents the 
community profile of Impala 
 

 
Mr. Tony Alvarado presents the community resources 
 

 
YP Team 1 did role-playing to show their experiences 
during the community consultation workshop 

 
Engr. Sanny Yusup explained the community’s ideas on 
disaster-resilient and sustainable communities 
 

 
Mr. Robin Waban, Jr. presented the problem tree results of 
YP Team 1 
 

 
Mr. Frank Gacutno and Mr. Robin Waban presented the 
community action plans generated from YP Team 1’s 
consultation workshop 
 

 
YP Team 2 began their presentation with a voice over 
drama 
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Mr. Tony Alvarado further discussed the workshop results 
of YP Team 2 
 

 
Ms. Cynthia Rosales gave her feedback to the presentation 
and expressed about her past knowledge about the Impala 
community 
 

 
Ms. Janet Lumayag expressed how impressed she was about 
the presentation 
 

 
Mr. Michael Cagulada shared to the community 
representatives about the available options for financial aid 
in housing or land acquisition 

 
Engr. Dexter Lo shared his technical solutions about the 
drainage problem in the community 
 

 
Engr. Lorena Hernandez gave and introduction about 
Tierra Villa Verde 
 

 
Ms. Jemema Borres presented the map generated from 
Tierra Villa Verde community 
 

 
Ms. Bea Cardona presented the community profile of 
Tierra Villa Verde 
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Casey Alla and Rudessa Belican presented the resources of 
the community 
 

 
YP Team 3 also made use of role playing to show the 
current situation of the community 
 

 
Arc Cabugsa presented the workshop results of YP Team 3 
 

 
Nita Roxas presented the action plan produced by YP 
Team 3 community participants 
 

 
Melvin Encarnacion presented their observations on the 
community during YP Team 4’s transect walk 
 

 
Mark Portarcos presented the problem tree results of YP 
Team 4 
 

 
Jay Corbita presented the community action plans gathered 
by YP Team 4 in their consultation workshop 
 

 
Marc Pelesco presented the community’s vision of an ideal 
Tierra Villa Verde 
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YP Team 4 spoofed the movie “One More Chance” with 
Jay Corbita as Popoy and Ms. Bea Cadorna as Basha 
 

 
The panel of reactors were given certificates as tokens of 
appreciation 
 

 
Ailene Llesis presented the mural prepared by YP Team 1 
 

 
Mae Saborrido presented the mural prepared by YP Team 
2 

 

 
Mr. Jim Mabulay and Angelica Calotes presented the 
mural prepared by YP Team 3 
 

 
Jay Corbita presented the mural prepared by YP Team 4 
 

 
YP Team 1 poses with their mural 
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YP Team 2 poses with their mural 
 

 
YP Team 3 poses with their mural 
 

 
YP Team 4 poses with their mural 
 

 
All YP Teams showcasing their murals under the afternoon 
sun 
 

 
Back in the training hall, YP’s prepared their individual 
reflections 
 

 
YP 2016 Individual Reflections 
 

 
Arch. Angel Sales awarded the winners from Day 1 
expectations setting activity 

 
Arch./EnP. Geraldine Matabang hands TAO published 
construction manual to Arch. Ferdie Dumpa for MUST 
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Arch./EnP. Geraldine Matabang hands TAO published 
resources to Engr. Dexter Lo for XU  
 

 
Arch. Angel Sales hands her authored TAO published 
construction manual to Tierra Villa Verde HOA 
 

 
Arch. Angel Sales hands her authored TAO published 
construction manual to Impala Neighborhood Association 
 

 
YP Workshop 2016 participants received their certificates 
from Engr. Randolph Librando and Ms. Janet Lumayag of 
SHFC, Arch./EnP. Arlene Lusterio and Arch. Angel Sales 
of TAO-Pilipinas 

 

 
Mr. Bob Flores of Xavier Ecoville handed copies of XE 
Magazine to Arch./EnP. Arlene Lusterio for TAO-
Pilipinas 
 

 
Mr. Bob Flores of Xavier Ecoville and Engr. Dexter Lo of 
XU-ERC handed copies of XE Magazine to Ms. Janet 
Lumayag for SHFC 
 

 
Ms. Janet Lumayag delivered the closing remarks for the 
2016 YP Workshop 
 

 
The YP Workshop 2016 ended with a fun group picture 
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Afterword 
 

 

POST WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES IN 
METRO MANILA 

 
 
 

Last April 06, 2016, a post-workshop meeting 
was done to assess if the objectives of the 2016 
YP Workshop were met. Present in the 
meeting were Atty. Maria Rosalie Richa 
Taguian, SHFC Vice President for Legal and 
VisMinGroup, Atty. Junefe Payot, SHFC 
Corporate Executive Officer, Arch. Arlene 
Christy Lusterio, TAO Executive Director, 
Arch. Geraldine Matabang, TAO Education 
and Training Program Director, and Arch. 
Angelus Maria Sales, TAO Young 
Professionals Deputy Program Director.  The 
meeting was held at SHFC Main Office in 
Makati City. 
 
During the meeting, recommendations were 
given by TAO-Pilipinas which can be done if a 
similar workshop will be conducted by SHFC. 
Overall, the workshop is a success but the 
outcome would have been better if these 
recommendations were done.  
 

1. A longer lead time for workshop 
preparations. TAO usually takes at 
least three to six months doing 
workshop preparations that include: 
 

 Several site visits to the chosen 
community immersion sites to gather 
technical data, assess the current 
situation of the communities, and 
coordinate with community leaders 
about the immersion activities and the 
logistics involved 

 In depth screening of applicants 
involving panel interview of the 
applicant to assess their capability and 
willingness to be involved in the 
workshop 

 Preparation of workshop kit materials, 
visual aids, and tools to be used for the 
workshop 

 Coordination of the logistics of the 
workshop such as venue, food, and 
accommodation of the participants and 
invited resource speakers 

 Coordination with the stakeholders 
that will be involved in the workshop 
from the invited resource speakers and 
panelists to the barangay officials and 
host families of the selected 
communities 
 

2. Workshop organizers have more 
information regarding the community 
immersion sites prior to the workshop.  
If TAO and SHFC had more 
information about the community 
through a technical needs assessment 
of the communities, the community 
consultation workshop can have a 
more specific output with regards to 
their technical needs. The students 
with appropriate technical background 
can also be assigned to the right 
community depending on the 
technical needs of the community. 
Appropriate planning tools can also be 
prepared. 
 

3. Workshop is done on a summer or 
semestral break where students are no 
longer distracted with school work. 
Since the workshop was done during 
the peak of finals season, some 
participants were still doing their 
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schoolwork and did not have their full 
focus on the workshop. Others were 
preoccupied with graduation 
celebrations that they opted to not 
sleep in the community during their 
last night. 

 
4. Workshop participants are thoroughly 

screened and selected.  Participants 
should have undergone proper 
selection process that involves briefing 
possible applicants on what to expect 
of the workshop activities. The short 
orientation will allow them to mentally 
and emotionally prepare themselves for 
the kind of commitment the workshop 
entails. Participants are already well-
informed prior to the workshop. 
Assigned reading materials should have 
been given to help them prepare for 
the workshop.  A proper selection 
process can also ensure that selected 
participants will participate in all of the 
activities and cooperate in doing their 
assigned tasks. 
 

5. The number of community immersion 
sites should be proportioned to the 
number of participants. There were 
too many participants with only just 
two community immersion sites. The 
solution that was given was to have 
two teams per community. Ideally, 
each team should have a different 
community immersion site so each 
team will have a varied experience 
during the immersion process. This 
will also prevent putting too much 
strain on the resources of the 
community that will host the 
participants since they are broken into 
small groups. Budget limitations and 

time constraint prevented the 
workshop organizers to find more 
community immersion sites. 

 
On their end, SHFC has also provided their 
own recommendations based on the outcome 
of the workshop. The following 
recommendations were given: 
 

1. Some government protocols need to be 
streamlined to adapt to the needs of 
the YP workshop. Procurement 
procedures and other similar protocols 
slowed down the coordination of the 
logistics of the workshop. 
 

2. On the same note, partners, especially 
non-profit organizations unfamiliar 
with government SOPs, should be 
informed of the government 
procedures and protocols that will be 
required in an undertaking such as the 
YP workshop. This will enable 
government partners to make the 
necessary adjustments. 
 

3. An orientation on financial 
management and on SHFC’s 
community mortgage program is 
needed by both Impala and Tierra 
Villa Verde. Xavier University can be 
tapped to provide the orientation on 
financial management. 
 

4. Community immersion sites should be 
part of the community mortgage 
program. SHFC prefers communities 
that will be chosen as immersion sites 
for the YP workshop to have already 
been approved for the community 
mortgage program. 
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POST WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES IN 

CAGAYAN DE ORO CITY 

 
 
 

According to Ms. Janet Lumayag, SHFC CdO 
Regional Head, follow-up activities have 
started already. Last April 19, 2016, SHFC 
CdO conducted a community mortgage 
program (CMP) orientation to a few officers of 
Impala Neighborhood Association. SHFC 
then issued an endorsement certificate which 
the community needed for their HLURB 
registration. 
 
After the YP workshop, Impala has been very 
active in visiting SHFC CdO office to inquire 
and set appointment for their CMP 
orientation. Another CMP orientation was 
held last May 3, 2016 which was attended by 
the board of directors of Impala. All in all, 
nine (9) community representatives from 
Impala have attended the CMP orientation 
given by SHFC. 
 
For Tierra Villa Verde, no follow-up activities 
related to their land tenure issues have been 
done by the community after the YP 
workshop. According to Ms. Lumayag, this 
can be attributed to the busyness of the LGU 
for the upcoming election. 
 
SHFC CdO has also begun coordinating with 
Xavier University to seek assistance for the pre-
project development phase of their existing 
CMP projects. Last April 28, 2016, a meeting 
was held with Xavier University attended by 
Fr. Robert Yap, XU President, Ms. Ana 
Oliveros, SHFC President, Mr. Damaso 
Vertido, SHFC Board Director, Atty. Miriam 
Quizon, Atty. Junefe Payot, Tessam Castillo, 
all from SHFC Office of the President, Atty. 
Maria Rosalie Richa Taguian, SHFC Vice-

President, and Ms. Janet Lumayag, SHFC 
CdO Regional Head to discuss the 
collaboration between Xavier Ecoville and 
SHFC.   
 
SHFC wants Xavier Ecoville to help not only 
with the pre-project development phase of 
their existing CMP projects but also with 
Impala and Tierra Villa Verde. The pre-project 
development phase entails profiling and needs 
assessment of the involved communities. The 
details of how the YP participants from XU 
will be able to contribute to this planned 
collaboration have not yet been discussed. 
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